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Abstract
Modified gravity theories, MGTs, with modified (nonlinear) dispersion relations, MDRs, encode via in-
dicator functionals possible modifications and effects of quantum gravity; in string/brane, noncommutative
and/or nonassociative gravity theories etc. MDRs can be with global and/or local Lorentz invariance vi-
olations, LIVs, determined by quantum fluctuations, random, kinetic, statistical and/or thermodynamical
processes etc. Such MGTs with MDRs and corresponding models of locally anisotropic spacetime and curved
phase spaces can be geometrized in an axiomatic form for theories constructed on (co) tangent bundles with
base spacetime Lorentz manifolds. In certain canonical nonholonomic variables, the geometric/physical ob-
jects are defined equivalently as in generalized Einstein-Finsler and/or Lagrange-Hamilton spaces. In such
Finsler like MGTs, the coefficients of metrics and connections depend both on local Lorentz spacetime coordi-
nates and, additionally, on (co) fiber velocity and/or momentum type variables. The main goal of this work is
to elaborate on a nonholonomic diadic "shell by shell" formulation of MGTs with MDRs, with a conventional
(2+2)+(2+2) splitting of total phase space dimensions, when the (dual) modified Einstein-Hamilton equa-
tions can be decoupled in general forms. We show how this geometric formalism allows us to construct various
classes of exact and parametric solutions determined by generating and integration functions and effective
sources depending, in principle, on all phase space coordinates. There are derived certain most general and
important formulas for nonlinear quadratic elements and studied the main geometric and physical properties
of quasi-stationary generic off-diagonal and diagonalizable phase spaces. This work provides a self-consistent
geometric and analytic method for constructing in our further partner papers different types of black hole
solutions for theories with MDRs and LIVs and elaborating various applications in modern cosmology and
astrophysics.
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1 Introduction
Modified gravity theories, MGTs, with nonlinear (i.e modified) dispersion relations, MDRs, have played
an increasingly important role for research in modern particle physics, classical and quantum gravity, QG,
accelerating cosmology and astrophysics. Geometric methods, axiomatic approaches, various applications and
important developments are summarized and discussed in a series of our recent works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. We also
cite [7, 8, 9], for reviews on MGTs and applications, and [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], for various
theoretical and phenomenological works involving possible (local) Lorentz invariance violations, LIVs.
In [1], we provided a comprehensive geometric study of physical principles and axiomatic approaches to
MGTs with MDRs and LIVs. We concluded that such theories can be formulated as self-consistent causal
extensions of general relativity (GR, i.e. the Einstein gravity theory) if the geometric constructions are extended
on tangent and cotangent Lorentz bundles, TV and T ∗V. Such relativistic phase space models are elaborated on
a base spacetime, considered as a four dimensional, 4-d, Lorentz manifold V enabled with a pseudo-Riemannian
metric structure gij(x
k), with i, j, k, ... = 1, 2, 3, 4; for instance, of local signature (+,+,+,−). A metric tensor in
GR, gij(x
k), is defined by a solution of standard Einstein equations.1 On total (phase) spaces, we suppose that
the metric structures gαβ(x
k, va), or gαβ(x
k, pa), is determined by MDRs in some forms depending additionally
on velocity/momentum like (co) fiber coordinates, when indices α = (i, a), β = (j, b) etc. run values 1, 2, ..., 7, 8.
Such locally anisotropic metrics (in our geometric constructions, we shall use also certain classes of (non) linear
connections) can be derived naturally for various semi-classical commutative and/or noncommutative models
of MGTs and/or QG theories, when the MDRs can be written locally in a general form
c2−→p 2 − E2 + c4m2 = ̟(E,−→p ,m; ℓP ). (1)
In this formula, an indicator of modifications ̟(...) encodes possible contributions of modified/generalized
physical theories with LIVs etc. In general, an indicator ̟(xi, E,−→p ,m; ℓP ) depends on spacetime coordi-
nates xi on base spacetime manifold and can be computed, chosen and studied following theoretical and/or
phenomenological arguments and experimental/ observations data.2
In corresponding nonholonomic variables, MGTs with MDRs can be elaborated and studied as certain
Finsler-Lagrange-Hamilton gravity theories modelled on TV and/or T ∗V. For well-defined conditions, such
generalized non-Riemannian geometries can be constructed in certain equivalent forms when the fundamental
geometric objects and effective gravitational and matter field equations are naturally determined by ̟(xi, pa, ...).
In [1], we proved that modified Einstein-Finsler/-Lagrange/-Hamilton equations can derived following geomet-
ric and/or variational principles, when the geometric and analytic calculi are adapted to nonlinear connection
structures. For MGTs elaborated on TV , higher order generalizations and extra dimension nonholonomic man-
ifolds3, the modified Einstein-Finsler equations can be solved in very general forms following the anholonomic
1In a more general approach, we can consider on V other type MGTs, for instance, models with Lagrange density determined
by a functional f of a Ricci scalar, f(R).
2For ̟ = 0, the formula (1) transforms into a standard quadratic dispersion relation for a relativistic point particle, or perturba-
tions of a scalar field, with (effective) massm, energy E, and momentum pı´ (for ı´ = 1, 2, 3) propagating in a four dimensional, 4-d, flat
Minkowski spacetime. Here we note that certain modifications of the special relativity theory, SRT, and GR could be consequences
of some (deformed) modified symmetries, for instance, with (non) commutative deformed Poincaré transforms, quantum groups and
interactions, LIVs etc. Such values may involve, for instance, effective energy-momentum variables pa = (pı´, p4 = E),
−→
p = {pı´},
(for a = 5, 6, 7, 8), at the Planck scale ℓp :=
√
~G/c3 ∼ 10−33cm, or other scale parameters. In this work, we fix the light velocity,
c = 1, for a respective system of physical units.
3equivalently, such spaces are called anholonomic, i.e. enabled with non-integrable distributions of geometric objects and local
frames; in this work, we elaborate on geometric constructions which are adapted to nonlinear connection, N-connection, structures
3
frame deformation method, AFDM. We cite [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and references therein for details and various ex-
amples of locally anisotropic black hole and cosmological solutions. Our program for research on classical and
quantum MGTs with MDRs involves extensions of the AFDM for gravitational and matter field theories and
geometric evolution equations formulated on cotangent bundles T ∗V. Such constructions include models with
generalized Einstein-Hamilton spaces and their supersymmetric/ noncommutative/ nonassocitative and other
type extensions. Various classes of exact and parametric solutions which can be constructed by geometric and
analytic methods depend, in general, on all spacetime and phase space variables (xk, pa).
The goal of this work is to elaborate on the nonholonomic diadic geometric formulation4 of MGTs with MDRs
and extensions of the GR on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles. This formalism allow us to develop the AFDM for
constructing exact solutions of physically important systems of nonlinear partial differential equations, PDEs.
We shall consider such conventional diadic splitting: (2+2) for a base spacetime Lorentz manifold V ; and
(2+2)+(2+2) decompositions on T ∗V , when the total dimension dim(T ∗V ) = 8. In correspondingly defined
diadic nonholonomic variables, the modified Einstein-Hamilton equations can be decoupled and integrated in
very general forms. In general, it is possible to construct in explicit form various classes of physically important
generic off-diagonal solutions determined by generating and integration functions depending, in principle, on
all phase space variables. Such methods and solutions will be applied in our further works on MGTs and
applications in modern cosmology and astrophysics.
We suppose that readers are familiar with standard results on mathematical relativity and particle physics
(including the geometry of vector bundles and metric and connection structures) summarized in typical mono-
graphs on the Einstein gravity theory [21, 22, 23] and a collection of most important exact solutions in GR
theory [24]. One can be consulted also some standard monographs on (generalized) Finsler geometry and non-
holonomic manifolds [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Such works were written by mathematicians or physicists
who devoted their research to Finsler spaces and applications involving in the bulk local Euclidean signatures
and the Riemann-Finsler geometry. Those works have not discussed possible generalizations of the Einstein
gravity with Finsler like modifications following modern MGTs approaches for metric–affine gravity, elaborating
classical and quantum (for various noncommutative and supersymmetric generalizations) models with MDRs,
applications in accelerating cosmology etc. Physicists and mathematicians interested in research in such recent
directions of mathematical physics and geometric methods in physics may consider the results, methods and
critics summarized in monograph [32] and a recent unconventional review [1], on the axiomatic approaches and
historical remarks on relativistic Finsler-Lagrange-Hamilton spaces and applications.
This article can be considered as a second partner of [1] when the axiomatic approach to MGTs with MDRs
is completed with new geometric methods for constructing exact solutions in such theories with additional
momentum like variables. We prove that there are general decoupling and integration properties of fundamental
field equations on cotangent Lorentz bundles, and related Einstein-Hamilton gravity theories. Such geometric
methods and applications were elaborated for nonholonomic manifolds in (super) string and/or noncommutative
gravity theories and certain tangent bundle (generalized Finsler-Lagrange spaces) models, see [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In
this work, we concentrate on a comprehensive study of quasi-stationary exact and parametric solutions when
in certain systems of reference the coefficients of fundamental geometric objects (metrics, connections etc.) do
not depend on time like coordinates (at least for base manifold projections) and possess a Killing symmetry, for
instance, on a momentum-like variable.5 It is shown how exact (non) vacuum off-diagonal solutions with matter
field and effective sources and conventional cosmological constants can be constructed in general forms. We state
certain conditions for extracting Levi-Civita, LC, configurations with zero torsion, and analyze corresponding
nonlinear symmetries relating different classes of metrics and connections with diadic structure. It should
be noted that the material is arranged in a form which is typical for "geometry and physics" articles with
definitions, corollaries, theorems etc. Certain proofs are sketched in the main part or provided in appendices (or
with references to previous works where similar constructions are provided). Explicit applications in modern
cosmology and astrophysics (for instance, for constructing cosmological scenarios with inflation and acceleration,
4"diad" is from a corresponding Latin word; in our approach, it means a splitting of coordinates and indices of physical variables
into certain conventional shells of dimension 2 when the total dimension is of type 2+2+2..., or 3+2+2+...; when in certain adapted
frames the components of geometric objects of higher dimension depend only on components of the same and lower dimension
5in principle, using the AFDM, we can generate more general classes of solutions without Killing symmetries and dependence on
all phase space and spacetime coordinates but such constructions are more cumbersome and it is not clear what physical importance
may have such "very general" nonholonomic phase spaces
4
and black hole solutions, involving momentum like variables) with be provided in our further works, see also
further references and discussions.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we elaborate on a nonholonomic diadic geometric formu-
lation of gravity theories with MDRs and LIVs modelled on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles. There are defined
corresponding (non) linear connection and metric structures and computed curvature, torsion and nonmetricity
tensors (and related Ricci and Einstein tensors, scalar curvatures). We prove that there are such nonholonomic
variables when the geometry of such curved phase spaces can be equivalently modelled as pseudo (with local
pseudo-Euclidean signature) Lagrange-Hamilton (in particular, Finsler and their cotangent dual) spaces.
In section 3, there are defined in adapted form the Lagrange densities for gravitational and scalar matter fields
with locally anisotropic phase space interactions on cotangent Lorentz bundles. We prove that modified Einstein
equations with MDRs can be formulated as equivalent generalized Einstein-Lagrange/ -Hamilton equations.
Such formulas can be derived in equivalent N-adapted variational and abstract geometric forms, see related
details in [1]. We consider canonical formulations with nonholonomic 4+4 and diadic (2+2)+(2+2) splitting of
locally anisotropic spacetime total phase space gravitational and scalar field moving equations.
Section 4 contains further developments of the AFDM: There are formulated some important theorems on
general decoupling and integrability of generalized Einstein equations with MDR and their equivalent nonlinear
dynamical equations for modified Einstein-Hamilton systems. We prove that corresponding systems of nonlinear
PDEs split into coupled "shell by shell" two dimensional systems of nonlinear equations on base and conventional
fiber spaces. For such splitting, such nonlinear systems with decoupling can be solved in explicit general form
for generic off-diagonal ansatz with certain spacetime and phase space Killing symmetries for gravitational
and (effective) matter field sources. We define an important class of nonlinear symmetries relating generation
functions to generating (effective) sources and shell cosmological constants.
Section 5 is devoted to a study of nonholonomic deformations of phase space metrics into exact and para-
metric solutions. There are studied diagonal phase space configurations; (off-) diagonal phase space vacuum
solutions, and how such locally anisotropic solutions can model explicit examples of Einstein-Hamilton spaces
and Finsler-Lagrange geometry.
A summary of main results and final remarks are presented in section 6.
Finally, we also note that the proofs of theorems are sketched in some forms being accessible both for
researchers on mathematical physics and phenomenology of particle physics and gravity. It is preferred the
so-called abstract geometric method and emphasized the possibility of alternative adapted variational proofs.
In Appendix A, there are stated certain important N-adapted coefficient formulas which are necessary for
proofs of decoupling properties and integrability of physically important systems of nonlinear PDEs. In some
subsections, the geometric and analytic computations are provided in detailed forms in order to show such
methods can be applied in MGTs. For convenience, we provide in Appendix B a brief summary on the geometry
of relativistic Finsler-Lagrange-Hamilton spaces formulated in canonical (so-called "tilde") variables and show
how such geometric structures are naturally determined by indicators of MDRs and LIVs.
2 Nonholonomic Diadic Geometry of (co) Tangent Lorentz Bundles
This section contains an introduction to the geometry of nonholonomic diadic structures with conventional
splitting of dimensions (2+2)+(2+2) on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles. Such a formalism is important for
constructing exact solutions and quantizing various modifications of the Einstein gravity theory and related
Lagrange-Hamilton gravity theories canonically defined by MDRs, see reviews of relevant former results, meth-
ods and applications in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. We elaborate both a coordinate free formulation adapted coefficient
formalism and provide necessary coordinate formulas in Appendix A. Basic concepts on relativistic Finsler-
Lagrange-Hamilton are outlined in Appendix B.
2.1 Geometric preliminaries
Standard theories of particle physics based on special relativity, SR, and general relativity, GR, principles
are elaborated for (correspondingly) a four dimensional, 4-d, Lorentz spacetime manifold V and respective (co)
tangent bundles, TV and/or T ∗V. The standard curved spacetime geometry is stated following this
5
Assumption 2.1 [standard quadratic line elements on total spaces of (co) tangent bundles] The corresponding
quadratic elements determined by total phase space metrics with signature (+ + +−; + + +−), can be written
in local coordinate form as
ds2 = gαβ(x
k)duαduβ = gij(x
k)dxidxj + ηabdy
adyb, for ya ∼ dxa/dτ ; and/ or (2)
d ps2 = pgαβ(x
k)d puαd puβ = gij(x
k)dxidxj + ηabdpadpb, for pa ∼ dxa/dτ. (3)
In above formulas, we can consider g = {gij(x)} as a solution of the Einstein equations for the Levi-
Civita connection ∇; the (co) vertical metric ηab and its dual η
ab are standard Minkowski metrics, ηab =
diag[1, 1, 1,−1]; the metric structures can be parameterized equivalently by the same h-components of gαβ(x
k)
when pgij(x
k) = gij(x
k); relativistic curves xa(τ) on V are parameterized by a positive parameter τ .6 The
main consequence of Assumption 2.1 is that the geometric and physical objects in standard physical theories
depend only on base spacetime coordinates and do not involve, for instance, metrics and connections depending
on velocity/ momentum variables. Even for certain constructions (for instance, for elaborating relativistic
kinetic theories) there are considered phase spaces with effective velocity/momentum variables, one can be
defined always certain canonical lifts to total spaces of standard pseudo-Riemannian metrics and Levi-Civita
connections (metric compatible and with zero torsion) depending only on base Lorentz manifold spacetime
coordinates.
Definition 2.1 [Nonlinear connections and nonholonomic h-v, h-cv and diadic splitting] Nonlinear connection, N–
connection, structures for TV, or T ∗V, are defined by a Whitney sum ⊕ of conventional h- and v–distributions,
or h and cv–distributions, when
N : TTV = hTV ⊕ vTV or pN : TT∗V = hT ∗V ⊕ vT ∗V. (4)
A (2+2)+(2+2) splitting is stated by for respective N–connections when
sN : sTTV =
1hTV ⊕ 2hTV ⊕ 3vTV ⊕ 4vTV and
p
sN : sTT
∗V = 1hT ∗V ⊕ 2hT ∗V ⊕ 3vT ∗V ⊕ 4vT ∗V, (5)
where the low left label s = 1, 2, 3, 4 is for a "shell" splitting.7
Such decompositions into Whitney sums (mathematicians consider alternatively certain classes of exact
sequences in order to define N-connection nonholonomic distributions, see [28, 30, 32]) define splitting into
conventional 2-dim nonholonomic distributions of TTV and TT ∗V, when
dim( 1hTV ) = dim( 2hTV ) = dim( 3vTV ) = ( 4vTV ) = 2 and
dim( 1hT ∗V ) = dim( 2hT ∗V ) = dim( 3vT ∗V ) = ( 4vT ∗V ) = 2.
6Index and coordinate conventions for geometric objects:
• 8-d and 4-d indices: For local coordinates on a tangent bundle TV, we shall write uα = (xi, va), (or in brief, u = (x, v)),
when indices i, j, k, ... = 1, 2, 3, 4 and a, b, c, ... = 5, 6, 7, 8; when for cumulative indices α, β, ... = 1, 2, ...8. Similarly, on a
cotangent bundle T ∗V, we write puα = (xi, pa), (or in brief,
pu = (x, p)), where x = {xi} are considered as coordinated for a
base Lorentz manifold V (as in GR). The coordinate x4 = t is considered as time like one and p8 = E is an energy type one.
If necessary, we shall work with 3+1 decompositions when, for instance, xı`, for ı` = 1, 2, 3, are used for space coordinates;
and pa`, for a` = 5, 6, 7, are used for momentum like coordinates.
• Diadic indices: conventional (2+2)+(2+2) splitting of indices are labeled following such rules: α1 = (i1), α2 = (i1, i2 =
a2), β2 = (j1, j2 = b2);α3 = (i3, a3), β3 = (j3, b3), ...;α4 = (i4, a4), β4 = (j4, b4), for i1, j1 = 1, 2; i3, j3 = 1, 2, 3, 4; i4, j4 =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; and a2, b2 = 3, 4; a = (a3, a4), b = (b3, b4), for a3, b3 = 5, 6 and a4, b4 = 7, 8, etc.; such a splitting adapted
to the splitting of h-space into 2-d horizontal and vertical subspaces, 1h and 2v, of (co) vertical spaces v into
3v and
4v into conventional four 2-d shells labeled with lef up or low abstract indices like sv, or αs = (is, as) for s = 1, 2, 3, 4
referring to ordered shells. Hereafter, we shall put shall labels on the left up, or left low, on convenience. Right indices will
get additional labels 1,2,3,4 if it will be necessary. It is convenient to contract indices using α2 = (i1, a2) = 1, 2, 3, 4;α3 =
(α2, a3) = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;α = α4 = (α3, a4) = 1, 2, ..., 8. In diadic form, the coordinates will split as x
i = (xi1 , ya2), va =
(va3 , va4); pa = (pa3 , pa4). We shall write su = { uαs = (xis , vas)} and psu = { puαs = (xis , pas)} for cumulative indices on
corresponding s-shell.
7Diadic splitting is important for decoupling (modified) Einstein equations and generating exact solutions in explicit form, see
next section.
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In above formulas, left up labels like 1h, 3v etc. state that we using nonholonomic (equivalently, anholonomic
and/or non-integrable) distributions we split respective 8-d total spaces into 2-d shells 1,2,3 and 4. We cite
[1, 2] for details and historical remarks on N-connection geometry and applications in physics.8
Lemma 2.1 [N-adapted/diadic (co) frames ] N–connection structures (4) and (5) defines respective canonical
systems of N–adapted bases
eα on TTV and e
α on T ∗TV; peα on TT
∗V and peα on T ∗T∗V;
and eαs on sTTV and e
αs on sT
∗TV; peαs on sTT
∗V and peαs on sT
∗T∗V.
The proofs follows from N-adapted constructions (considered canonical for transforms which are linear on
N–coefficients) in Appendix A.1.
Assumption 2.2 [d-metrics on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles and diadic decomposition] The total spaces of tan-
gent, TV, and cotangent, T∗V, Lorentz bundles used for elaborating physical theories with MDR–generalizations
of the Einstein gravity can be enabled, respectively, with pseudo-Riemannian metric, g, and pg, structures and
respective shell decompositions, sg, and
p
sg. Using frame transforms in N–adapted form, respective metric
structures can be parameterized as distinguished metrics (d-metrics) in such forms:
g = gαβ(x, y)e
α⊗eβ = gij(x)e
i ⊗ ej + gab(x, y)e
a ⊗ ea and/or (6)
pg = pgαβ(x, p)
peα⊗ pe
β
= gij(x)e
i ⊗ ej + pgab(x, p) pea ⊗
peb. (7)
and, for shell decompositions, as so-called, s-metrics,
g = sg = gαsβs( su)e
αs⊗eβs = gisjs( sx)e
is ⊗ ejs + gasbs( sx, sv)e
as ⊗ eas and/or (8)
pg = psg =
pgαsβs(
p
su)
peαs⊗ pe
βs = pgij(
p
sx)e
is ⊗ ejs + pgasbs( psx, sp)
peas ⊗
pebs . (9)
The metrics (6)-(9) define generalizations for phase space with curved typical fibers and generalize respec-
tively the classes of metrics contained in nonlinear quadratic elements of type (B.4), or (B.5).
For geometric constructions on TV and their dual, we can consider general vierbein transforms eα =
e
α
α(u)∂/∂uα and eβ = e
β
β(u)du
β , where the local coordinate indices are underlined in order to distinguish
them from arbitrary abstract ones. In such formulas, a matrix eββ is inverse to e
α
α for orthonormalized bases.
Similarly, we can perform various frame transforms peα =
pe
α
α( pu)∂/∂ puα and peβ = pe
β
β(
pu)d puβ for
geometric object on T ∗V and their dual. It should be noted that there are not used boldface symbols for such
transforms because an arbitrary decomposition (for instance, one can be considered as particular cases certain
coordinate diadic 2+2+2+2 splitting) is not adapted to a N–connection structure. Frame transforms can be
also constructed/considered in such N-adapted forms when certain N-connection structures are encoded. This
way we prove
Theorem 2.1 [equivalent representations of d- and s-metrics as canonical d-metrics for Lagrange-Hamilton spaces]
Up to frame/coordinate transform we can establish such equivalence of respective geometric data
(N; eα, e
α;gαβ) and/or ( sN; eαs , e
αs ;gαsβs) ←→ (L˜, N˜; e˜α, e˜
α; g˜jk, g˜
jk) (10)
( pN; peα,
peα; pgαβ) and/or (
p
sN;
peαs ,
peαs ; pgαsβs) ←→ (H˜,
pN˜; pe˜α,
pe˜α; pg˜ab, pg˜ab),
8 The formulas (4) can be written respectively in local form, N = Nai
∂
∂va
⊗ dxi or pN = pNia ∂∂pa ⊗ dx
i, using the N-connection
coefficients N = {Nai } or pN = { pNia}; the geometric objects on V,TV,T ∗V will be labeled by "bold face" symbols if they can be
written in N-adapted form; the up label bar ”p” will be used if it will be necessary to emphasize that certain geometric objects are
defined on cotangent bundles. The nonholonomic diadic splitting with N-connections (5) are defined locally by such coefficients
sN = {Na2i1 (x
i1 , ya2), Na3i1 (x
i1 , ya2 , vb3), Na4i1 (x
i1 , ya2 , vb3 , vb4),
Na3i2 (x
i1 , ya2 , vb3), Na4i2 (x
i1 , ya2 , vb3 , vb4), Na4a3 (x
i1 , ya2 , vb3 , vb4)} and
p
sN = { pN i2i1 (x
i1 , ya2), pNi1a3(x
i1 , ya2 , pb3),
pNi1a4(x
i1 , ya2 , pb3 , pb4),
pNi2a3(x
i1 , ya2 , pb3),
pNi2a4(x
i1 , ya2 , pb3 , pb4),
pNa3a4(x
i1 , ya2 , pb3 , pb4)}.
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where tilde values are defined by canonical geometric objects on Lagrange-Hamilton spaces, see Appendix B and
canonical d-metrics g˜αβ (B.12) and
pg˜αβ (B.13). We can establish L–dual variables for data (10).
It is convenient to work with canonical d-metric structures g˜ and pg˜ if we are going to provide a geometric
mechanic interpretation (in particular, in Finsler like variables) for propagating of probing particles in phase
spaces and when the fundamental geometric objects are explicitly determined by a MDR (1). Such data are also
important for defining almost symplectic variables and performing different models, for instance, of deformation
quantization, see [1] and references therein. In another turn, s-metrics are necessary for finding exact solutions
in MGTs with LIVs.
2.2 D- and s-connections and their curvatures
In this subsection, we analyze which classes of linear connections and respective covariant derivative oper-
ators can be constructed in N-adapted forms. Such geometric objects will be applied for formulating classical
and quantum gravity and matter field theories with MDRs, and which allow decoupling and integrability in
nonholonomic diadic form of generalized Einstein equations.
2.2.1 Distinguished connections and N-adapted distortions
Let us denote by D be a linear connection on TV. We can define a linear connection pD on T∗V as follows:
pD pX
pY := (DXY)
∗ = p(DXY), where
pX and pY are d-vector fields on T∗V. Inversely, considering a linear
connection pD on T∗V, it is possible to construct a linear connection ◦D on TV, when ◦DXY := (
pD pX
pY)◦,
for any d-vector fieldsX and Y on TV. Such D and pD can be defined if respective (co) tangent Lorentz bundles
are enabled with shell by shell N-connection structure (5) and/or canonical Lagrange-Hamilton variables and
L –duality stated by Legendre (B.2) and inverse Legendre (B.3) transforms.
On (co) tangent bundles, we can elaborate different geometries of affine (linear) connections and respective
covariant derivatives. Such constructions can be performed in different forms which are adapted, or not adapted,
to certain prescribed N–connection and/or diadic structures.
Definition 2.2 [d-connections and s-connections as N-adapted linear connections] A distinguished connection
(d–connection) is a linear connection D on TV (or pD on T∗V) which preserves under parallelism a respective
N–connection splitting (4). Such a d-connection is a shell type one, i.e. a s-connection, sD (or
p
sD), if it
preserve under parallelism a respective shell N–connection structure (5).
The coefficients of d–connections D and pD can be defined in corresponding N-adapted forms with respect
to N–adapted frames Lemma (2.1), Deβeγ := Γ
α
βγeα and
pD peβ
peγ :=
pΓ
α
βγ
peα, where (for a h-v splitting)
Dekej := L
i
jkei,Dekeb := L´
a
bkea,Decej := C´
i
jcei,Deceb := C
a
bcea
and (for a h-cv splitting)
pD pek
pej :=
pLijk
pei,
pDek
peb := − pL´ ba k
pea, pD pec
pej :=
pC´i cj
pei,
pD pec
peb := − pC bca
pea.
Summarizing above formulas, we conclude that the N-adapted coefficients of d-connections on (co) tangent
Lorentz bundles are respectively parameterized
D = ( hD, vD)= {Γ
α
βγ = (L
i
jk, L´
a
bk, C´
i
jc, C
a
bc)} and
pD =
(
p
hD,
p
vD
)
= { pΓαβγ = (
pLijk,
pL´ ba k,
pC´i cj ,
pC bca )},
where hD = (L
i
jk, L´
a
bk), vD = (C´
i
jc, C
a
bc) and
p
hD = (
pLijk,
pL´ ba k),
p
vD = (
pC´i cj ,
pC bca ).
In similar forms, we can define d-connections and distortion d-tensors and compute their N-adapted co-
efficients for every shell decomposition of tangent bundles. For instance, we provide explicit formulas for
a diadic decomposition on T∗V defined by a psN (5). The coefficients of a d–connection on a s-shell,
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p
sD = {
pD peβs =
pD
βs
} can be defined and computed N-adapted forms with respect to peαs and
peαs , see
(A.5),
pD peβs
peγs :=
pΓαsβsγs
peαs , where
pD peks
pejs :=
pLisjsks
peis ,
pDeks
pebs := − pL´ bsas ks
peas ,
pD pecs
pejs :=
pC´is csjs
peis ,
pD pecs
pebs := − pC bscsas
peas .
The N-adapted coefficients of d-connections on the 3d shell of cotangent Lorentz bundles can be parameterized
in the form
p
sD =
(
p
shD,
p
svD
)
= { pΓαsβsγs = (
pLisjsks ,
pL´ bsas ks ,
pC´is csjs ,
pC bscsas )},
where pshD = (
pLisjsks ,
pL´ bsas ks) and
p
svD = (
pC´is csjs ,
pC bscsas ).
Similar N-adapted formulas can be derived for sD = { D eβs = Dβs} = {Γ
αs
βsγs
}.
Lemma 2.2 [distortion of linear connection structures ] Let us consider on TV a linear connection D (which is
not obligatory a d-connection) and a d-connection D. Such values on T∗V, are respectively denoted pD and
pD and can be related by corresponding distortion d-tensors
Z = D−D and/or pZ := pD− pD; (11)
sZ := sD−D and/or
p
sZ :=
p
sD−
pD. (12)
Proof. For simplicity, let us sketch the proofs for tangent and cotangent bundles. Fixing respective N-
adapted frames, such distortion d-tensors
Zαβγ = Γ
α
βγ − Γ
α
βγ = {Z
i
jk = L
i
jk − L
i
jk, Z´
a
bk = L´
a
bk − L´
a
bk, Z´
i
jc = C´
i
jc − C´
i
jc, Z
a
bc = C
a
bc − C
a
bc} and
pZαβγ =
pΓαβγ −
pΓαβγ
= { pZijk =
pLijk −
pLijk,
pZ´ ba k =
pL´ ba k −
pL´
b
a k,
pZ´i cj =
pC´i cj −
pC´
i c
j ,
pZ bca =
pC bca −
pC bca },
can be constructed in explicit form by considering corresponding differences of N-adapted coefficients for linear
and d–connections. Similar formulas can be introduced for the s-shell distortion of linear connections,
p
sZ :=
p
sD−
p
sD for
pZαsβsγs =
pΓαsβsγs −
pΓαsβsγs ,
where we omit formulas for h,v and cv-coefficients, which are similar to (11) and (12). 
2.2.2 Distinguished and shell curvature, torsion and nonmetricity tensors
Definition 2.3 -Theorem9 [curvature, torsion and nonmetricity of d- and s-connections ] Any d–connection D,
or pD, is characterized by respective curvature (R, or pR), torsion (T , or pT ), and nonmetricity, (Q, or pQ),
d-tensors defined and computed in standard forms:
R(X,Y) := DXDY −DYDX −D[X,Y], (13)
T (X,Y) := DXY −DYX− [X,Y] and Q(X) := DXg,
or pR( pX, pY) := pD pX
pD pY −
pD pY
pD pX −
pD[ pX, pY],
pT ( pX, pY) := pD pX
pY − pD pY
pX− [ pX, pY] and pQ( pX) := pD pX
pg.
For s–connections sD and/or
p
sD, we can consider similar values defined by following formulas curvature,
pR
and/or psR, torsion,
pT and/or psT , and nonmetricity,
pQ, or psQ, d-tensors defined following such formulas
sR( sX, sY) := sD sXD sY − sD sY sD sX − sD[ sX, sY], (14)
sT ( sX, sY) := sD sX sY − sD sY sX− [ sX, sY] and sQ( sX) := sD sX sg,
or psR(
p
sX,
p
sY) :=
p
sD psX
p
sD psY −
p
sD psY
p
sD psX −
p
sD[ psX, psY],
p
sT (
p
sX,
p
sY) :=
p
sD psX
p
sY −
p
sD psY
p
sX− [
p
sX,
p
sY] and
p
sQ(
p
sX) :=
p
sD psX
p
sg.
9In mathematical physics, there are used terms like Definition-Theorem / - Lemma / - Corollary etc. for such definitions (new
ideas, concepts, or conventions) which motivated by certain explicit geometric constructions and/or requesting formulation of some
theorems and respective mathematical proofs.
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The N–adapted coefficients for the curvature, torsion and nonmetricity d-tensors (13) and cotangent part of
(14) are provided in Corollary A.2 in Appendix A. Hereafter, we shall provide explicit geometric or coordinate
formulas only for cotangent bundle objects with a shell decomposition of equations if that will not result in
ambiguities. This is motivated also for TV and T∗V with established L-duality structure. In such cases, for
instance, we can transform formulas for psR(
p
sX,
p
sY) into those for sR( sX, sY) by omitting labels "
p". We
eliminate shell splitting and get respective formulas (13) if omit ”s”. Details on coefficients formulas for TV,
T∗V and diadic structures on sTV can be found in [1, 2]. In this article, we shall emphasize new geometric
constructions for T∗V and sT
∗V.
2.2.3 The Ricci and Einstein d–tensors
The Ricci tensor for a d–connection and/or a s-connection on a (co) tangent bundle can be constructed in
standard form by contracting, for instance, the first and forth indices of respective curvature d-tensors R and pR
in (13) and, for instance, in psR (14).
Definition 2.4 -Theorem [Ricci tensors for d– and s-connections ] The Ricci d–tensors are defined and
computed as Ric = {Rαβ := R
τ
αβτ}, for a d-connection D, and
pRic = { pRαβ :=
pRταβτ}, for a d-connection
pD. For a shell decomposition, we can define (for instance, on sT
∗V) psRic = {
pRαsβs :=
pRτsαsβsτs}.
In N-adapted form using respective formulas (A.11), one proves
Corollary 2.1 [computation of Ricci d-tensors] The N-adapted coefficients of the Ricci d–tensors of a d-
connection in a (co) tangent Lorentz bundle are parameterized in h- and/or v-, or cv-form, and hs-cvs-forms
by formulas
Rαβ = {Rhj := R
i
hji, Rja := −P
i
jia, Rbk := P
a
bka, R bc = S
a
bca}, and/ or (15)
pRαβ = {
pRhj :=
pRihji,
pR aj := −
pP i aji ,
pRbk :=
pP b aa k ,
pRbc = pS bcaa }, (16)
pRαsβs = {
pRhsjs :=
pRishsjsis ,
pR asjs := −
pP is asjsis ,
pRbsks :=
pP bs asas ks ,
pRbscs = pS bscsasas }, (17)
If a (co) tangent bundle is enabled both with a d-connection, D (or pD), and d-metric, g (6) (or pg (7)), we
can introduce nonholonomic Ricci scalars:
Definition 2.5 -Theorem [scalar curvature of d-connections and s-connections] The scalar curvature of a d-
connection D, or pD, or (for instance) psD, can be defined and computed respectively for the inverse d-metric
gαβ , or pgαβ , or pgαsβs ,
dR : = g
αβRαβ = g
ijRij + g
abRab = R+ S; or
p
dR :=
pgαβ pRαβ =
pgij pRij +
pgab pRab =
pR+ pS;
or psR : =
pgαsβs pRαsβs =
pgisjs pRisjs +
pgasbs pRasbs =
p
1R+
p
2S +
p
3S +
p
4S,
with respective h– and v–components, and s-components
R = gijRij , S = g
abSab, or
pR = pgij pRij ,
pS = pgab
pSab, or
p
1R =
pgi1j1 pRi1j1 ,
p
2S =
pga2b2 pRa2b2 ,
p
3S =
pga3b3
pSa3b3 , p4S =
pga4b4
pSa4b4 . (18)
We note that in above formulas the indices on the 2d shell are labeled as in tangent bundles of total dimension
4 even the constructions are for a 8-d total dimension of sT
∗V. The indices on shells s = 3 and 4 are dual ones
as for 2-d typical cofibers. On TV and/or T∗V, we can consider canonical d-metrics g˜ (B.12) and/or pg˜ (B.13)
determined directly by an indicator of MDRs.
As dual shall extensions of constructions from [1, 2] (and using above Definitions-Theorems and Corollaries),
we formulate
Definition 2.6 -Theorem [the Einstein tensors for d-connections and s-connection] By construction, the respec-
tive Einstein d-tensors on TV, T∗V, sT
∗V, are defined:
En = {Eαβ := Rαβ−
1
2
gαβ dR},
pEn = { pEαβ :=
pRαβ−
1
2
pgαβ
p
dR},
p
sEn = {
pEαsβs :=
pRαsβs−
1
2
pgαsβs
p
sR}.
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Proof. Such proofs follow from explicit constructions on regions of some atlases covering respectively TV
and/or T∗V, and sT
∗V, using N-adapted coefficients (13) and cotangent part of (14); and (15) and/or (16),
and (17). 
2.2.4 Physically important d- and s-connections and their distortions
Such linear connections are similar to those in Finsler-Lagrange-Hamilton geometry [1, 2, 32] with "tilde"
variables encoding directly the contributions of certain MDRs indicators and which can be used for elaborat-
ing respective geometric mechanics models, or as almost Kähler geometries which can be used deformation
quantization of such theories. The canonical d–connections and s-connections, in their turn, are convenient for
constructing exact solutions in various MGTs and nonholonomic geometric evolution models.
Definition 2.7 -Theorem [physically important d-connections and s-connections for decoupling of (generalized)
Einstein equations] There are such metric compatible d- and s-connections on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles (which
encode in direct or indirect forms MDRs (1), with and a possible L–duality) being characterized respectively by
such geometric conditions:
[g,N] ≃ [g˜, N˜]≃ [ sg, sN] (19)
=⇒

∇ : ∇g = 0; T[∇] = 0, Lagrange LC–connection;
D̂ : D̂ g = 0; hvT̂ = 0, canonical Lagrange d-connection;
D˜ : D˜g˜ = 0, hvT˜ = 0 Cartan-Lagrange d-connection;
sD̂ : sD̂ sg = 0; hsvs′T̂ = 0, s 6= s
′ canonical diadic s-connection,
and/or
[ pg, pN] ≃ [ pg˜, pN˜]≃ [ psg,
p
sN] (20)
=⇒

p∇ : p∇ pg = 0; pT[ p∇] = 0, Hamilton LC-connection;
pD̂ : pD̂ pg = 0; hcv pT̂ = 0, canonical Lagrange d-connection;
pD˜ : pD˜ pg˜ = 0, hcv pT˜ = 0, Cartan-Hamilton d-connection;
p
sD̂ :
p
sD̂
p
sg = 0; hscvs′
pT̂ = 0, s 6= s′ dual canonical diadic s-connection.
Proof. It is similar to that sketched for the Definition 2.10 Theorem in ref. [1] being omitted the construc-
tions for almost symplectic structures but extended "shell by shell" for diadic decompositions and respective d-
and s-metrics/-connections. 
MGTs with MDRs on (co) tangent bundles are characterized by multi-connection structures. Each such
linear connection, in principle, can be derived by a metric structure following certain geometrically/ physically
motivated principles or technical goals. For instance, to construct exact solutions following the AFDM is most
convenient to work with the canonical d-connections D̂ and pD̂ but with additional diadis shell by shell splitting.
Following the conditions of Lemma 2.2, we prove
Theorem 2.2 [existence of physically important distortions of connections for respective MGTs with MDRs]
There are unique distortions relations
D̂ = ∇+ Ẑ, D˜ = ∇+ Z˜, and D̂ = D˜+ Z, determined by (g ≃g˜,N≃N˜); (21)
pD̂ = p∇+ pẐ, pD˜ = p∇+ pZ˜, and pD̂ = pD˜+ pZ, determined by ( pg ≃ pg˜, pN≃ pN˜);
p
sD̂ =
p∇+ psẐ, and
p
sD̂ =
p
sD̂+
p
sẐ, determined by (
pg ≃ pg˜≃ psg,
pN≃ pN˜≃ psN);
for distortion d-tensors Ẑ, Z˜, and Z, on TTV; dual distortion d-tensors pẐ, pZ˜, and pZ, on TT∗V; and dual
distortion s-tensor psẐ,
p
sZ˜, and
p
sZ, on sTT
∗V.
For instance, the d–tensor Ẑ in above formulas is an algebraic combination of coefficients T̂γαβ [g,N] com-
puted by introducing formulas (A.14) into (A.12). Similar nontrivial torsion components can be computed for
cotangent bundles and respective diadic decompositions. We formulate this
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Consequence 2.1 MDRs (1) are characterized by respective canonical d-tensors Ẑ[g˜, N˜], Z˜[g˜, N˜], and Z[g˜, N˜],
for Lagrange models; pẐ[ pg˜, pN˜], pZ˜[ pg˜, pN˜], and pZ[ pg˜, pN˜], for Hamilton models, as in Appendix B.
In result, we can draw this
Conclusion 2.1 [equivalent geometric and physically important data for modeling phase spaces with MDRs]
The phase space geometry can be described in equivalent forms (up to respective nonholonomic deformations of
the linear connection structures and nonholonomic frame transforms) by such data
MDRs ր (g,N,D̂)⇆ (L : g˜,N˜, D˜) ↔ ( sg, sN, sD̂) ↔ [(g[N ],∇)], on TV
indicator ̟ l possible L-duality & diadic decomposition l not N-adapted
see (1) ց ( pg, pN, pD̂)⇆ (H : pg˜, pN˜, pD˜) ↔ ( psg,
p
s
N, psD̂) ↔ [(
pg[ pN ], p∇)], onT∗V.
(22)
This Conclusion complete for diadic splitting the Conclusion 2.4 in [1]. Following the conventions of that
work, we say that certain geometric constructions are canonical (i.e. formulated in canonical nonholonomic
variables) if they are performed for "hat", or "tilde", d-connections and related geometric objects with possi-
ble respective diadic decompositions uniquely derived for certain Lagrange-Hamilton fundamental generating
functions (in particular, for a Finsler metric F ).
We can always to impose certain (in general, nonholonomic) constraints of type Ẑ = 0, when D̂
|Ẑ=0
≃ ∇, i.e.
both connections are given by same coefficients in some adapted frames, even D̂ 6= ∇. Similar LC-conditions
can imposed on cotangent bundles and for diadic splitting. This is possible because the frame/coordinate
transformation laws, and possible diadic splitting of nonlinear and distinguished / linear connections are different
from that of tensors. For instance, we can chose a frame structure when different connections may be determined
by the same set of coefficients with respect to such a special frame and by different sets of adapted coefficients
in other systems of reference. Imposing such conditions, we can always extract LC-configurations from more
(general) nonholonomic metric-affine and/or diadic structures.
Corollary 2.2 [extracting LC-configurations by additional (non) holonomic constraints and diadic conditions]
There are extracted LC-configurations from D̂, pD̂, or psD̂, for respective zero distortions (Ẑ,
pẐ, or psẐ) if
there are imposed zero torsion conditions, correspondingly, for T̂ = {T̂γαβ} = 0,
pT̂ = { pT̂γαβ} = 0, or
p
sT̂
= { pT̂γsαsβs} = 0, see (A.12). Such conditions are satisfied if
Ĉijb = 0,Ω
a
ji = 0 and L̂
c
aj = ea(N
c
j );
pĈi bj = 0,
pΩ aji = 0 and
pL̂ ac j =
pea( pNcj); (23)
pĈis bsjs = 0,
pΩ asjsis = 0 and
pL̂ ascs js =
peas( pNcsjs). (24)
Proof. The proofs should be considered for respective (co) tangent bundles and shell by shell. For simplicity,
we provide a sketch of such a proof on TV. Introducing (19) in (A.12), we obtain zero values for
T̂ ijk = L̂
i
jk − L̂
i
kj, T̂
i
ja = Ĉ
i
jb, T̂
a
ji = −Ω
a
ji, T̂
c
aj = L̂
c
aj − ea(N
c
j ), T̂
a
bc = Ĉ
a
bc − Ĉ
a
cb,
if the conditions (23) are satisfied. 
The equations (23)-(24) can be solved in explicit form for manifolds/ bundle spaces of total dimensions 4-10,
see references in [1] and next Section.
Introducing distortions from Theorem 2.2 into formulas (13), we can prove in abstract and N-adapted forms:
Theorem 2.3 [existence of canonical distortions of Riemannian and Ricci d- and/or s-tensors determined by MDRs]
There are canonical distortion relations encoding MDRs for respective canonical Lagrange-Finsler and/or diadic
nonholonomic variables:
For the curvature d-tensors, R̂[g, D̂ = ∇+ Ẑ] = R[g,∇] + Ẑ[g, Ẑ],
pR̂[ pg, pD̂ = p∇+ pẐ] = pR[ pg, p∇] + pẐ[ pg, pẐ],
p
sR̂[
p
sg,
p
sD̂ =
p∇+ psẐ] =
p
sR[
p
sg,
p∇] + psẐ[
p
sg,
p
sẐ],
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with respective distortion d-tensors Ẑ, on TV; pẐ , on T∗V; psẐ, on T
∗V;
For the Ricci d-tensors, R̂ic[g, D̂ = ∇+ Ẑ] = Ric[g,∇] + Ẑic[g, Ẑ],
pR̂ic[ pg, pD̂ = p∇+ pẐ] = pRic[ pg, p∇] + pẐic[ pg, pẐ],
p
sR̂ic[
p
sg,
p
sD̂ =
p∇+ psẐ] =
p
sRic[
p
sg,
p∇] + psẐic[
p
sg,
p
sẐ],
with respective distortion d-tensors Ẑic, on TV; pẐic, on T∗V; psẐic, on T
∗V;
For the scalar curvature of canonical d-connection D̂, pD̂, psD̂,
p
dR̂[g, D̂ = ∇+ Ẑ] = R[g,∇] + dẐ[g, Ẑ],
p
dR̂[
pg, pD̂ = p∇+ pẐ] = pdR[
pg, p∇] + pdẐ[
pg, pẐ],
p
dR̂[
p
sg,
p
sD̂ =
p∇+ psẐ] =
p
dR[
pg, p∇] + pdẐ[
p
sg,
p
sẐ],
with respective distortion scalar functionals dẐ, on TV, and
p
dẐ, on T
∗V.
Proof. In [1] (for Theorem 2.6), we explain and give references for detailed proofs on TV with possible
nonholonomic diadic structure and extra dimensions. We note that for constructions on T∗V the formulas can
be derived following our abstract geometric approach with label " p". In this work, we shall construct exact
solutions for MGTs encoding MDRs working with the canonical d-connection pD̂ and/or psD̂ which can be
restricted to LC-configurations by solving, respectively, the equations (23) and/or (24).

3 Modified Einstein-Hamilton Equations in N- and S-adapted Variables
The goal of this section is to consider explicit examples of generalized Lagrange densities for gravitational
and matter fields on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles with possible diadic splitting. We formulate the gravitational
and matter field equations generalizing the Einstein equations for nontrivial MDRs and LIVs. Such systems
of nonlinear PDEs can be derived both in abstract and/or N-adapted (in general, coordinate free) forms for
various types MGTs, see details in [1, 2, 32]. For simplicity, we restrict our constructions only to modifications
of GR on T∗V for psD̂ which is necessary for proofs of general decoupling and integrability of locally anisotropic
gravitational field equations in Einstein-Hamilton MGTs.
3.1 Lagrange densities and energy-momentum d- and s-tensors on (co) tangent bundles
In this subsection, we analyse explicit examples of phase space generalized Lagrange densities and derive
respective energy-momentum tensors. We consider arbitrary metric compatible d-connections D, pD or psD.
3.1.1 Scalar fields on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles and d- /s-metrics
Let us speculate on Lagrange densities for matter fields with locally anisotropic interactions:
Convention 3.1 [scalar fields and diadic splitting on (co) tangent bundles]
Scalar field locally anisotropic phase interactions can be modeled respectively by Lagrange densities
mL = φL(g;φ) on TV; mp L =
φ
p L(
pg; pφ) on T
∗V; mps L =
φ
psL(
p
sg;
s
p φ) on sT
∗V, (25)
depending, for simplicity, only on respective d-/s-metrics (gµν ,
pgαβ , psg
αβ - this allows to construct exact solu-
tions in explicit form in various gravity theories) on scalar fields φ = φ(u), pφ = pφ(
pu), sp φ =
s
p φ(
p
su).
Performing a N-adapted variational calculus, we prove
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Consequence 3.1 [energy-momentum d-tensors for locally anisotropic interacting scalar fields ]
The symmetric energy-momentum d-tensors for scalar fields on (co) tangent bundles derived for respective
Lagrange densities (25) are computed for possible h- and v-, or cv-splitting. For instance, on cotangent Lorentz
bundle with nonholonomic diadic decomposition
φ
p Tαsβs = −
2√
| psg|
δ(
√
| psg|
φ
psL)
δ pgαsβs
= φpsL
p
sgαsβs + 2
δ( φpsL)
δ pgαsβs
(26)
= { φp Tisjs = −
2√
| psg|
δ(
√
| psg|
φ
psL)
δ pgisjs
= . . . , φp T
asbs = −
2√
| psg|
δ(
√
| psg|
φ
psL)
δ pgasbs
= . . .}.
Scalar field equations can be re-defined by an additional 3+1 splitting on base and fiber spaces enabled with
additional diadic splitting, as certain moving equations for ideal fluids. For instance, we can consider a velocity
d-vector vα subjected to the conditions vαv
α = 1 and vαDβvα = 0, for
φL := −p in a corresponding local
N–adapted frame, which in s-variables is extended on sT
∗V.
Remark 3.1 [energy-momentum s-tensors for locally anisotropic perfect liquids]
Conventionally, the sources (26) can be approximated as a perfect liquid matter (we use a left abstract index "l"
for liquid) with respective density and pressure
lTαsβs = (ρ+ p)vαsvβs − pgαsβs and/or
l
pTαsβs = (
pρ+ pp) pvαs
pvβs −
pp pgαsβs . (27)
We can generalize (26) for scalar fields subjected to the condition to be solutions on certain types of
equations depending in explicit form on d-connections (Klein-Gordon, or other types, for instance, certain
hydrodynamical equations). Using respective nonholonomic variables, we can re-write respective matter field
equations and related formulas in terms of "tilde/hat/diadic" variables.
3.1.2 Effective sources determined by distortions of d- and s-connections
It is convenient to work with the canonical d- and s-connections (D̂, pD̂ and/or psD̂) which allow decoupling
and integration in very general forms of modified Einstein equations. Following the conditions of Theorem 2.3,
we can work with distortions psD̂ = ∇ +
p
sẐ =
pD˜ + psZ˜, computed for the same d- and s-metric structure
pg = psg =
pg˜, we can express the distortions of the Ricci d-tensor pRαsβs (17)
pR̂αsβs =
pRαsβs [
p
sg,
p∇] + pẐαsβs [
p
sg,
p∇] = pR˜αsβs [
pg˜, pD˜] + pZ˜αsβs [
pg˜, pD˜]
and extract LC-configurations imposing additionally the condition (24), psD| psT =0 = ∇.
The effective energy-momenta determined by distortion s-tensors are defined and computed
κ
p
eT̂αsβs = −
pẐαsβs [
p
sg,
p∇] and κ peT˜αsβs = −
pZ˜αsβs [
pg˜, pD˜]. (28)
We can compute the trace of such values, peT̂ and
p
eT˜ by contracting respective indices.
Finally, we note that peT̂αsβs can be transformed into effective shell cosmological constants
ps
eΛ by redefinition
of generating functions, see next section. In another turn, we can use peT˜αsβs and respective Lagrange-Hamilton
variables if we wont to compute directly some MDR-effects or model, for instance, polarizations of physical
constants (BH horizons etc.) in effective Lagrange-Hamilton variables.
3.1.3 Actions for minimal nonholonomic diadic extensions of GR
Summarizing Lagrange densities introduced in previous subsections, we formulate:
Principle 3.1 -Convention [actions for minimally MDR-modified diadic systems]:
Locally anisotropic interactions of gravitational and scalar fields with distortions on shells of (co)tangent Lorentz
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bundles (endowed with metric compatible s-connections uniquely determined by respective s-metric structures and
admitting nonholonomic variables for distinguishing Hamilton phase spaces) are described by respective actions
s
p S =
g
psS +
φ
psS +
e
p S =
1
16π
∫
δ pu
√
| psg|(
g
psL+
φ
psL+
e
p L),
where gpsL :=
s
pR =
pg
αsβs pRαsβs [
p
sD] and the Lagrange densities for scalar and distortion fields are given by
corresponding formulas (25) and (28).
Performing a N- and s-adapted variational calculus and summarizing previous Consequences on energy-
momentum d-tensors, we prove
Consequence 3.2 [sources for locally anisotropic scalar and distortion fields]
On cotangent Lorentz bundles with diadic decomposition, minimal modifications of scalar and distortion systems
encoding MDRs are characterized by respective sources
φ
p Υαsβs := κ(
φ
p Tαsβs −
1
2
pgαsβs
φ
p T ) and
e
p Υαsβs := κ(
e
p Tαsβs −
1
2
pgαsβs
e
p T) ,
i.e. total source pΥαsβs =
φ
p Υαsβs +
e
p Υαsβs , (29)
where the energy-momentum tensors can be taken respectively by canonical values (26) and (28).
We shall consider cosmological constants on every shall of diadic decomposition or on the total Lorentz
cobundle (see section 4.4):
Assumption 3.1 [effective cosmological constants on locally anisotropic phase spaces]
Generalized sources for matter fields (including possible effective sources defined by distortion tensors of d-
connections) can be approximated by respective cosmological constants pΛ, a general one for the total space, or
by a set of cosmological constants labelled shell by shell, psΛ,
pΥ
βs
γs = pΛδ
βs
γs and/or pΥ
βs
γs = psΛδ
βs
γs ,
when, correspondingly, pΥαsβs =
φ
p Υαsβs+
e
p Υαsβs , or considering that such sources are subjected to relations
of additivity,
pΛ =
φ
p Λ+
e
p Λ and/or psΛ =
φ
psΛ +
e
psΛ. (30)
The cosmological constants considered above can be zero, positive, or negative. They may compensate each
other and result in (fictive) vacuum configurations on a base space, or on some shells etc.
3.2 Generalized Einstein equations in cotangent nonholonomic diadic variables
We shall analyse modified gravitational field equations for s-metrics of type psg (9) and sources pΥαsβs(29).
3.2.1 Gravitational equations in canonical diadic variables
For any metric compatible geometric data ( sT
∗V, psN,
p
sg,
p
sD) and prescribed source pΥαsβs =
φ
p Υαsβs+
p
eΥαsβs , we derive in abstract geometric form (or following an N-adapted diadic calculus similar to that on
Lorentz manifolds)10
10In GR, the Einstein equations with the Ricci tensor for ∇, Rij = Υij , can be derived by a variational calculus on a Lorentz
manifold V using the action
S = gS + mS = 1
16π
∫
d4x
√
|gij |( gL+ mL).
The Lagrange density for gravitational fields is postulated in the form gL(gij ,∇) = PlM22 R, where R is the Ricci scalar of ∇.
The Planck mass PlM is determined by the Newton constant NewG (in this work, we can consider the units NewG = 1/16π with
PlM = (8πNewG)−1/2 =
√
2) which states a constant κ for the matter source Υij := κ(Tij − 12gijT ), where T := gijTij , for
Tkl := − 2√
|gij |
δ(
√
|gij |
mL)
δgkl
, with Lagrange density of matter fields mL.
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Principle 3.2 -Theorem [nonholonomic diadic modifications of Einstein equations on cotangent Lorentz bundles]
On T∗V, the modified Einstein equations for ( psg,
p
sD
p
sg = 0) and Ricci d-tensor (17) are
pRαsβs [
p
sD] = pΥαsβs . (31)
Considering distortion d-tensors, pD→ pDˇ = pD+ pZ, we prove
Corollary 3.1 [canonical form of locally anisotropic Einstein equations in diadic variables on cotangent Lorentz
bundles ] The modified Einstein equations (31) can be derived for a canonical s-connection psD̂,
pR̂αsβs [
p
sD̂] =
pΥ̂αsβs . (32)
The gravitational field equations in MGTs written for the canonical s-connection can be decoupled and
integrated in very general forms (see next section).
3.2.2 Modified Einstein Equations in Hamilton and diadic variables
We can consider other different variables and different types of effective sources in above modified Einstein
equations on sT
∗V. For instance, considering respective nonholonomic frame transforms and deformations of
d-connections (21) with distortions of the Ricci s-tensors as in Theorem 2.3 and re-definition of effective sources
as in (28),
pR˜αsβs [
p
sD˜] =
pΥ˜αsβs . (33)
These equations are written in "tilde" variables as for the canonical Hamilton spaces but with indices labeled
shell by shell when canonical hat values have been used for decoupling. Such equations provide models of phase
space gravity with vacuum (aether) modelled as a relativistic Hamilton space. The Einstein-Hamilton diadic
equations (33) can be used for describing, for instance, phase space black hole solutions with Hamilton like
degrees of freedom on horizons (we shall provide examples in next sections).
Remark 3.2 [ nonholonomic Hamilton-Cartan variables for locally anisotropic Einstein equations with diadic decom-
position] The system of nonlinear PDEs (31) or (32) can be re-written equivalently in terms of nonholonomic
canonical variables with data ( pg, pD̂), or ( pg˜, pD˜). Such equations can be used for constructing generic off-
diagonal solutions, or for performing deformation quantization after additional definition of almost symplectic
Hamilton variables.
In general, MGTs with MDRs are different for different types of d-connection, or s-connection, structures
because the corresponding phase spaces and effective sources and Ricci d- and s-tensors
Remark 3.3 [(non) equivalence of Einstein-Lagrange and Einstein-Hamilton theories ]
The models of locally anisotropic gravity defined by equations (31), (32), or (33) are different because they are
derived on different phase spaces and for different types of d-metric and d-connection structures. Nevertheless,
the geometric and physical data can be transformed equivalently from a tangent bundle to a cotangent bundle,
and inversely, if well-defined L-duality maps (B.2) and/or (B.3) is considered.
In this work, we shall construct exact solutions for (32) which posses a general decoupling property. We
shall extract LC-configurations from solutions of such equations if there will be imposed additional zero-torsion
constraints (24).
4 Decoupling and Integrability of Modified Einstein-Hamilton Equations
In this section we develop the anholonomic frame deformation method, AFDM, for constructing exact and
parametric solutions in (modified) gravity theories when the coefficients of generic off-diagonal metrics and
generalized connections may depend on all spacetime and/or phase space coordinates. Our goal is to formulate
certain general conditions for decoupling and integrability of modified Einstein equations for spacetime and
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phase spaces with one and two fiber space Killing symmetries. We shall generate various classes of exact
solutions in explicit form for MGTs on cotangent Lorentz bundles and related models of Einstein-Hamilton
gravity. This geometric method was developed during last 20 years in a series of works for constructing exact
solutions in various theories of commutative, noncommutative, spinor, supersymmetric, twistor, string, brane,
Finsler-Lagrange and higher order generalizations, of (super) gravity. We cite [2, 35, 34, 5, 33, 3, 4, 6] for
reviews and new results; then [32, 36], for reviews of works published during 1998-2008; and Appendix B in [1]
for a review of 20 directions of research in such theories with a number of applications in modern accelerating
cosmology and astrophysics (including results beginning 2009).11
4.1 Off-diagonal ansatz for phase space metrics
Similarly to 4-d and extra dimension geometric constructions in [2, 35, 34, 5, 33, 3, 4, 6, 32, 36], we shall prove
that it is possible to integrate the system of generalized Einstein equations (32) in MGT with nonholonomic
diadic variables. We can consider general d-metric and s-metric parameterizations (A.9) (with equivalent off-
diagonal forms (A.10)) for nonholonomic spacetimes of dimensions 3-10 and N-adapted coefficients depending,
in principle, on all spacetime and phase space coordinates. Such geometric calculi are cumbersome and it is
not clear what physical importance may have certain "very general" classes of exact and parametric solutions.
In this work, we develop the AFDM for cotangent nonholonomic diadic decompositions when the total phase
space s-metric structure may describe extensions of the BH stationary solutions in GR to s-metrics with Killing
symmetry on ∂4 = ∂/∂y
4 = ∂t = ∂/∂t on the shell s = 2; Killing symmetry
p∂5 = ∂/∂p5 on s = 3, and
posses a general and/or shell Killing symmetry on p∂7 = ∂/∂p7 on sT
∗V. The last condition is crucial
for a simplified proof of decoupling property of generalized Einstein equations. In particular, such solutions
allow us to construct extensions of the Schwarzschild and Kerr metrics in GR (with a prime diagonal metric
gij(r) = diag[..., ..., (1 − r/rg)−1, (1 − r/rg)], in standard spacetime spherical coordinates with pu1 = x1 =
r, pu2 = x2 = θ, pu3 = y3 = ϕ, pu4 = y4 = t) to phase space solutions depending in explicit form on the energy
type variable p8 = E and p6, (also on p5 via N–connection coefficients) but not on p7. We shall study explicit
examples of new classes of black hole solutions in Einstein-Hamilton gravity in our partner works.
4.1.1 Quasi-stationary ansatz for s-metrics
We consider generalizations of the linear quadratic element (3) when
Definition 4.1 A quasi-stationary s-metric is defined by an ansatz
ds2 = g1(r, θ)dr
2 + g2(r, θ)dθ
2 + g3(r, θ, ϕ)δϕ
2 + g4(r, θ, ϕ)δt
2 + (34)
pg5(r, θ, ϕ, t, p6)(
pe5)
2 + pg6(r, θ, ϕ, t, p6)(
pe6) +
pg7(r, θ, ϕ, t, p6, E)(
pe7)
2 + pg8(r, θ, ϕ, t, p6, E)(
pe8)
2.
The N-adapted frames in (34) are parameterized in the form:
pe3 = δϕ = dϕ+ p2w1(r, θ, ϕ)dr +
p
2w2(r, θ, ϕ)dθ, (35)
pe4 = δt = dt+ p2n1(r, θ, ϕ)dr +
p
2n2(r, θ, ϕ)dθ,
pe5 = δp5 = dp5 +
p
3n1(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dr +
p
3n2(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dθ +
p
3n3(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dϕ+
p
3n4(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dt,
pe6 = δp6 = dp6 +
p
3w1(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dr +
p
3w2(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dθ +
p
3w3(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dϕ+
p
3w4(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5)dt,
11The AFDM was formulated as a geometric method of constructing exact solutions of physically important systems of nonlinear
PDEs, to study nonholonomic geometric flows and elaborating new methods of geometric and deformation quantization. It requests
definition of respective classes of nonholonomic distributions of geometric objects and nonholonomic frames, with respective types
2+2+2+..., 3+1 and (3+1)+(2+2), 3+2+2+... Our approach should not be confused with the well known Cartan moving frame
method and alternative constructions involving various types of tetradic, diadic, and Arnowit-Deser-Wheeler, ADM, formalisms.
The main difference of the AFDM from alternative ones is that in the first case there are considered deformations both of the frame
and nonlinear connection structures to certain configurations when necessary type PDEs (for instance, modified Einstein equations)
can be decoupled and integrated in certain general forms. When certain general classes of solutions have been constructed in explicit
form, we can impose necessary types of nonholonomic constraints on the nonlinear and linear connection structures, respective
generating and integration functions, which allow to extract, for instance, LC-configurations, elaborated on noncommutative models,
and define equivalent configuration in MGTs etc.
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pe7 = δp7 = dp7 +
p
4n1(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dr +
p
4n2(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dθ +
p
4n3(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dϕ
+ p4n4(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dt +
p
4n5(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dp5 +
p
4n6(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dp6,
pe8 = δp8 = dp8 +
p
4w1(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dr +
p
4w2(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dθ +
p
4w3(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dϕ
+ p4w4(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dt+
p
4w5(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dp5 +
p
4w6(r, θ, ϕ, t, p5, p6, E)dp6.
The coefficients of s-metric (34) and related N-connection (35) coefficients consist certain particular examples
of s-metrics (9) and/or (A.9) with such parameterizations:
gi1ji = diag[gi1(x
k1)], for i1, j1 = 1, 2 and x
k1 = (x1 = r, x2 = θ);
ga2b2 = diag[ga2(x
k1 , y3)], for a2, b2 = 3, 4 and y
3 = x3 = ϕ, y4 = x4 = t;
pga3b3 = diag[ pga3(xk1 , ya2 , p6)], for a3, b3 = 5, 6 and
pu5 = p5,
pu6 = p6;
pga4b4 = diag[ pga4(xk1 , ya2 , pa3 , E)], for a4, b4 = 7, 8 and
pu7 = p7,
pu8 = p8 = E;
pN3j1 =
p
2wj1 =
pwj1(r, θ, ϕ),
pN4j1 =
p
2nj1 =
pnj1(r, θ, ϕ);
pNj2 5 =
p
3nj2(x
k2 , p6) =
pnj2(r, θ, ϕ, t, p6),
pNj2 6 =
p
3wj2(x
k2 , p6) =
pwj2(r, θ, ϕ, t, p6) for j2 = 1, 2, 3, 4;
pNj37 =
p
4nj3(x
k3 , p8) =
pnj3(r, θ, ϕ, t, E),
pNj38 =
p
4wj3(x
k3 , p8) =
pwj3(r, θ, ϕ, t, E) for j3 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Remark 4.1 An ansatz (34) is stationary if it s-metric the N-connection coefficients are prescribed in such an
adapted form that such coefficients do not depend explicitly on the time like variables t.
For stationary configurations both the 4-d base spacetime metric and typical fiber/shells extensions do not
change under t-relativistic dynamics/evoluton. To study extensions of BH solutions (stationary configurations)
in GR for nontrivial stationary MDRs we can consider, for simplicity, that additional momentum coordinates
does not change the stationary character of solutions. In a more general context, we can consider that the
BH configurations are extended to quasi-stationary off-diagonal phase space metrics with possible dependencies
on t. Such generalized (co) tangent bundle solutions can be rewritten in equivalent Lagrange on Hamilton like
variables. Here we note that parameterizations of shell coordinates, and ansatz for s-metrics and N-connections
are different from those considered in our former works [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
4.1.2 Quasi-stationary ansatz for (effective) sources
We shall be able to generate in explicit form exact off-diagonal solutions of modified Einstein equations on
cotangent Lorentz bundles (32) following such a
Convention 4.1 [quasi-stationary (effective) sources for diadic splitting on cotangent bundles] For nonholonomic
diadic decompositions, the (effective) sources are parameterized in an N- and s-adapted diagonal form
pΥ̂αsβs = [
p
1Υ̂(x
k1)δi1j1 ,
p
2Υ̂(x
k1 , y3)δa2b2 ,
p
3Υ̂(x
k2 , p6)δ
a3
b3
, p4Υ̂(x
k3 , p8)δ
a4
b4
]. (36)
The values psΥ̂ in (36) impose certain nonholonomic constraints on the base and cofiber dynamics of (ef-
fective) matter sources pΥαsβs(29) being related to a general nondiagonal source
pΥ̂α′sβ′s via frame transforms
pΥ̂αsβs = e
α′s
αse
β′s
βs p
Υα′sβ′s . For further constructions, we shall consider that we can prescribe any
p
sΥ̂ as gener-
ating sources in order to express certain exact solutions in a general form. We shall prove that such values
and generating functions are related to conventional cosmological constants via nonlinear symmetries.
In explicit form, psΥ̂ should be considered as values determined by certain phenomenological/ experimen-
tal/observational data.
4.1.3 Ricci d–tensors with diadic shell decomposition
Let us introduce such short notations for partial derivatives: ∂1q = q
•, ∂2q = q
′, ∂3q = ∂ϕq = q
⋄, ∂6q =
∂q/∂p6, and ∂8q = ∂q/∂p8 = ∂q/∂E = ∂Eq = q
∗. For quasi-stationary configurations, it is always possible12
12we can construct special classes of exact and parametric solutions if the conditions of this section are not satisfied but the
formulas are more cumbersome and may not allow explicit integration of motion equations
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to define frame and coordinate transforms resulting in N-adapted parameterizations of metrics in the form (34)
with g⋄4 6= 0, ∂
6g5 6= 0 and (g7)∗ 6= 0. A tedious computation of the coefficients of the canonical d–connection
p
sD̂ = {
pΓ̂
γs
αsβs
} (20) using formulas (A.17) for the ansatz (34) and (at the second step) the corresponding
non-trivial coefficients of the Ricci d–tensor pR̂αsβs (17), provides a proof of
Lemma 4.1 The nontrivial shell by shell N-adapted coefficients of R̂αsβs in modified Einstein equations (32)
for ansatz (34) are given by formulas:
pR̂11 =
pR̂22 =
1
2g1g2
[
g•1g
•
2
2g1
+
(g•2)
2
2g2
− g••2 +
g′1g
′
2
2g2
+
(g′1)
2
2g1
− g′′1 ] = −
p
1Υ̂,
pR̂33 =
pR̂44 =
1
2g3g4
[
(g⋄4)
2
2g4
+
g⋄3g
⋄
4
2g3
− g⋄⋄4 ] = −
p
2Υ̂, (37)
pR̂3k1 =
wk1
2g4
[g⋄⋄4 −
(g⋄4)
2
2g4
−
(g⋄3)(g
⋄
4)
2g3
] +
g⋄4
4g4
(
∂k1g3
g3
+
∂k1g4
g4
)−
∂k1(g
⋄
3)
2g3
= 0;
pR̂4k1 =
g4
2g3
n⋄⋄k1 +
(
3
2
g⋄4 −
g4
g3
g⋄3
)
n⋄k1
2g3
= 0,
on shells s = 1 and s = 2,with i1, k1... = 1, 2;
pR̂55 =
pR̂66 = −
1
2g5g6
[
(∂6(g5))2
2g5
+
(∂6(g5))(∂6(g6))
2g6
− ∂6∂6(g5)] = − p3Υ̂,
pR̂5k2 =
g5
2g6
∂6∂6nk2 +
(
3
2
∂6g5 −
g5
g6
∂6g6
)
∂6nk2
2g6
= 0, (38)
pR̂6k2 =
wk2
2g5
[∂6∂6(g5)−
(
∂6g5
)2
2g5
−
(∂6(g5))(∂6(g6))
2g6
] +
∂6(g5)
4g6
(
∂k2g
5
g5
+
∂k2g
6
g6
)−
∂k2∂
6(g6)
2g6
= 0;
on shell s = 3 with i2, k2... = 1, 2, 3, 4;
pR̂77 =
pR̂88 = −
1
2g7g8
[
((g7)∗)2
2g7
+
(g7)∗ (g8)∗
2g6
− (g7)∗∗] = − p4Υ̂,
pR̂7k3 =
g7
2g8
n∗∗k3 +
(
3
2
(g7)∗ −
g7
g8
(g8)∗
)
n∗k3
2g8
= 0, (39)
pR̂8k2 =
wk3
2g7
[(g7)∗∗ −
(
(g7)∗
)2
2g7
−
(g7)∗ (g8)∗
2g6
] +
(g7)∗
4g8
(
∂k3g
7
g7
+
∂k3g
8
g8
)−
∂k3(g
8)∗
2g8
= 0
on shell s = 4 with i3, k3... = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Similar details for nonholonomic extra dimension manifolds and tangent bundles can be found in [2, 35, 34,
33, 3, 4, 6, 32, 36] references therein.
Using the above formulas, we can compute the Ricci scalar (18) for psD̂ (A.17) when for the ansatz (34) and
prove the
Corollary 4.1 [canonical Ricci s-scalar] The Ricci scalar for the canonical d-connection of quasi-stationary
phase spaces is
p
2R̂sc = 2(
pR̂11),
p
2R̂sc = 2(
pR̂11 +
pR̂33),
p
3R̂sc = 2(
pR̂11 +
pR̂33 +
pR̂55),
p
4R̂sc = 2(
pR̂11 +
pR̂33 +
pR̂55 +
pR̂77).
This Corollary imposes additional N-adapted symmetries on the Einstein d–tensor constructed following the
Definition-Theorem 2.6. In result, we prove the
Consequence 4.1 [Modified Einstein equations for the canonical d-connection with diadic decomposition]
On cotangent Lorentz bundles, the nontrivial components with possible sources of the canonical d-equations (32)
can be written in the form
pR̂11 =
pR̂22 = −
p
1Υ̂;
pR̂33 =
pR̂44 = −
p
2Υ̂;
pR̂55 =
pR̂66 = −
p
3Υ̂;
pR̂77 =
pR̂88 = −
p
4Υ̂; (40)
with (effective) source parameterized in the form psΥ̂ in (36).
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Finally, we note that similar formulas can be derived by other type of d-connections (Finsler like ones or
metric-affine etc.) but the canonical (with hat ones) will allow us to decouple modified Einstein equations in
certain general forms.
4.2 Decoupling of modified Einstein equations on cotangent Lorentz bundles
The first main result of this work is stated by
Theorem 4.1 [decoupling property] The gravitational field equations (32) with source psΥ̂ (36), with Ricci s-
tensors (17) computed for the canonical s-connection psD̂ with N-adapted coefficients defined by formulas (A.16)
and (A.17) for respective s-metric and N-connection ansatz (34) and (35) decouple respectively: :
s = 1 with gi1 = e
ψ(r,θ), i1 = 1, 2
ψ•• + ψ′′ = 2 p1Υ̂; (41)
s = 2 with
{
αi1 = g
⋄
4∂i1(
p
2̟),
p
2β = g
⋄
4(
p
2̟)
⋄, p2γ = (ln
|g4|3/2
|g3|
)⋄
for p2Ψ = exp(
p
2̟),
p
2̟ = ln |g
⋄
4/
√
|g3g4|,
( p2̟)
⋄g⋄4 = 2g3g4
p
2Υ̂, (42)
p
2β
pwj1 − αj1 = 0, (43)
pn⋄⋄k1 +
p
2γ
pn⋄k1 = 0; (44)
s = 3 with
{
αi2 = (∂
6g5)∂i2(
p
3̟),
p
3β = (∂
6g5)∂6( p3̟),
p
3γ = ∂
6(ln |g
5|3/2
|g6| )
for p3Ψ = exp(
p
3̟),
p
3̟ = ln |∂
6g5/
√
|g5g6|, (i2, j2, k2 = 1, 2, 3, 4)
∂6( p3̟)∂
6g5 = 2g5g6 p3Υ̂, (45)
∂66( pnk2) +
p
3γ∂
6( pnk2) = 0, (46)
p
3β
pwj2 − αj2 = 0; (47)
s = 4 with
{
αi3 = (g
7)∗∂i3(
p
3̟),
p
4β = (g
7)∗( p4̟)
∗, p4γ = (ln
|g7|3/2
|g8|
)∗
for p4Ψ = exp(
p
4̟),
p
4̟ = ln |(g
7)∗/
√
|g7g8|, (i3, j3, k3 = 1, 2, ..., 6)
∂6( p4̟)(g
7)∗ = 2g7g8 p4Υ̂, (48)
( pnk3)
∗∗ + p4γ(
pnk3)
∗ = 0, (49)
p
4β
pwj3 − αj3 = 0. (50)
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.1 with a corresponding definition of coefficients. The main difference is
that on sT
∗V we work with mixed conventional tangent bundle variables, ya2 , and cotangent shell variables,
pa3 and pa4 . So, the equations (42)-(44), for s = 2, are similar to those presented in Table 3 in [4] but the
equations (45)-(47), for s = 3, and (48)-(50), for s = 4, are similar to those presented in Table 4 in the same
paper (the difference for our work is that variables for shells s = 3, 4 are momentum type). 
We note that above system of nonlinear PDEs possess an explicit decoupling property: The equation (41)
is a 2-d Poisson equation which can be integrated in general form for any prescribed source. Other groups of
equations corresponding to shells s = 2, 3, 4 contain only partial derivatives on y3, p6, p8 for certain decoupled
functions for the s-metric and N-connection coefficients which can be integrated step by step. Similar systems
of PDEs have been considered in Theorem 3.1 [36], for extra dimension gravity; the computations for Ricci
d-tensors (38)-(45) and the systems of shell PDEs (47)-(54) for higher dimension MGTs in [2]; and for the
nonholonomic motion equations and effective gravitational equations in string gravity; similar proofs can be
found in [6] (see there section 2.3.2, with formulas (25)-(32), and section 2.3.5 with formulas (39)-(48)).
4.3 Generating exact solutions and integral varieties for phase spaces
Let us show how the systems of shell PDEs (41)-(50) can be integrated in explicit form (for nontrivial
nonholonomic induced torsion or for LC-configurations). We shall write down respective quadratic line elements
for such integral varieties on cotangent Lorentz bundles.
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4.3.1 Off-diagonal solutions with nontrivial sources and nonholonomic induced torsion
For instance, we integrate in explicit form the system (48)-(50) following the methods outlined in Section
2.3.6 of [6] applying respective re-parameterizations of locally anisotropic cosmological solutions from Section 5
[4], in our work modified for momentum type variables on typical fiber spaces of cotangent bundle spaces. In
appendix A.5, we sketch the proof of this
Theorem 4.2 [general solutions with nonholonomic torsion] Generic off-diagonal quasi-stationary solutions with
Killing symmetry on p7 of the generalized Einstein equations decoupled in Theorem 4.1 are defined by such
quadratic line elements on cotangent Lorentz bundle:
ds2 = eψ(x
k1)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2] +
[( p2Ψ)
⋄]2
4( p2Υ̂)
2{g
[0]
4 −
∫
dϕ[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄/4( p2Υ̂)}
{dϕ+
∂i1(
p
2Ψ)
( p2Ψ)
⋄
dxi1}2 + (51)
{g[0]4 −
∫
dϕ
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
4( p2Υ̂)
}{dt+ [ 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dϕ
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
4( p2Υ̂)
2|g[0]4 −
∫
dϕ[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄/4( p2Υ̂)|
5/2
]dxk1}+
{g[0]5 −
∫
dp6
∂6[( p3Ψ)
2]
4( p3Υ̂)
}{dp5 + [ 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dp6
∂6[( p3Ψ)
2]
4( p3Υ̂)
2|g[0]5 −
∫
dp6∂6[(
p
3Ψ)
2]/4( p3Υ̂)|
5/2
]dxk2}+
[∂6( p3Ψ)]
2
4( p3Υ̂)
2{g[0]5 −
∫
dp6∂6[(
p
3Ψ)
2]/4( p3Υ̂)}
{dp6 +
∂i2(
p
3Ψ)
∂6( p3Ψ)
dxi2}2 +
{g[0]7 −
∫
dE
[( p4Ψ)
2]∗
4( p4Υ̂)
}{dp7 + [ 1nk3 + 2nk3
∫
dE
[( p4Ψ)
2]∗
4( p4Υ̂)
2|g[0]7 −
∫
dE[( p4Ψ)
2]∗/4( p4Υ̂)|
5/2
]dxk3} −
[( p4Ψ)
∗]2
4( p4Υ̂)
2{g[0]7 −
∫
dE[( p4Ψ)
2]∗/4( p4Υ̂)}
{dE +
∂i3(
p
4Ψ)
( p4Ψ)
∗
dxi3}2,
for indices i1, j1, k1, ... = 1, 2; i2, j2, k2, ... = 1, 2, 3, 4; i3, j3, k3, ... = 1, 2, ...6; y
3 = ϕ, y4 = t, p8 = E; and
generating functions: ψ(xk1); p2Ψ(x
k1y3); p3Ψ(x
k2 , p6);
p
4Ψ(x
k3 , E);
generating sources: p1Υ̂(x
k1); p2Υ̂(x
k1y3); p3Υ̂(x
k2 , p6);
p
4Υ̂(x
k3 , E);
integr. functions: g
[0]
4 (x
k1), 1nk1(x
j1 ), 2nk1(x
j1); g
[0]
5 (x
k2), 1nk2(x
j2 ), 2nk2(x
j2 ); g
[0]
7 (x
j3 ), 1nk3(x
j3 ), 2nk3(x
j3 ).
We note that above generating functions and sources and integration functions should be prescribed from
additional considerations (compatibility with experimental/observational data, boundary or asymptotic condi-
tions, quantum corrections) in order to elaborate on viable physical models. This is a typical property of general
integrals of systems of nonlinear PDEs if such configurations are constructed in some general forms and not
only for special ansatz transforming PDEs into ODEs.
Finally, we emphasize that solutions (51) are with Killing symmetry on ∂7 and can be used for nontrivial
p
sΥ̂–sources which can be redefined via nonlinear transforms of generating functions into effective cosmologi-
cal constants, see below the subsection 4.4. For vacuum spacetime and phase space configurations with zero
p
sΥ̂–sources, we have to apply more special geometric methods for generating exact solutions, see similar con-
structions for 10-d string gravity in section 2.3.4 of [6] and (below) section 5.5.
4.3.2 Levi-Civita configurations for phase spaces
A generic off–diagonal solution (51) is constructed for a canonical d–connections psD̂. Such a solution is
characterized by nonholonomically induced d–torsion coefficients psT̂
γs
αsβs
(A.12) completely defined by the
N–connection and s–metric structures. The conditions (24) for a zero torsion can be satisfied by a subclass
of nonholonomic distributions on a cotangent Lorentz bundle with diadic structure, sT
∗V. Resulting LC-
configurations are determined by corresponding parameterizations of the generating and integration functions
and sources. By straightforward computations on cotangent bundles (such details for nonholonomic manifolds
and tangent bundles are presented in Refs. [2, 35, 34, 33, 3, 4, 6, 32, 36]), we can verify that all d-torsion
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coefficients vanish if the coefficients of N–adapted frames and sv–components of d–metrics are subjected to
respective conditions,
s = 2 : w⋄i1 = ei1 ln
√
| g3|, ei1 ln
√
| g4| = 0, ∂i1wj1 = ∂j1wi1 and n
⋄
i1 = 0;
s = 3 : ∂6ni2 = ei2 ln
√
| g6|, ei2 ln
√
| g5| = 0, ∂i2nj2 = ∂j2ni2 and ∂
6wi2 = 0; (52)
s = 4 : n∗i3 = ei3 ln
√
| g8|, ei3 ln
√
| g7| = 0, ∂i3nj3 = ∂j3ni3 and n
∗
i3 = 0;
and s = 2 : nk1(x
i1) = 0 and ∂i1nj1(x
k1) = ∂j1ni1(x
k1); (53)
s = 3 : wk2(x
i2) = 0 and ∂i2 wj2(x
k2) = ∂j2 wi2(x
k2);
s = 4 : wk3(x
i3) = 0 and ∂i3 wj3(x
k3) = ∂j3 wi3(x
k3).
The solutions for on w- and n-functions derived from (52) depend on the class of vacuum or non–vacuum metrics
we try to construct, see details in [2]. Here we sketch such steps for constraining respective classes of generating
functions and generating sources:
Prescribing a generating function p2Ψ =
p
2Ψˇ(x
i1 , y3), for which [∂i1(
p
2Ψˇ)]
⋄ = ∂i1(
p
2Ψˇ)
⋄,we solve the conditions
for wj1 in (52) in explicit form if
p
2Υ̂ = const, or if such an effective source can be expressed as a functional
p
2Υ̂(x
i, y3) = p2Υ̂[
p
2Ψˇ]. On the shell s = 3, we prescribe
p
3Ψ =
p
3Ψˇ(x
i2 , p6), for which ∂6[∂i2(
p
3Ψˇ)] = ∂i2∂
6( p3Ψˇ).
Similarly, we can extend these formulas for s = 4.
The third conditions in (52), for s = 2, i.e. ∂i1wj1 = ∂j1wi1 , are solved for any generating function
p
2Aˇ =
p
2Aˇ(x
k, y3) for which
wi1 = wˇi1 = ∂i1
p
2Ψ/(
p
2Ψ)
⋄ = ∂i1
p
2Aˇ.
Such formulas on the second shell are written
ni2 = nˇi2 = ∂i2
p
3Ψ/∂
6( p3Ψ) = ∂i2
p
3Aˇ.
Summarizing above constructions for shells s = 2, 3, 4, the LC-conditions for generating functions correlated to
functional, or constant values, for generating sources, we obtain
s = 2 : p2Ψ =
p
2Ψˇ(x
i1 , y3), (∂i1
p
2Ψˇ)
⋄ = ∂i1(
p
2Ψˇ)
⋄, wˇi1 = ∂i1(
p
2Ψˇ)/(
p
2Ψˇ)
⋄ = ∂i1(
p
2Aˇ);ni1 = ∂i1 [
2n(xk1)]; (54)
p
2Υ̂(x
i, y3) = p2Υ̂[
p
2Ψˇ], or
p
2Υ̂ = const;
s = 3 : p3Ψ =
p
3Ψˇ(x
i2 , p6), ∂6[∂i2(
p
3Ψˇ)] = ∂i2∂
6( p3Ψˇ); wˇi2 = ∂i2(
p
3Ψ)/∂
6( p3Ψ) = ∂i2 (
p
3Aˇ); ni2 = ∂i2 [
3n(xk2)];
p
3Υ̂(x
i2 , p6) = p3Υ̂[
p
3Ψˇ], or
p
3Υ̂ = const;
s = 4 : p4Ψ =
p
4Ψˇ(x
i3 , E), [∂i3(
p
4Ψˇ)]
∗ = ∂i3(
p
4Ψˇ)
∗; wˇi3 = ∂i3(
p
4Ψ)/(
p
4Ψ)
∗ = ∂i3(
p
4Aˇ); ni3 = ∂i3 [
4n(xk3 )];
p
4Υ̂(x
i3 , E) = p4Υ̂[
p
4Ψˇ], or
p
4Υ̂ = const.
In result, we obtain a proof of this
Consequence 4.2 [off-diagonal solutions with zero torsion] A quadratic nonlinear element (51) from Theorem
4.2 define an exact solution with zero torsion, i.e. LC-configurations which can be modelled in Einstein-Hamilton
variables, if the generating functions, generating sources and certain integration functions for the coefficients of
s-metrics are prescribed to satisfy the conditions (54).
The quadratic nonlinear line elements for LC-configurations stated by Consequence 4.2 can be parameterized
in such a form
ds2LCst = gˇαβ(x
k3 , E)duαduβ = eψ(x
k1 )[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2] + (55)
[( p2Ψˇ)
⋄]2
4( p2Υ̂[
p
2Ψˇ])
2{g
[0]
4 −
∫
dϕ[( p2Ψˇ)
2]⋄/4( p2Υ̂)}
{dϕ + [∂i1(
p
2Aˇ)]dx
i1}+
{g
[0]
4 −
∫
dϕ
[( p2Ψˇ)
2]⋄
4( p2Υ̂[
p
2Ψˇ])
}{dt + ∂i1 [
2n(xk1)]dxi1}+
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{g
[0]
5 −
∫
dp6
∂6[( p3Ψ)
2]
4( p3Υ̂[
p
3Ψˇ])
}{dp5 + ∂i2 [
3n(xk2)]dxi2}+
[∂6( p3Ψ)]
2
4( p3Υ̂[
p
3Ψˇ])
2{g
[0]
5 −
∫
dp6∂6[(
p
3Ψ)
2]/4( p3Υ̂[
p
3Ψˇ])}
{dp6 + [∂i2(
p
3Aˇ)]dx
i2}2 +
{g
[0]
7 −
∫
dE
[( p4Ψ)
2]∗
4( p4Υ̂[
p
4Ψˇ])
}{dp7 + ∂i3 [
4n(xk3)]dxi3} −
[( p4Ψ)
∗]2
4( p4Υ̂[
p
4Ψˇ])
2{g
[0]
7 −
∫
dE[( p4Ψ)
2]∗/4( p4Υ̂[
p
4Ψˇ])}
{dE + [∂i3(
p
4Aˇ)]dx
i3}2.
Here we emphasize that quasi-stationary s-metrics (55) are generic off-diagonal if at least on one shell there
are nontrivial anholonomy relations of type (A.2). Such exact solutions possess a Killing symmetry on ∂7,
i.e. there are such N-adapted coordinate systems when the s-metrics do not depend on coordinate p7. There
are generated stationary configurations if the generating and integration functions and generating sources on
respective shells are chosen to not depend on the t-coordinate.
4.4 Nonlinear symmetries, generation functions and generation sources
The classes of solutions (51) (and (55) for LC-configurations) posses important nonlinear shell symmetries
relating nontrivial generating functions and effective sources, see similar details in [2, 4, 6] and references therein.
Such symmetries allow us to re-define the generating functions and introduce on diadic shells some nontrivial
effective cosmological constants instead of effective sources. In this subsection, we define and study nonlinear
symmetries of gravity theories encoding MDRs and equivalent Einstein-Hamilton models, see appendix A.5).
Let us consider the shell s = 2. We can change the generating data, ( p2Ψ,
p
2Υ̂) ↔ (
p
2Φ,
p
2Λ = const),
following formulas
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
p
2Υ̂
=
[( p2Φ)
2]⋄
p
2Λ
, which can be integrated as (56)
( p2Φ)
2 = p2Λ
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)
−1[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄ and/or ( p2Ψ)
2 = ( p2Λ)
−1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄. (57)
The equation (56) allows us to simplify the formula for solution (A.25) and write g4 = g
[0]
4 −
( p2Φ)
2
4 p2Λ
in terms of
a new generating function p2Φ and a nontrivial (effective) cosmological constant
p
2Λ. In order to express the
formulas (A.26) and (A.27), we have to express ( p2Ψ)
⋄/ p2Υ̂ in terms of data (
p
2Φ,
p
2Λ). We write (56) and the
second equation in (57) in such forms
( p2Ψ)[(
p
2Ψ)]
⋄
p
2Υ̂
=
[( p2Φ)
2]⋄
2( p2Λ)
and p2Ψ = |
p
2Λ|
−1/2
√
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄|.
Introducing the value of p2Ψ in the first equation, we get an important formula for redefinition of (
p
2Ψ)
⋄ in
terms of ( p2Υ̂,
p
2Φ,
p
2Λ), when
( p2Ψ)
⋄
p
2Υ̂
=
[( p2Φ)
2]⋄
2
√
| p2Λ
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄|
. (58)
In result, we can express the coefficients g3 and g4 in (55) (up to certain classes of integration functions depending
on coordinates xi1) in some forms with explicit dependence on the shell cosmological constant p2Λ, when the
(effective) generating source p2Υ̂ is related a new generating function
p
2Φ. So, the solutions of (42), see (A.26)
and (A.25), can be written in two equivalent forms,
g3[
p
2Ψ] = −
[( p2Ψ)
⋄]2
4( p2Υ̂)
2g4[
p
2Ψ]
= g3[
p
2Φ] = −
1
g4[
p
2Φ]
( p2Φ)
2[( p2Φ)
⋄]2
| p2Λ
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄|
, where
g4[
p
2Ψ] = g
[0]
4 −
∫
dϕ
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
4( p2Υ̂)
= g4[
p
2Φ] = g
[0]
4 −
( p2Φ)
2
4 p2Λ
.
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In their turn, two equivalent nonlinear formulas for p2Ψ[
p
2Υ̂,
p
2Φ,
p
2Λ] and ga2 [
p
2Ψ] = ga2 [
p
2Φ], can be used for
expressing in two equivalent formulas for the solutions of the equations (43) and (44) (see also (A.28) and (A.27))
for the N–adapted coefficients of the s–metric and N-connections in (55). In the second case, the N–connection
coefficients can be computed in more explicit forms using integrals on dϕ for certain values determined by
( p2Φ,
p
2Λ) and respective nonlinear transforms (56), (57) and (58),
wi1(x
k1 , y3) =
∂i1(
p
2Ψ)
( p2Ψ)
⋄
=
∂i1 [(
p
2Ψ)
2]
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
=
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) [(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄
( p2Υ̂) [(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄
; and
nk1(x
k1 , y3) = 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
g3[
p
2Φ]
| g4[
p
2Φ]|
3/2
= 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
(
( p2Ψ)
⋄
2 p2Υ̂
)2 ∣∣∣∣∣g[0]4 (xk1)−
∫
dy3
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
4( p2Υ̂)
∣∣∣∣∣
−5/2
= 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
( p2Φ)
2[( p2Φ)
⋄]2
| p2Λ
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄|
∣∣∣∣g[0]4 − ( p2Φ)24 p2Λ
∣∣∣∣−5/2 .
On proof of such formulas, see (A.25).
For the shell s = 4 (we omit a similar proof for s = 3) ( p4Ψ,
p
4Υ̂)↔ (
p
4Φ,
p
4Λ = const) following
[( p4Ψ)
2]∗
p
4Υ̂
=
[( p4Φ)
2]∗
p
4Λ
, which can be inteegrated as (59)
( p4Φ)
2 = p4Λ˜
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)
−1[( p4Ψ)
2]∗ and/or ( p4Ψ)
2 = ( p4Λ)
−1
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)[(
p
4Φ)
2]∗.
These formulas allow us to express the coefficients g7 and g8 and related shell N-connection coefficients in
(55) (up to certain classes of integration functions depending on coordinates xi3), in some forms with explicit
dependence on the (effective) cosmological constant p4Λ, when the (effective) generating source
p
4Υ̂ is encoded
into a new generating function p4Ψ˜. Such solutions of the system (48)-(50) can be written in two equivalent
forms by introducing formulas (59) into (A.35).
Summarising for shells s = 2, 3, 4 above formulas, we prove two important results:
Theorem 4.3 [nonlinear symmetries of generating functions and sources] Any quasi-stationary solution (51)
of the generalized Einstein equations for the canonical s-connection on the cotangent bundle defined by the
conditions of Theorem 4.2 possess such important nonlinear symmetries
s = 2 :
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
p
2Υ̂
=
[( p2Φ)
2]⋄
p
2Λ
, (60)
i.e. ( p2Φ)
2 = p2Λ
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)
−1[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄ and/or ( p2Ψ)
2 = ( p2Λ)
−1
∫
d3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄.
s = 3 :
∂6[( p3Ψ)
2]
p
3Υ̂
=
∂6[( p3Φ)
2]
p
3Λ
,
i.e. ( p3Φ)
2 = p3Λ
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)
−1[( p3Ψ)
2] and/or ( p3Ψ)
2 = ( p3Λ)
−1
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)[(
p
3Φ)
2].
s = 4 :
[( p4Ψ)
2]∗
p
4Υ̂
=
[( p4Φ)
2]∗
p
4Λ
,
i.e. ( p4Φ)
2 = p4Λ
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)
−1[( p4Ψ)
2]∗ and/or ( p4Ψ)
2 = ( p4Λ)
−1
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)[(
p
4Φ)
2]∗.
We can subject the sources and cosmological constants in (51) and (60) to additive splitting conditions
following formulas (29) and Assumption 3.1,
pΥ̂αsβs =
φ
p Υαsβs +
e
p Υαsβs ; pΛ =
φ
p Λ +
e
p Λ and/or psΛ =
φ
psΛ+
e
psΛ. (61)
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Consequence 4.3 [off-diagonal solutions with effective shell cosmological constants] The quadratic element for
off-diagonal solutions with Killing symmetry on p7 determined by formula (51) under conditions of Theorem
4.2 can be written in equivalent form encoding the nonlinear symmetries (60) and respective effective shell
cosmological constants,
ds2 = gαsβs(x
k, y3, pa3 , pa4 ,
p
sΦ,ps Λ)du
αsduβs = eψ(x
k1)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2] (62)
−
( p2Φ)
2[( p2Φ)
⋄]2
| p2Λ
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄|[g[0]4 − (
p
2Φ)
2/4 p2Λ]
{dy3 +
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) [(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄
( p2Υ̂) [(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄
dxi1}2 −
{g[0]4 −
( p2Φ)
2
4 p2Λ
}{dt+ [ 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
( p2Φ)
2[( p2Φ)
⋄]2
| p2Λ
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(
p
2Φ)
2]⋄|[g
[0]
4 − (
p
2Φ)
2/4 p2Λ]
5/2
]}+
{g[0]5 −
( p3Φ)
2
4 p3Λ
}{dp5 + [ 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dp6
( p3Φ)
2[∂6( p3Φ)]
2
| p3Λ
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6[( p3Φ)
2]|[g[0]5 − (
p
3Φ)
2/4 p3Λ]
5/2
]dxk2} −
( p3Φ)
2[∂6( p3Φ)]
2
| p2Λ
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6[( p3Φ)
2]| [g[0]5 − (
p
3Φ)
2/4 p3Λ]
{dp6 +
∂i2
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6[( p3Φ)
2]
( p3Υ̂) ∂
6[( p3Φ)
2]
dxi2}2 +
{g[0]7 −
( p4Φ)
2
4 p4Λ
}{dp7 + [ 1nk3 + 2nk3
∫
dE
( p4Φ)
2[( p4Φ)
∗]2
| p2Λ
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)[(
p
4Φ)
2]∗| [g[0]7 − (
p
4Φ)
2/4 p4Λ]
5/2
]dxk3} −
( p4Φ)
2[( p4Φ)
∗]2
| p4Λ
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)[(
p
4Φ)
2]⋄|[g[0]7 − (
p
4Φ)
2/4 p4Λ]
{dE +
∂i3
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) [(
p
4Φ)
2]∗
( p4Υ̂)[(
p
4Φ)
2]∗
dxi3}2,
for indices: i1, j1, k1, ... = 1, 2; i2, j2, k2, ... = 1, 2, 3, 4; i3, j3, k3, ... = 1, 2, ...6; y
3 = ϕ, y4 = t, p8 = E; and
generating functions: ψ(xk1); p2Φ(x
k1y3); p3Φ(x
k2 , p6);
p
4Φ(x
k3 , E);
generating sources: p1Υ̂(x
k1 ) = φ
p1Υ(x
k1) + e
p1Υ(x
k1); p2Υ̂(x
k1 , y3) = φ
p2Υ(x
k1 , y3) + e
p2Υ(x
k1 , y3);
p
3Υ̂(x
k2 , p6) =
φ
p3Υ(x
k2 , p6) +
e
p3Υ(x
k2 , p6);
p
4Υ̂(x
k3 , E) = φ
p4Υ(x
k3 , E) + e
p4Υ(x
k3 , E);
integr. functions:g
[0]
4 (x
k1), 1nk1(x
j1 ), 2nk1(x
j1 ); g
[0]
5 (x
k2), 1nk2(x
j2 ), 2nk2(x
j2 ); g
[0]
7 (x
j3 ), 1nk3(x
j3), 2nk3(x
j3 ).
It should be emphasized that, in general, sources psΥ̂ =
φ
psΥ+
e
psΥ are not eliminated completely from (62)
even we redefined the generating functions to ( psΦ,
p
sΛ). Nevertheless, we can "absorb" completely such
p
sΥ̂ into
respective ( psΦ,
p
sΛ) for nonholonomic configurations with respective shell sources
p
1Υ̂(x
k1), p2Υ̂(x
k1), p3Υ̂(x
k2)
and p4Υ̂(x
k3) which depend only on respective shell horizontal coordinates but not on respective (co) fiber
"vertical" coordinates. In such cases can integrate in explicit form on dy3, dp7 and dE and reduce multiples
with psΥ̂ or to absorb such values into integration constants.
Finally, we note that effective cosmological constants psΛ can be introduced for redefined generating functions
for LC-configurations and quasi-stationary s-metrics (55).
5 Nonholonomic Deformations into Exact and Parametric Solutions
There are 5 goals in this section:
1. We show that certain coefficients of s-metrics can be considered as shell generating functions which is
important for constructing new classes of exact and parametric solutions.
2. It is provided a geometric procedure with conventional gravitational polarization functions for nonholo-
nomic deformations of arbitrary s-metrics into certain classes of exact solutions.
3. We formulate a small parameter scheme for off-diagonal deformations and diagonalization procedures for
generating new classes of exact solutions.
4. There are studied three examples of vacuum phase space generic off-diagonal metrics for canonical and
Levi-Civita configurations.
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5. There are provided main formulas for transforming exact and parametric solutions on cotangent Lorentz
bundles into formulas for Finsler like and Hamilton variables and, inversely, when nonholonomic de-
formations with certain classes of generating functions transform Einstein-Hamilton configurations into
quasi-stationary phase ones.
5.1 Coefficients of s-metrics as generation functions
We can consider certain N-adapted coefficients of s-metrics as shell generating functions following this
Corollary 5.1 [some s-metric coefficients as generating functions] For an exact solution (51) and/or (62), we
can consider as respective shell generating functions the s-connection coefficients g4(x
i1 , y3), g5(xi1 , ya1 , p6),
g7(xi1 , ya1 , pa2 , E) and redefine correspondingly the generating functions following formulas:
shell s = 2 : [( p2Ψ)
2]⋄ = −
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)g
⋄
4 , (
p
2Φ)
2 = −4 p2Λg4;
shell s = 3 : ∂6[( p3Ψ)
2] = −
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6g5, ( p3Φ)
2 = −4 p3Λg
6;
shell s = 4 : [( p4Ψ)
2]∗ = −
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) (g
7)∗, ( p8Φ)
2 = −4 p3Λg
8.
Proof. For s = 2, we take the partial derivative on y3 of formula (A.25) and obtain g⋄4 = −[(
p
2Ψ)
2]⋄/4( p2Υ̂).
Prescribing g4 and
p
2Υ̂, we can compute up to certain integration functions a
p
2Ψ from [(
p
2Ψ)
2]⋄ =
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)g
⋄
4 .
Using nonlinear symmetries (60), we can repeat similar considerations and obtain ( p2Φ)
2 = −4 p2Λg4. We omit
similar considerations for the shells s = 3, 4 which should be repeated for corresponding sets of coordinates and
shell generating functions, generating sources, and effective shell cosmological constants. 
In result, the exact solutions (51) and/or (62) can be rewritten equivalently in terms of generating data
(g4, g
5, g7; psΛ) encoding via nonlinear symmetries (60) information on
p
sΥ̂.
Consequence 5.1 [off-diagonal solutions with s-coefficient generating functions and effective cosmological con-
stants] The quadratic element (62) for off-diagonal solutions with Killing symmetry on p7 determined by formula
(51) under conditions of Theorem 4.2, Consequence 4.3 and Corollary 5.1 can be written in an equivalent form
generated by data (g4, g
5, g7; psΛ) and respective nonlinear symmetries involving generating sources
p
sΥ̂,
ds2 = gαsβs(x
k, y3, pa3 , pa4 ; g4, g
5, g7,ps Λ;
p
sΥ̂)du
αsduβs = eψ(x
k1 )[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2] (63)
−
(g⋄4)
2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)g4]
⋄| g4
{dy3 +
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) g
⋄
4 ]
( p2Υ̂) g
⋄
4
dxi1}2 +
g4{dt+ [ 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
(g⋄4)
2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)g4]
⋄| [g4]5/2
]dxk´1}+
g5{dp5 + [ 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dp6
[∂6(g5)]2
|
∫
dp6 ∂6[(
p
3Υ̂)g
5]| [g5]5/2
]dxk2} −
[∂6(g5)]2
|
∫
dp6 ∂6[(
p
3Υ̂)g
5] | g5
{dp6 +
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6(g5)]
( p3Υ̂)∂
6(g5)
dxi2}2 +
g7{dp7 + [ 1nk3 + 2nk3
∫
dE
[(g7)∗]2
|
∫
dE [( p4Υ̂)g
7]∗| [g7]5/2
]dxk3} −
[(g7)∗]2
|
∫
dE [( p4Υ̂)g
7]∗ | g7
{dE +
∂i3 [
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) (g
7)∗]
( p4Υ̂)(g
7)∗
dxi3}2,
where signs and integration functions/constants have to be chosen in order to get compatibility with certain
experimental/ observational data or corrections from generalized theories.
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It should be noted that we can consider in explicit form nonsingular solutions of type (63) if the values psΥ̂
and/or psΛ are not zero. We can apply the AFDM for vacuum phase space or Lorentz manifold configurations
but the geometric constructions are different (see below section 5.5 and, for instance, the constructions related
to formulas (60)-(63) in section 2.3.6 of [6]).
Remark 5.1 [off-diagonal solutions with effective shell cosmological constants and zero torsion] We can more
special conditions stated by Consequence 4.2 which allow to generate LC-configurations using some data
gˇ4(x
i1 , y3), gˇ5(xi1 , ya1 , p6), gˇ
7(xi1 , ya1 , pa2 , E)
when the generating functions are of type (54) (that why we put inverse hat labels emphasizing that certain
additional integrability conditions are imposed on generating functions) and redefined following formulas:
shell s = 2 : [( p2Ψˇ)
2]⋄ =
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)gˇ
⋄
4 , (
p
2Φˇ)
2 = −4 p2Λgˇ4;
shell s = 3 : ∂6[( p3Ψˇ)
2] =
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6gˇ5, ( p3Φˇ)
2 = −4 p3Λgˇ
6;
shell s = 4 : [( p4Ψˇ)
2]∗ =
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) (gˇ
7)∗, ( p8Φˇ)
2 = −4 p3Λgˇ
8.
Corresponding s-metrics (63) transform into
ds2LC = gαsβs(x
k, y3, pa3 , pa4 ; g4, g
5, g7,ps Λ;
p
sΥ̂)du
αsduβs = eψ(x
k1 )[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2]
−
(g⋄4)
2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[g4]
⋄| g4
{dy3 + ∂i1(
p
2Aˇ)dx
i1}2 + g4{dt+ ∂i1 [
2n(xk1)]dxi1}+ (64)
g5{dp5 + ∂i2 [
2n(xk2)]dxi2} −
[∂6(g5)]2
|
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6[g5] | g5
{dp6 + ∂i2(
p
3Aˇ)dx
i2}2 +
g7{dp7 + ∂i3 [
3n(xk3)]dxi3} −
[(g7)∗]2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[g
7]∗ | g7
{dE + ∂i2(
p
4Aˇ)dx
i3}2.
Finally, we note that effective shell sources psΥ̂ can be absorbed into certain integration functions of (63)
if such values do not depend on vertical shell coordinates on respective shells. The sources psΥ̂ are encoded
correspondingly in psAˇ for (64).
5.2 Polarization functions for off-diagonal prime and target s-metrics
Let us consider a dual Lorentz bundle enabled with nonholonomic diadic structure, sT
∗V, and a prime
metric pg˚ structure which can be written equivalently in an off-diagonal form and/or (A.10) as a s-metric (9),
see also the parametrization (A.9),
pg˚ = ps˚g =
pg˚αsβs(x
is , pas)d
puαs ⊗ d puβs = pg˚αsβs(
p
su)
pe˚αs⊗ pe˚
βs (65)
= pg˚isjs(x
ks)eis ⊗ ejs + pg˚asbs(xis , pas)
pe˚as ⊗
pe˚bs , for
pe˚αs = (
pe˚is = ∂is −
pN˚ bsis (
pu)∂bs ,
peas = ∂as) and
pe˚αs = (dxis , e˚as = dyas + pN˚asis (
pu)dxis).
Hereafter we shall label prime metrics and related geometric objects like connections, frames etc. with a
small circle on the left/right/up of corresponding symbols. In general, a prime s-metric pg˚ (65) my not be a
solution of certain gravitational field equations in a MGT or GR with phase space extension. To study, for
instance, generalizations of physically important solutions in GR to sT
∗V we can consider trivial embedding,
for instance, of black hole metrics into linear quadratic elements (3). For nontrivial MDRs with an indicator
̟(xi, E,−→p ,m; ℓP ) (1), we obtain nonholonomic deformations to nonlinear quadratic elements determined by
target s-metrics of type pg = psg (9).
In this section, we consider general nonholonomic transforms of a prime s-metric, ps˚g, into a target one,
p
sg which is positively a solution of modified Einstein equations (32) for canonical s-connections (in particular,
defining quasi-stationary phase configurations).
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Definition 5.1 η-polarization (or gravitational polarization) functions,
p
s˚g→
p
sg = [
pgαs =
pηαs
pg˚αs ,
pNasis−1 =
pηasis−1
pN˚asis−1 ],
are defined as transforms of a prime s-metric (65) into certain classes of exact/ parametric solutions of gener-
alized Einstein equations with MDRs.
We note that in above formulas it is not considered a summation on repeating indices because they are not
’up-low’ type.
Convention 5.1 [gravitational polarizations] For nonholonomic transforms of prime to target s-metrics, the
η-polarizations are defined by formulas
p
s˚g →
p
sg =
pgis(x
ks)dxis ⊗ dxis + pgas(x
is , pbs)
peas ⊗ peas (66)
= pηik(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
pg˚is(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)dx
is ⊗ dxis
+ pηbs(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
pg˚bs(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
pebs [η]⊗ pebs [η],
peαs [η] = (dxis , peas = dyas + pηasis (x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
pN˚asis (x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)dx
is),
where the s-coefficients and N-elongated dual basis peαs [η] is defined by formulas
pgi1(x
k1) = pηk1(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
pg˚k1(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4),
pgb2(x
i1 , y3) = pηb2(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
pg˚b1(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4),
pga3(x
i2 , p6) =
pηa3(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)
pg˚a3(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4),
pga4(x
i3 , E) = pηa4(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)
pg˚a4(xi1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
pNa2i1 (x
k1 , y3) = ηa2i1 (x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)
pN˚a2i1 (x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4),
pNa3i2 (x
k1 , yb2 , p6) =
pηi2a3(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)
pN˚i2a3(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4),
pNa4i3 (x
k1 , yb2 , pa3 , E) = ηi3a4(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)N˚i3a4(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4). (67)
We note that any of multiples of type in a pη pg˚ from right sides of (67) may depend, in principle, on extra
shell coordinates but their products are subjected to the condition that the target s-metrics (with the coefficients
in the left sides) are adapted to the shell coordinates ordered form s = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Following the Convention 5.1 for any prescribed prime s-metric ps˚g, we can consider as generating functions
a subclass of η-polarizations pη4(x
i1 , y3), pη5(xi1 , ya1 , p6),
pη7(xi1 , ya1 , pa2 , E) which should be defined from the
condition that the target s-metric psg is a quasi-stationary solution (in this work) of the canonically modified
Einstein equations (32). By straightforward computations, we prove
Corollary 5.2 [nonlinear quadratic elements in terms of gravitational polarization generating functions] Quasi-
stationary phase configurations on cotangent Lorentz bundles are described in terms of η-polarizations by
ds2 = gαsβs(x
k, y3, pa3 , pa4 ; g4, g
5, g7,ps Λ;
p
sΥ̂)du
αsduβs = eψ(x
k1 )[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2] (68)
−
[( pη4
pg˚4)
⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄| ( pη4 pg˚4)
{dy3 +
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) (
pη4
pg˚4)
⋄]
( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄
dxi1}2 +
( pη4
pg˚4){dt + [ 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
[( pη4
pg˚4)
⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄| ( pη4 pg˚4)5/2
]dxk´1}+
( pη5 pg˚5){dp5 + [ 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dp6
[∂6( pη5 pg˚5)]2
|
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6( pη5 pg˚5)| ( pη5 pg˚5)5/2
]dxk2}
−
[∂6( pη5 pg˚5)]2
|
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6( pη5 pg˚5) | ( pη5 pg˚5)
{dp6 +
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6( pη5 pg˚5)]
( p3Υ̂)∂
6( pη5 pg˚5)
dxi2}2+
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( pη7 pg˚7){dp7 + [ 1nk3 + 2nk3
∫
dE
[( pη7 pg˚7)∗]2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[(
pη7 pg˚7)]∗| [( pη7 pg˚7)]5/2
]dxk3}
−
[( pη7 pg˚7)∗]2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)(
pη7 pg˚7)∗ | ( pη7 pg˚7)
{dE +
∂i3 [
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) (
pη7 pg˚7)∗]
( p4Υ̂)(
pη7 pg˚7)∗
dxi3}2,
where the polarization functions are determined by generating data [ψ(xi1),p η4(x
i1 , y3), pη5(xi1 , ya1 , p6),
pη7(xi1 , ya1 , pa2 , E)] and prime s-metric coefficients
pg˚αsβs following such formulas
pη1
pg˚1 =
pη2
pg˚2 = e
ψ(xk1 ), pη3
pg˚3 = −
[( pη4
pg˚4)
⋄]2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)]⋄| ( pη4 pg˚4)
,
pη6 pg˚6 = −
[∂6( pη5 pg˚5)]2
|
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6( pη5 pg˚5)| ( pη5 pg˚5)
, pη8 pg˚8 = −
[( pη7 pg˚7)∗]2
|
∫
dE[( p4Υ̂)(
pη7 pg˚7)∗ | ( pη7 pg˚7)
;
pη3i1
pN˚3i1 =
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) (
pη4
pg˚4)
⋄
( p2Υ̂) (
pη4 pg˚4)⋄
, (69)
pη4k1
pN˚4k1 = 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
[( pη4
pg˚4)
⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄| ( pη4 pg˚4)5/2
,
pηk25
pN˚k25 = 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dp6
[∂6( pη5 pg˚5)]2
|
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6( pη5 pg˚5)| ( pη5 pg˚5)5/2
,
pηi26
pN˚i26 =
∂i2
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6( pη5 pg˚5)
p
3Υ̂ ∂
6( pη5 pg˚5)
,
pηk37
pN˚k37 = 1nk3 + 2nk3
∫
dE
[( pη7 pg˚7)∗]2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)(
pη7 pg˚7)∗| ( pη7 pg˚7)5/2
,
pηi38
pN˚i38 =
∂i3
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) (
pη7 pg˚7)∗
p
4Υ̂ (
pη7 pg˚7)∗
.
Similar η-polarization redefinitions are possible for generating functions psΨ and
p
sΨ˜ and respective solutions
(51) and/or (62) (for LC-configurations, see (55) and/or (64)). We omit such constructions in this work.
5.3 Nonholonomic transforms with a small parameter to quasi-stationary s-metrics
To compute possible nonholonomic deformations by MDR of physically important solutions (for instance,
to construct ellipsoid like configurations as in various MGTs [2, 34, 6, 32, 36]) we can consider certain decom-
positions linearised on a small parameter ε, 0 ≤ ε < 1.
Definition 5.2 [gravitational polarizations with a small parameter] Small parametric ε–decompositions of the
η-polarization functions (67) resulting in quasi-stationary configurations defined by parameterizations
pgi1(x
k1) = pηik
pg˚i1 = ζi1(1 + εχi1)
pg˚i1 = (70)
= {ζi1(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)[1 + εχi1(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)]}
pg˚i1(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4),
pgb2(x
i1 , y3) = pηb2
pg˚b1 = ζb2(1 + ε χb2)
pg˚b1 =
= {ζb2(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)[1 + ε χb2(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)]}
pg˚b1(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4),
pga3(x
i2 , p6) =
pηa3 pg˚a3 = ζa3(1 + ε χa3) pg˚a3 =
= {ζa3(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4) [1 + ε χ
a3(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)]}
pg˚a3(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4),
pga4(x
i3 , E) = pηa4 pg˚a4 = ζa4(1 + ε χa4) pg˚a4 =
= {ζa4(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)[1 + ε χ
a4(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)]}
pg˚a4(xi1 , ya2 , pa3 , pa4)
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and (for N-connection coefficients)
pNa2i1 (x
k1 , y3) = pηa2i1
pN˚a2i1 = ζ
a2
i1
(1 + ε χa2i1 )
pN˚a2i1 = (71)
= {ζa2i1 (x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)[1 + ε χ
a2
i1
(xi1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)]}
pN˚a2i1 (x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4),
pNa3i2 (x
k1 , yb2 , p6) =
pηi2a3
pN˚i2a3 = ζi2a3(1 + εχi2a3)
pN˚i2a3 =
= { ζi2a3(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)[1 + εχi2a3(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)]}
pN˚i2a3(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4),
pNa4i3 (x
k1 , yb2 , pa3 , E) =
pηi3a4
pN˚i3a4 = ζi3a4(1 + εχi3a4)
pN˚i3a4 =
= {ζi3a4(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)[1 + εχi3a4(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4)]}
pN˚i3a4(x
i1 , yb2 , pb3 , pb4),
result in nonholonomic deformations of s-metrics on sT
∗V,
p
s˚g→
pε
s g = [
pgαs = ζαs(1 + εχαs)
pg˚αs ,
pNasis = ζ
as
is−1
(1 + ε χasis−1)
pN˚asis−1 ]. (72)
We can formulate and prove two important results on nonholonomic ε-deformations of prime metrics into
target metrics, ps˚g→
pε
s g.
Theorem 5.1 [generating exact solutions with small parameters for generating functions and sources] Nonholo-
nomic small parametric ε–decompositions stated by Definition 5.2 transform a prime metric ps˚g into an target
exact solution pεs g similar to (68) with linear parametric dependense on ε if the ζ- and χ-coefficients for defor-
mations of s-metrics and N-connections in respective formulas (70) and (71) are generated by shell data
pη2 = ζ2(1 + εχ2),
pη4 = ζ4(1 + εχ4),
pη5 = ζ5(1 + ε χ5), pη7 = ζ7(1 + ε χ7), (73)
following formulas for s = 1 : ζi1 = (˚gi1)
−1eψ0(x
k1 ) and χi1 = (˚gi1)
−1 ψχ(xk1),
where ζi1(1 + εχi1)
pg˚i1 = e
ψ(xk1 ) ≈ eψ0(x
k1 )(1+ε ψχ(xk1)) ≈ eψ0(x
k1)(1 + ε ψχ) for ψ0(x
k1) and χ(xk1) defined by
a solution of a 2-d Poisson equation (41);
s = 2 (with generating functions, ζ4, χ4; generating source and cosmological constant,
p
2Υ̂,
p
2Λ; integration
functions, 1nk1 , 2nk1 ; prescribed data for a prime s-metric, (
pg˚3,
pg˚4;
pN˚3i1 ,
pN˚4k1)) :
ζ3 = −
4
pg˚3
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄}|
and χ3 =
(χ4| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
4(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
−
∫
dy3{[( p2Υ̂) (ζ4
pg˚4)χ4]
⋄}∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄}
,
ζ3i1 =
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) (ζ4)
⋄
( pN˚3i1)(
p
2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄
and χ3i1 =
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4)
⋄]
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄]
−
(ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
,
ζ4k1 = (
pN˚4k1)
−1[ 1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3{
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
] and
χ4k1 = −
16 2nk1
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4
pg˚4)]⋄|
(
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄
2[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
+
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)]⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
)
1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4
pg˚4)]⋄|
]
;
s = 3 (with generating functions, ζ5, χ5; generating source and cosmological constant, p3Υ̂,
p
3Λ; integration
functions, 1nk3 , 2nk3 ; prescribed data for a prime s-metric, (
pg˚5, pg˚6; pN˚k25,
pN˚i26) :
ζ6 = −
4
pg˚6
[∂6(| ζ5 pg˚5|1/2)]2
|
∫
dp6{(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)}|
and χ6 =
∂6(χ5| ζ5 pg˚5|1/2)
4∂6(| ζ5 pg˚5|1/2)
−
∫
dp6{∂6[(
p
3Υ̂) (ζ
5 pg˚5)χ5]}∫
dp6{(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)}
,
ζi25 = (
pN˚i25)
−1[ 1ni2 + 16 2ni2 [
∫
dp6{
(
∂6[(ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4]
)2
|
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)|
] and
χi25 = −
16 2ni2
∫
dp6
(∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4])
2
|
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6( ζ5 pg˚5)|
(
∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4χ5)]
2 ∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4]
+
∫
dp6 ∂6[(
p
3Υ̂)(ζ
5 pg˚5)χ5]∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)
)
1ni2 + 16 2ni2 [
∫
dp6
( ∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4])
2
|
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)|
]
;
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ζi26 =
∂i2
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6(ζ5)
( pN˚i26)(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5)
and χi26 =
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)]
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5)]
−
∂6(ζ5 pg˚5)
∂6(ζ5)
,
s = 4 (with generating functions, ζ7, χ7; generating source and cosmological constant, p4Υ̂,
p
4Λ; integration
functions, 1nk4 , 2nk4 ; prescribed data for a prime s-metric, (
pg˚7, pg˚8; pN˚k37,
pN˚i38) :
ζ8 = −
4
pg˚8
[(| ζ7 pg˚7|1/2)∗]2
|
∫
dE{( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)]∗}|
and χ8 =
(χ7| ζ7 pg˚7|1/2)∗
4(| ζ7 pg˚7|1/2)∗
−
∫
dE{[( p4Υ̂) (ζ
7 pg˚7)χ7]∗}∫
dE{( p4Υ̂)(ζ
4 pg˚4)∗}
,
ζi37 = (
pN˚i37)
−1[ 1ni3 + 16 2ni3 [
∫
dE{
(
[(ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗
)2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)(ζ
7 pg˚7)∗|
] and
χi37 = −
16 2ni3
∫
dE
([( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗)
2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)( ζ
7 pg˚7)∗|
(
[( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4χ7)]∗
2 [( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗
+
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)χ7]∗∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)(ζ
7 pg˚7)∗
)
1ni3 + 16 2ni3 [
∫
dE
( [( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗)
2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)(ζ
7 pg˚7)∗|
]
,
ζi38 =
∂i3
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) (ζ
7)∗
( pN˚i38)(
p
4Υ̂)(ζ
7)∗
and χi37 =
∂i3 [
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)(ζ
7 pg˚7)∗]
∂i3 [
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)(ζ
7)∗]
−
(ζ7 pg˚7)∗
(ζ7)∗
.
Proof. See a sketch of proof in appendix A.6. 
Introducing the ε-coefficients from this theorem instead of η-coefficients of (68) we prove
Consequence 5.2 [nonlinear quadratic elements for gravitational polarizations with small parameter] The quasi-
stationary phase configurations on cotangent Lorentz bundles described in terms of η-polarization functions by
formulas (68) can be written in terms of ε-coefficients
ds2 = gαsβs(x
k, y3, pa3 , pa4 ; g4, g
5, g7,ps Λ;
p
sΥ̂, ε)du
αsduβs = eψ0(x
k1 )(1 + ε ψχ)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2]+
{−
4
pg˚3
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄}|
+ ε
[
(χ4| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
4(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
−
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4
pg˚4)χ4]
⋄}∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄}
]
} pg˚3
{dy3 + [
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) (ζ4)
⋄
( pN˚3i1)(
p
2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄
+ ε
(
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4)
⋄]
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄]
−
(ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
)
]( pN˚3i1)dx
i1}2+
ζ4(1 + ε χ4)
pg˚4{dt+ [ (
pN˚4k1)
−1
[
1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3{
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)]⋄|
]
− (74)
ε
16 2nk1
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)]⋄|
(
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄
2[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
+
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)]⋄∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)]⋄
)
1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)]⋄|
]
]( pN˚4k1)dx
k´1}+
ζ5(1 + ε χ5) pg˚5{dp5 + [ (
pN˚i25)
−1
[
1ni2 + 16 2ni2 [
∫
dp6{
(
∂6[(ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4]
)2
|
∫
dp6 ∂6[(
p
3Υ̂)(ζ
5 pg˚5)]|
]
−
ε
16 2ni2
∫
dp6
(∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4])
2
|
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6[( ζ5 pg˚5)]|
(
∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4χ5)]
2 ∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4]
+
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6[(ζ5 pg˚5)χ5]∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6[(ζ5 pg˚5)]
)
1ni2 + 16 2ni2 [
∫
dp6
( ∂6[( ζ5 pg˚5)−1/4])
2
|
∫
dp6 (
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6[(ζ5 pg˚5)]|
]
]( pN˚i25)dx
i2}+
{−
4
pg˚6
[∂6(| ζ5 pg˚5|1/2)]2
|
∫
dp6{(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6[(ζ5 pg˚5)]}|
+ ε
[
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)]
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5)]
−
∂6(ζ5 pg˚5)
∂6(ζ5)
]
} pg˚6
{dp6 + [
∂i2
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂) ∂
6(ζ5)
( pN˚i26)(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5)
+ ε
(
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5 pg˚5)]
∂i2 [
∫
dp6(
p
3Υ̂)∂
6(ζ5)]
−
∂6(ζ5 pg˚5)
∂6(ζ5)
)
]( pN˚i26)dx
i2}+
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ζ7(1 + ε χ7) pg˚7{dp7 + [ (
pN˚i37)
−1
[
1ni3 + 16 2ni3 [
∫
dE{
(
[(ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗
)2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)]∗|
]
−
ε
16 2ni3
∫
dE
([( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗)
2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[( ζ
7 pg˚7)]∗|
(
[( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4χ7)]∗
2 [( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗
+
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)χ7]∗∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)]∗
)
1ni3 + 16 2ni3 [
∫
dE
( [( ζ7 pg˚7)−1/4]∗)
2
|
∫
dE ( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)]|∗
]
] (pN˚i37)dx
i3}+
{−
4
pg˚8
[(| ζ7 pg˚7|1/2)∗]2
|
∫
dE{( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)]∗}|
+ ε
[
(χ7| ζ7 pg˚7|1/2)∗
4(| ζ7 pg˚7|1/2)∗
−
∫
dE{( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
7 pg˚7)χ7]∗}∫
dE{( p4Υ̂)[(ζ
4 pg˚4)]∗}
]
} pg˚8
{dE + [
∂i3
∫
dE( p4Υ̂) (ζ
7)∗
( pN˚i38)(
p
4Υ̂)(ζ
7)∗
+ ε
(
∂i3 [
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)(ζ
7 pg˚7)∗]
∂i3 [
∫
dE( p4Υ̂)(ζ
7)∗]
−
(ζ7 pg˚7)∗
(ζ7)∗
)
]( pN˚i38)dx
i3}.
In formulas (67), we considered that η-polarization functions may depend, in principle, on all phase space
coordinates. For ε–polarizations, it is convenient to adapt the constructions when respective shell coefficients
depend only on the same and lower shall coordinates. We can consider, for instance, that the prime metric ps˚g
defines a physical important stationary solution in a 4-d Einstein or MGT with coefficients [ pg˚αs ,
pN˚asis−1 ]
depending only on spacetime variables conventionally split on shells 1 and 2. In such cases, the target solutions
pε
s g (72) define possible generalizations, for instance, of black hole solutions on phase spaces.
5.4 Diagonal phase space configurations
We can chose some special conditions on generating functions and sources which allow to construct exact
solutions in N-adapted diagonal form. In general, such conditions depend on the type of (effective) sources,
integration functions, and prime metrics we consider.
5.4.1 Diagonal s-metrics with constrained η-functions
We can chose special data ( pη4,
pη5, pη7) which generate diagonal configurations.
Definition 5.3 [diagonal s-metric coefficients] A s-metric is diagonal on a shell s if there are satisfied the
conditions
pNasis−1 =
pηis−1as
pN˚is−1as = 0. (75)
The solutions of equations (75) depend on the type of generating and polarization functions used for explicit
constructions. By straightforward computations, we prove
Corollary 5.3 [conditions of diagonal s-metrics] There are diagonal quasi-stationary phase space configurations
determined by such nonholonomic constraints on η-polarization functions for a s-metric (68):
pη4 = (
pg˚4)
−1
∫
dy3 pη
[1]
4 (y
3)/( p2Υ̂) +
pη
[2]
4 (x
k), (76)
for integration functions pη
[1]
4 (y
3) and pη
[2]
4 (x
k1), where 1nk1 = 2nk1 = 0;
pη5 = ( pg˚5)−1
∫
dp6
pη5[1](p6)/(
p
3Υ̂) +
pη5[2](x
k2),
for integration functions pη5[1](p6) and
pη5[2](x
k2), where 1nk2 = 2nk2 = 0;
pη7 = ( pg˚7)−1
∫
dE pη7[1](E)/(
p
4Υ̂) +
pη7[2](x
k3),
for integration functions pη7[1](E) and
pη7[2](x
k3), where 1nk3 = 2nk3 = 0.
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Proof. We can check by direct computations that if such conditions are satisfied the N-connection coeffi-
cients (69) became zero. 
Diagonal configurations consist a special class of space nonlinear systems when the generalized gravitational
dynamics is defined by diagonal s-metrics self-consistently embedded into diagonal phase spaces backgrounds.
Such solutions are important in modern cosmology and astrophysics.
5.4.2 Diagonalization for small parametric ε–decompositions
Using formulas (73) from theorem 5.1, and related formulas (74) from consequence 5.2, in (76), we obtain
Consequence 5.3 [conditions of diagonal s-metrics with ε-polarization ] For nonholonomic ε–deformations,
quasi-stationary diagonal configurations are generated by such ε-polarization functions for a s-metric (74)
pη4 = ζ4(1 + εχ4) :
pζ4 = (
pg˚4)
−1
∫
dy3 pζ
[1]
4 (y
3)/( p2Υ̂) +
pζ
[2]
4 (x
k), (77)
for integration functions pζ
[1]
4 (y
3) and pζ
[2]
4 (x
k1),
pχ4 = (
pg˚4)
−1
∫
dy3 pχ
[1]
4 (y
3)/( p2Υ̂) +
pχ
[2]
4 (x
k),
for integration functions pχ
[1]
4 (y
3) and pχ
[2]
4 (x
k1), where 1nk1 = 2nk1 = 0;
pη5 = ζ5(1 + ε χ5) : pζ5 = ( pg˚5)−1
∫
dp6
pζ5[1](p6)/(
p
3Υ̂) +
pζ5[2](x
k2),
for integration functions pζ5[1](p6) and
pζ5[2](x
k2),
pχ5 = ( pg˚5)−1
∫
dp6
pχ5[1](p6)/(
p
3Υ̂) +
pχ5[2](x
k2),
for integration functions pχ5[1](p6) and
pχ5[2](x
k2), where 1nk2 = 2nk2 = 0;
pη7 = ζ7(1 + ε χ7) : pζ7 = ( pg˚7)−1
∫
dE pζ7[1](E)/(
p
4Υ̂) +
pζ7[2](x
k3),
for integration functions pζ7[1](E) and
pζ7[2](x
k3),
pχ7 = ( pg˚7)−1
∫
dE pχ7[1](E)/(
p
4Υ̂) +
pχ7[2](x
k3),
We note that we can separate the formulas for ζ- and χ-coefficients only for linear configurations on ε.
In general, such formulas are nonlinear and with mixed ζ- and χ-deformations. In such cases, we transform
the deformations into certain not exact but small parametric decompositions of solutions. Formulas with small
parameters are important for analysing, for instance, small deformations of horizons and nonlinear polarizations
of black hole solutions in GR extended on cotangent Lorentz bundles.
5.5 Vacuum quasi-stationary phase space configurations
The configurations with zero (effective) source and/or cosmological constants can not be generated as par-
ticular cases of (off–) diagonal solutions constructed in previous sections. This is because for Υ,Λ → 0 these
limits are not smooth for the coefficients of s-metrics.
For quasi-stationary ansatz (34), we can construct solutions when the nontrivial coefficients of the Ricci
s–tensor (37)–(39) in Lemma (4.1) are zero, see also respective formulas (42)–(48). The equation (41) is a 2–d
Laplace equation, when a solution can be expressed in the form gi = e
ψ(xk ,Υ=0) = e
0ψ(xk). For a 4-d vacuum
spacetime, there are three general classes of off–diagonal stationary metrics which result in zero coefficients of
(42). Any such class can be extended for 8-d phase spaces with zero (effective) source.
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5.5.1 Off-diagonal vacuum phase spaces of type 1
Definition 5.4 [vacuum phase spaces of type 1] The type 1 vacuum off-diagonal quasi-stationary phase space
configurations are defined by the conditions g⋄4 = 0 but g4 6= 0, g
⋄
3 6= 0 and g3 6= 0; ∂
6( pg5) = 0 but pg5 6= 0,
∂6( pg6) 6= 0 and pg6 6= 0; and ( pg7)∗ = 0 but pg7 6= 0, ∂6( pg8) 6= 0 and pg8 6= 0.
Using equations (37)-(39) and (42)-(48), we formulate
Corollary 5.4 [vacuum integral varieties of type 1] The off-diagonal stationary vacuum spacetime of type 1 are
defined by target metrics generated by such geometric data:
s = 2 : arbitrary generating functions : g3(x
i1 , y3) and wk1(x
i1 , y3),
arbitrary integration functions : g4(x
i1) and 1nk1(x
i1), 2nk1(x
i1),
nk1 = 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3/g3; (78)
s = 3 : arbitrary generating functions : pg6(xi1 , ya2 , p6) and
pwk2(x
i1 , ya2 , p6),
arbitrary integration functions : pg5(xi2) and 1nk2(x
i2), 2nk2(x
i2), for xi2 = (xi1 , ya2),
pnk2 = 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dp6/(
pg6);
s = 4 : arbitrary generating functions : pg8(xi1 , ya2 , pa3 , E) and
pwk2(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , E),
arbitrary integration functions : pg7(xi3) and 1nk3(x
i3), 2nk3(x
i3), for xi3 = (xi2 , pa3),
pnk3 = 1nk3 + 2nk3
∫
dE/( pg8).
Proof. If g⋄4 = 0 and
p
2Υ̂, the equations (42) are solved for any generating date g3(x
i1 , y3) and wk1(x
i1 , y3)
and g4(x
i1) which can be considered as an integrating function. We have to solve only the decoupled equations
for the rest of N-coefficients, which can be written n⋄⋄k1 + n
⋄
k1
(ln |g3|)⋄ = 0. Integrating this equation (two times
on y3), we obtain the solution for nk1 in (42). Similarly, we find the solutions for s = 3 and 4. 
For adapted coefficients in above vacuum phase space s-metrics, we obtain
Consequence 5.4 [nonlinear quadratic elements for vacuum phase s-space metric of type 1] Nonlinear quadratic
elements d ps2v1,8d for "pure" quasi-stationary vacuum s-metrics are constructed as a sum of quadratic stationary
vacuum space metrics ds2v1,s=2 and additional shells s = 3 and s = 4 vacuum contributions, denoted respectively,
ds2v1,s=3 and ds
2
v1,s=4, all being of type 1,
d ps2v1,8d = ds
2
v,s1 + ds
2
v1,s2 + ds
2
v1,s3 + ds
2
v1,s4,
where ds2v,s1 = e
0ψ(xk)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2],
ds2v1,s2 = g3(x
i1 , y3)[dy3 + wk1(x
i1 , y3)dxk1 ]2 + g4(x
i1)[dy4 + ( 1nk1(x
i1) + 2nk1(x
i1)
∫
dy3/g3)dx
k1 ]2,
ds2v1,s3 =
pg5(xi2)[dp5 + ( 1nk2(x
i2) + 2nk2(x
i2)
∫
dp6/
pg6dxk2 ]2 + pg6(xi2 , p6)[dp6 +
pwk2(x
i2 , p6)dx
k2 ]2,
ds2v1,s4 =
pg7(xi3)[dp7 + ( 1nk3(x
i3) + 2nk3(x
i3)
∫
dE/ pg8)dxk3 ]2 + pg8(xi3 , E)[dE + pwk3(x
i3 , E)dxk3 ]2.
In above formulas, for instance, the labels v1, s3 states that such a quadratic element extension is for the
shall 3 with vacuum solutions of type one.
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5.5.2 Off-diagonal vacuum phase spaces of type 2
Definition 5.5 [vacuum phase spaces of type 2] The type 2 vacuum off-diagonal quasi-stationary phase space
configurations are defined by the conditions g⋄3 6= 0 and g
⋄
4 6= 0; ∂
6( pg5) 6= 0 and pg6 6= 0 ; and ( pg7)∗ 6= 0 and
∂6( pg8) 6= 0.
For such configurations, we formulate
Corollary 5.5 [vacuum integral varieties of type 2] The off-diagonal stationary vacuum spacetime of type 2 are
defined by target metrics generated by such geometric data:
s = 2 : arbitrary generating functions : g4(x
i1 , y3) and wk1(x
i1 , y3),
arbitrary integration functions : 0g3(x
k1) and 1nk1(x
i1), 2nk1(x
i1),
g3 =
0g3(x
k1)[(
√
|g4|)
⋄]2, nk1 = 1nk1 + 2nk2
∫
dy3[(|g4|
3/4)⋄]2;
s = 3 : arbitrary generating functions : pg5(xi1 , ya2 , p6) and
pwk2(x
i1 , ya2 , p6),
arbitrary integration functions : 0g6(xi2) and 1nk2(x
i2), 2nk2(x
i2), for xi2 = (xi1 , ya2),
pg6 = 0g6(xk2)[(
√
∂6| pg5|)]2, pnk2 = 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dp6[∂
6(| pg5|3/4)]2;
s = 4 : arbitrary generating functions : pg7(xi1 , ya2 , pa3 , E) and
pwk3(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , E),
arbitrary integration functions : 0g8(xi3) and 1nk3(x
i3), 2nk3(x
i3), for xi3 = (xi2 , pa3),
pg8 = 0g8(xk2)[(
√
| pg7|∗)]2, pnk2 = 1nk2 + 2nk2
∫
dE[(| pg7|3/4)∗]2.
Proof. Let us consider the shell s = 2. Taking
p
2̟ = ln |g
⋄
4/
√
|g3g4| =
p
2̟0 = const (79)
for g⋄3 6= 0 and g
⋄
4 6= 0, we solve the equations (42) and (43) because
p
2αi1 = 0 and
p
2β = 0 but
p
2γ = (ln |g4|
3/4/|g3|)
⋄ 6= 0. (80)
We can rewrite (79) as g3 =
0g3(x
k1)[(
√
|g4|)⋄]2 for an integration function 0g3(xk1) and generating function
g4(x
k1 , y3). For zero coefficients of the linear algebraic system (43) , we can consider arbitrary generating
functions wk1(x
i1 , y3). Integrating (44) for (80), we obtain
nk1(x
i1 , y3) = 1nk1(x
i1) + 2nk(x
i1)
∫
dy3[(|g4|
3/4)⋄]2.
Proofs for shells s = 3, 4 can be performed in similar forms but with corresponding redefinitions of symbols
and indices. 
For adapted coefficients in above vacuum phase space s-metrics, we obtain
Consequence 5.5 [nonlinear quadratic elements for vacuum phase s-space metric of type 2] Nonlinear quadratic
elements d ps2v2,8d for "pure" quasi-stationary vacuum s-metrics are constructed as a sum of quadratic stationary
vacuum space metrics ds2v2,s2 and additional shells s = 3 and s = 4 vacuum contributions, denoted respectively,
ds2v2,s=3 and ds
2
v2,s=4, all being of type 2,
d ps2v2,8d = ds
2
v,s1 + ds
2
v2,s2 + ds
2
v2,s3 + ds
2
v2,s4,
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where
ds2v2,s1 = e
0ψ(xk)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2],
ds2v2,s2 =
0g3(x
k1)[(
√
|g4|)
⋄]2[dy3 + wk1(x
i1 , y3)dxk1 ]2
+g4(x
i1 , y3)[dy4 + ( 1nk1(x
i1) + 2nk1(x
i1)
∫
dy3[(|g4|
3/4)⋄]2)dxk1 ]2,
ds2v2,s3 =
pg5(xi1 , ya2 , p6)[dp5 + ( 1nk2(x
i2) + 2nk2(x
i2)
∫
dp6[∂
6(| pg5|3/4)]2)dxk2 ]2
+ 0g6(xk2)[(
√
∂6| pg5|)]2[dp6 +
pwk2(x
i2 , p6)dx
k2 ]2,
ds2v2,s4 =
pg7(xi1 , ya2 , pa3 , E)[dp7 + ( 1nk3(x
i3) + 2nk3(x
i3)
∫
dE[(| pg7|3/4)∗]2)dxk3 ]2
+ 0g8(xk2)[(
√
| pg7|∗)]2[dE + pwk3(x
i3 , E)dxk3 ]2.
In above formulas, for instance, the labels v2, s4 states that we consider extensions for the shall 4 for vacuum
solutions of type two.
5.5.3 Off-diagonal vacuum spacetimes and phase spaces of type 3
Definition 5.6 [vacuum phase spaces of type 3] The type 3 vacuum off-diagonal quasi-stationary phase space
configurations are defined by the conditions g⋄3 = 0 and g
⋄
4 6= 0;
pg6 = 0 and ∂6( pg5) 6= 0; and ∂6( pg8) 6= 0 and
( pg7)∗ 6= 0.
For such configurations, we formulate
Corollary 5.6 [vacuum integral varieties of type 3] The off-diagonal stationary vacuum spacetime of type 3 are
defined by such coefficients of target s-metrics:
s = 2 : arbitrary generating functions : wk1(x
i1 , y3),
arbitrary integration functions : 0g3(x
k1), 1nk1(x
i1), 2nk1(x
i1), c1(x
k1), c2(x
k1),
g4 =
[
c1(x
k1) + c2(x
k1)y3
]2
, nk1 = 1ni1(x
k1) +
2ni1(x
k1)
[c1(xk1) + c2(xk1)y3]
2 ;
s = 3 : arbitrary generating functions : pwk2(x
i1 , ya2 , p6),
arbitrary integration functions : p0g
6(xk2), 1nk2(x
i2), 2nk2(x
i2), 3c1(x
k2), 3c2(x
k2),
pg5 =
[
3c1(x
k2) + 3c2(x
k2)p6
]2
, ni2 = 1ni2(x
k2) +
2ni2(x
k2)
[ 3c1(xk2) + 3c2(xk2)p6]
2 ;
s = 4 : arbitrary generating functions : pwk3(x
i1 , ya2 , pa3 , E),
arbitrary integration functions : p0g
8(xk3), 1nk3(x
i3), 2nk3(x
i3), 4c1(x
k3), 4c2(x
k3),
pg7 =
[
4c1(x
k3) + 4c2(x
k3)E
]2
, ni3 = 1ni3(x
k3) +
2ni3(x
k3)
[ 4c1(xk3) + 4c2(xk3)E]
2 .
Proof. Let us consider, for instance, the shell s = 2. For the conditions g⋄4 6= 0 and g
⋄
3 = 0, the first equation
in (37), and (42), with zero source transforms into g⋄⋄4 −
(g⋄4)
2
2g4
= 0, which can be solved all together by some
v-coefficients
g3 =
0g3(x
k1) and g4(x
k1 , y3) =
[
c1(x
k1) + c2(x
k1)y3
]2
,
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with generating functions c1(x
k1), c2(x
k2), and g3 =
0g3(x
k1). Fixing the condition p2̟ = ln |g
⋄
4/
√
|g3g4| =
p
2̟0 = const, when
p
2αi1 = 0 and
p
2β = 0 for the linear algebraic system (43), we can consider arbitrary
generating functions wk1(x
i1 , y3). Integrating (44) for (80), we obtain
ni1(x
k1 , y3) = 1ni1(x
k1) + 2ni1(x
k1)
∫
dy3|g4|
−3/2 = 1ni1(x
k1) + 2ni1(x
k1)
[
c1(x
k1) + c2(x
k1)y3
]−2
,
with redefined integration constants. Proofs for shells s = 3, 4 can be performed in similar forms but with
corresponding redefinitions of symbols and indices. 
Using above coefficients for vacuum phase space s-metrics, we obtain
Consequence 5.6 [nonlinear quadratic elements for vacuum phase s-space metric of type 3] Nonlinear quadratic
elements d ps2v3,8d for "pure" quasi-stationary vacuum s-metrics of type 3 are constructed as a sum of quadratic
stationary vacuum space metrics ds2v3,s2 and additional shells s = 3 and s = 4 vacuum contributions, denoted
respectively, ds2v3,s3 and ds
2
v3,s4, all being of type 3,
d ps2v3,8d = ds
2
v,s1 + ds
2
v3,s2 + ds
2
v3,s3 + ds
2
v3,s4,
where ds2v3,s1 = e
0ψ(xk)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2],
ds2v3,s2 =
0g3(x
k1)[dy3 + wk1(x
i1 , y3)dxk1 ]2
+
[
c1(x
k1) + c2(x
k1)y3
]2
[dy4 + ( 1ni1(x
k1) +
2ni1(x
k1)
[c1(xk1) + c2(xk1)y3]
2 )dx
i1 ]2,
ds2v2,s3 =
[
3c1(x
k2) + 3c2(x
k2)p6
]2
[dp5 + ( 1ni2(x
k2) +
2ni2(x
k2)
[ 3c1(xk2) + 3c2(xk2)p6]
2 )dx
i2 ]2
+ p0g
6(xk2)[dp6 +
pwk2(x
i2 , p6)dx
k2 ]2,
ds2v2,s4 =
[
4c1(x
k3) + 4c2(x
k3)E
]2
[dp7 + ( 1ni3(x
k3) +
2ni3(x
k3)
[ 4c1(xk3) + 4c2(xk3)E]
2 )dx
i3 ]2
+ p0g
8(xk3)[dE + pwk3(x
i3 , E)dxk3 ]2.
In above formulas, for instance, the labels v3, s4 states that we consider extensions for the shall 4 for vacuum
solutions of third type.
5.5.4 Phase spaces with mixed diadic vacuum shells, polarization functions, LC-conditions etc.
Considering, for instance, a type 1 vacuum solution for shells 1 and 2, we can construct vacuum solutions
when the shell is described by solutions of type 1, 2, or 3; or by solutions of type 1, 2, 3. Summarizing
Conclusions 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 for vacuum solutions of type v[a], a, b, c, d = 1, 2, 3, we prove
Theorem 5.2 [generating vacuum solutions on diadic shells of cotangent Lorentz bundles] Using nonholonomic
frame deformations, we can generate 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 types of quadratic nonlinear elements for target vacuum
s-metrics
d ps2vac,8d = ds
2
v,s1 + ds
2
v[b],s2
+ ds2v[c],s3 + ds
2
v[d],s4
.
Example 5.1 [target prime metrics with mixed vacuum configurations] A nonlinear quadratic line element for
vacuum solutions determined by s-metrics of respective types 1, 2, 3 on shells 2,3,4 is parameterized
d ps2v[1,2,3],8d = ds
2
v,s1 + ds
2
v1,s2 + ds
2
v2,s3 + ds
2
v3,s4,
where ds2v,s1 = e
0ψ(xk)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2],
ds2v1,s2 = g3(x
i1 , y3)[dy3 + wk1(x
i1 , y3)dxk1 ]2 + g4(x
i1)[dy4 + ( 1nk1(x
i1) + 2nk1(x
i1)
∫
dy3/g3)dx
k1 ]2,
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ds2v2,s3 =
pg5(xi1 , ya2 , p6)[dp5 + ( 1nk2(x
i2) + 2nk2(x
i2)
∫
dp6[∂
6(| pg5|3/4)]2)dxk2 ]2
+ 0g6(xk2)[(
√
∂6| pg5|)]2[dp6 +
pwk2(x
i2 , p6)dx
k2 ]2,
ds2v3,s4 =
[
4c1(x
k3) + 4c2(x
k3)E
]2
[dp7 + ( 1ni3(x
k3) +
2ni3(x
k3)
[ 4c1(xk3) + 4c2(xk3)E]
2 )dx
i3 ]2
+ p0g
8(xk3)[dE + pwk3(x
i3 , E)dxk3 ]2.
Similarly, we can generate quadratic elements with another type mixing of vacuum shell configurations.
We conclude this section with two important remarks:
Remark 5.2 [off-diagonal vacuum solutions and zero torsion] We can restrict vacuum integral varieties in
various forms which result in LC-configurations like in subsection 4.3.2. For instance, we can generate LC-
vacuum configurations with nonlinear quadratic elements
d ps2v[2]LC,8d = ds
2
vLC,s1 + ds
2
v1LC,s2 + ds
2
v2LC,s3 + ds
2
v2LC,s4,
where ds2vLC,s1 = e
0ψ(xk)[(dx1)2 + (dx2)2],
ds2v1LC,s2 = g3(x
i1 , y3)[dy3 + ∂i1 [
p
2Aˇ(x
i1 , y3)]dxi1 ]2 + g4(x
i1)[dy4 + ∂i1 [
2n(xk1)]dxi1 ]2,
ds2v2LC,s3 =
pg5(xi1 , ya2 , p6)[dp5 + ∂i2 [
3n(xk2)]dxi2 ]2
+ 0g6(xk2)[(
√
∂6| pg5|)]2[dp6 + ∂k2(
p
3Aˇ(x
i2 , p6))dx
k2 ]2,
ds2v2LC,s4 =
pg7(xi1 , ya2 , pa3 , E)[dp7 + ∂i3 [
3n(xk3)]dxi3 ]2
+ 0g8(xk2)[(
√
| pg7|∗)]2[dE + ∂k3(
p
4Aˇ(x
i3 , E))dxk3 ]2.
Remark 5.3 [off-diagonal vacuum solutions and polarization and generation functions] We can parameterize s-
metrics for vacuum phase configurations in terms of conventional Ψ-generating, Ψ˜-generating and/or other type
generating functions and/or using gravitationala η-polarization or ε-polarization functions considered in above
subsections.
5.6 Generating solutions for Einstein-Hamilton spaces and Finsler-Lagrange geometry
In principle, Finsler like nonholonomic variables can be always introduced on (co) tangent Lorentz bun-
dles and on base Lorentz manifolds. Any s-metric structure can be rewritten as a Finsler like d-metric one,
and inversely, using corresponding frame transforms. For instance, Finsler-Lagrange and Hamilton spaces are
characterized by different N- and d-connection structures which results in different types of modifications of
the Einstein equations. Nevertheless, using nonlinear symmetries between generating functions and generating
source and corresponding transforms (studied in section 4.4) we can redefine various classes of off-diagonal
solutions in a MGT into a corresponding classes of generalized Einstein-Hamilton gravity models.
On a TV and its dual T∗V, we can always consider respective canonical data for Lagrange and Hamilton
spaces, (L˜, N˜; e˜α, e˜
α) and/or (H˜, pN˜; pe˜α,
pe˜α), determined, for instance, by a Hamilton generating function
H(x, p) (B.5), with defined Legendre and inverse Legendre transforms, respectively, (B.2) and (B.3), see details
[1] and Appendix B.
Definition 5.7 [Hamilton and Finsler-Lagrange variables on cotangent Lorentz bundles with diadic structure] Let
us consider an open region U ⊂ T∗V enabled with a nonholonomic diadic structure peαs (A.5) following
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conditions of Lemma 2.1. Sets of respective nonholonomic variables (vielbein structures), eααs and
peααs ,
determined by a H(x, p) (B.5) and e˜α (B.10) are stated by frame transforms
eαs = e
α
αs
pe˜α, for Lagrange (Finsler) variables
peαs =
peααs
pe˜α, for Hamilton variables.
Considering dual bases and respective inverse matrices, e αsα′ and
pe αsα′ , we can always (inversely) transform
geometric data
( sN; eαs , e
αs)←→ (L˜, N˜; e˜α, e˜
α) and/or ( psN˜;
pe˜αs ,
pe˜αs)←→ (H˜, pN˜; pe˜α,
pe˜α).
Using an atlas covering sT
∗V, we can introduce Lagrange-Hamilton variables on (co) tangent bundles with
diadic structure.
Hereafter, we shall work only with Hamilton like variables considering that we can always introduce Lagrange
(Finsler) variables using necessary type Legendre transforms and homogeneity conditions. Probing particles and
waves in phase spaces enabled with Hamilton like variables are described directly by a corresponding geometric
mechanics encoding in explicitly form MDR (1). In another turn, diadic configurations allow us to decouple
generalized Einstein equations.
Corollary 5.7 [s-metrics in Hamilton variables] Any s-metric (A.9) and respective off-diagonal metric structure
(A.8) can be described equivalently as Hamilton canonical d-metric (B.13).
Proof. Let us consider frame transforms pgαsβs =
peααs
pe
β
βs
pg˜αβ . For a prescribed H(x, p), i.e. a
symmetric pg˜αβ , with 20 components determined by a respective Hessian, and
pgαsβs (with 12 independent
components13 which may define an exact solution in MGT with MDRs). We can consider the frame transforms
of a d-metric into a s-metric as algebraic equations for some peααs (totally, there are 8 × 8 such coefficients).
So, we have 12 independent algebraic quadratic equations relating 20 coefficients of a Hamiltonian d-metric, 12
coefficients of s-metric and 64 coefficients of peααs . Such a system can be always solved up to certain classes of
frame/coordinate transforms. 
Different Finsler like and Hamilton MGTs are characterized by corresponding d-connection distortions of
type (21), see Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 5.1 Canonical distortion relations psD̂ =
pD˜+ psẐ result in effective sources of type
e
p Υ̂αsβs := κ(
e
p T̂αsβs −
1
2
pgαsβs
e
p T̂),
where κ ep T̂αsβs = −
pẐαsβs [
p
sg[
pg˜αβ],
pD˜].
Proof. Let us introduce on sT
∗V both diadic and Hamilton variables consider frame transforms pgαsβs =
peααs
pe
β
βs
pg˜αβ , which defined a functional relation
p
sg[
pg˜αβ]. Following the conditions of Theorem 2.3, we can
work with distortions psD̂ = ∇ +
p
sẐ =
pD˜ + psZ˜, which allows to compute
p
sD̂ =
pD˜+ psẐ. Such distortions
are computed for pg = psg =
pg˜, and allow us to express the distortions of the Ricci d-tensor of type pRαsβs
(17) for distortions
pR̂αsβs =
pR˜αsβs [
pg˜, pD˜] + pZ˜αsβs [
pg˜, pD˜], where ep Υ̂αsβs = −
pZ˜αsβs ,
see also formulas pΥαsβs(29). 
Using above Lemma, we prove
13in GR, there are 6 independent degrees of freedom of a pseudo-Riemannian metric; because of Bianchi identities we can eliminate
via coordinate transforms 4 coefficients from 10 coefficients of a symmetric second rank tensor; 6 other independent degrees are
obtained for (co) fiber components
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Theorem 5.3 [generating Finsler like and Einstein-Hamilton solutions on diadic shells of cotangent Lorentz bundles]
The solutions of canonically distorted modified Einstein equations, pR̂αsβs [
p
sD̂] =
pΥ̂αsβs (32), model solutions
of generalized Einstein-Hamilton equations, pR˜αβ [
pD˜] = pΥ˜αβ (33), where the diadic indices can be omitted
for pgαsβs =
peααs
pe
β
βs
pg˜αβ , if the sources are correspondingly related by formulas
pΥ̂αsβs =
pΥ˜αsβs +
e
p Υ̂αsβs .
For generating exact solutions, it is preferred to work with the canonical s-connection psD̂ which allow a
very general decoupling of gravitational field equations. Introducing nonholonomic deformations to pD˜, we
constrain the possibilities for decoupling by can distinguish Finsler like variables for Hamilton configurations
encoding directly MDRs (1).
For quasi-stationary solutions on sT
∗V, we prove this
Consequence 5.7 [quasi-stationary s-metrics with cotangent bundle Hamilton variables] Any quasi-stationary
phase space s-metric (not depending on time like variables on base spacetime Lorentz manifold) can be described
in Hamilton variables with respective nonlinear symmetries (60) with effective sources and effective cosmological
constants of type (61) associated to respective co-fiber degrees of freedom,
pΥ̂αsβs =
φ
p Υαsβs +
e
p Υ̂αsβs ; and/or psΛ =
φ
psΛ+
e
psΛ˜,
where tilde in epsΛ˜ points to possible contributions to the cosmological constant resulting from Hamilton like
degrees of freedom.
Finally, we note that any type of vacuum and/or non-vacuum quasi-stationary off-diagonal solutions con-
structed in diadic variables admit equivalent descriptions in Hamilton like variables.
6 Summary of Main Results and Final Remarks
In this work, we elaborated on a diadic nonholonomic geometric formulation of modified gravity theories,
MGTs, with modified distortion relations, MDRs, modelled on (co) tangent Lorentz bundles. This is a second
partner paper to [1], where an axiomatic approach to such MGTs (which can geometrized as Finsler-Lagrange-
Hamilton spaces) was formulated. Our main goal was to complete the anholonomic frame deformation method,
AFDM, with a new geometric technique for constructing exact and parametric quasi-stationary solutions for
relativistic phase spaces and Einstein-Hamilton gravity theories.14
Extensions of GR to gravity theories with MDRs are characterized by effective metrics gαβ(x
k, pa) determined
by a non-quadratic form, see formula (B.5) in Appendix B, on cotangent Lorentz bundles. Corresponding
geometric models allow descriptions in certain canonical Hamilton and/or almost symplectic variables and
involve non-Riemannian geometries. In order to elaborate a self-consistent causal approach, we have to consider
pseudo-Euclidean local signatures both on base a spacetime Lorentz manifold and on (in general, curved) typical
cofiber. MDRs determine naturally the fundamental geometric and physical objects such as nonlinear quadratic
elements, nonlinear connections and adapted frames and certain classes of distinguished connections. In result,
we can elaborate on geometric and axiomatic principles and physical motivations for constructing MGTs with
MDRs and corresponding generalizations of the Einstein equations for metrics and connections depending
additionally on velocity/momentum variables. Our nonholonomic geometric approach is elaborated in a general
form for any types of MDRs with indicators encoding possible LIVs, noncommutative and nonassociative classical
and quantum deformations, string theory contributions etc.
To construct exact solutions with nontrivial dependence both on base spacetime coordinates and fiber type
velocity/ momentum type coordinates is important to develop new geometric methods for generating solutions of
systems of nonlinear partial differential equations, PDEs, and ordinary differential equations, ODEs. We can not
apply certain diagonal ansatz for metrics depending, for instance, on one radial type variable, gαβ ∼ diag[gγ(r)],
(like for constructing the Schwarzschild solution) and allowing us to transform the Einstein equations into a
14for reviews of former results and bibliography, see sections B.4.10 - B.4.12 and B.4.18 - B.4.20 in [1]
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nonlinear system of ODEs which can be integrated in exact form. Even in the simplest case of stationary
cotangent bundle configurations gαβ(r, p8 = E) we have to work with generic off-diagonal systems subjected
to certain additional nonholonomic constraints and when the (modified) Einstein equations transforms into
nonlinear systems of PDEs. The solutions of such equations are defined not only by integration constants (for
instance, like for ODEs and black hole solutions) but determined by various classes of generating functions,
generating (effective) sources, integration functions and integration constants. This is typical for nonlinear
dynamical and evolution systems with generic off-diagonal and locally anisotropic interactions.
The main results of this article consist from a series of important theorems on quasi-stationary solutions
which (in certain adapted variables) are parameterized by diadic shell s-metrics not depending on the time like
coordinate at least for projections on the base spacetime Lorentz manifold:
• Theorem 4.1 [decoupling property] states the possibilty to decouple generalized Einstein equations encoding
MDRs in general off-diagonal forms and with dependence both on spacetime and (co) fiber coordinates.
• Theorem 4.2 [general solutions with nonholonomically induced torsion] defines the quadratic nonlinear ele-
ments for quasi-stationary off-diagonal solutions on cotangent Lorentz bundles. Using additional assump-
tions, we can extract Levi-Civita configurations (with zero torsion).
• Theorem 4.3 [nonlinear symmetries of generating functions and sources] defines a new type of nonlinear
symmetries relating generating functions, generating (effective) sources, and certain effective cosmolog-
ical constants, which are very important for constructing exact solutions with off-diagonal metrics and
generalized connections.
• Theorem 5.1 [generating exact solutions with small parameters for generating functions and sources] shows
how small parametric solutions can be generated in a self-consistent form with deformation of certain
prime metrics into new types of target one.
• Theorem 5.2 [generating vacuum solutions on diadic shells of cotangent Lorentz bundles] classifies 27 diadic
types of vacuum phase spaces defined my MDRs on cotangent Lorentz bundles.
• Theorem 5.3 [generating Finsler like and Einstein-Hamilton solutions on diadic shells of cotangent Lorentz
bundles] proves that exact solutions in the Einstein-Hamilton gravity can be constructed using nonlinear
symmetries (with re-definition of generating functions and generating sources, in corresponding nonholo-
nomic variables) of analogous solutions form MGTs with MDRs on cotangent Lorentz bundles.
These results on geometric and analytics methods of constructing general quasi-stationary solutions will
be applied in our further works for research of black hole and cosmological theories with MDRs and Einstein-
Hamilton MGTs.
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A N-adapted Diadic Coefficient Formulas
We provide some important N-adapted formulas and examples of proofs, see similar methods in [1, 2] and
references therein.
A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1 for canonical N–connection coefficients
There are canonical N-elongated bases and dual bases with nonholonomic (4+4) splitting on TV enabled
with N-connection structure (4) are constructed by definition,
eα = (ei =
∂
∂xi
−Nai (x, v)
∂
∂va
, eb =
∂
∂vb
), on TTV; (A.1)
eα = (ei = dxi, ea = dva +Nai (x, v)dx
i), on T ∗TV
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Here we note that a local basis eα is nonholonomic if the commutators
e[αeβ] := eαeβ − eβeα = C
γ
αβ(u)eγ (A.2)
contain nontrivial anholonomy coefficients Cγαβ = {C
b
ia = ∂aN
b
i , C
a
ji = ejN
a
i − eiN
a
j }.
Similarly, we define N-elongated dual bases, cobase, for cotangent bundles,
peα = (
pei =
∂
∂xi
− pNia(x, p)
∂
∂pa
, peb =
∂
∂pb
), on TT∗V; (A.3)
peα = ( pei = dxi, pea = dpa +
pNia(x, p)dx
i), on T ∗T∗V.
For "shell by shell" decompositions, we consider N-adapted bases
eαs = ( eis =
∂
∂xis
−Nasis
∂
∂vas
, ebs =
∂
∂vbs
) on sTTV,
where (respectively, for s = 1, 2, 3, 4)
eα1 = ei1 =
∂
∂xi1
, eα2 = ( ei2 =
∂
∂xi2
−Na2i2
∂
∂xa2
, eb2 =
∂
∂xb2
), where i = (i1, i2),
eα3 = ( ei3 =
∂
∂xi3
−Na3i3
∂
∂va3
, eb3 =
∂
∂vb3
), eα4 = ( ei4 =
∂
∂xi4
−Na4i4
∂
∂va4
, eb4 =
∂
∂vb4
). (A.4)
Similarly, there are defined N-elongated bases
peαs = (
peis =
∂
∂xis
− pN isas
∂
∂pas
, pebs =
∂
∂pbs
) on sTT
∗V,
when
peα1 =
pei1 =
∂
∂xi1
, peα2 = (
pei2 =
∂
∂xi2
− pNa2i2
∂
∂xa2
, peb2 =
∂
∂xb2
), (A.5)
peα3 = (
pei3 =
∂
∂xi3
− pNi3a3
∂
∂pa3
, peb3 =
∂
∂pb3
), peα4 = (
pei4 =
∂
∂xi4
− pN i4a4
∂
∂pa4
, peb4 =
∂
∂pb4
).
In dual form, we introduce (we omit explicit shell parameterizations)
eαs = (eis = dxis , eas = dvas +Nasjs dx
js), on sT
∗TV; (A.6)
peαs = ( pei = dxi, pea = dpa +
pNia(x, p)dx
i) on sT
∗T∗V
Finally, we note a N–connection on TV, or T∗V, is characterized by such coefficients of N–connection
curvature (called also Neijenhuis tensors)
Ωaij =
∂Nai
∂xj
−
∂Naj
∂xi
+N bi
∂Naj
∂yb
−N bj
∂Nai
∂yb
, or pΩija =
∂ pNia
∂xj
−
∂ pNja
∂xi
+ pNib
∂ pNja
∂pb
− pNjb
∂ pNia
∂pb
. (A.7)
Similar formulas can be written for diadic decompositions considering shell indices and respective coordinates.
A.2 Off-diagonal local coefficients for d-metrics
Introducing formulas of type (B.9) and (B.10), respectively, into (6), (7) and (8), (9) and regrouping with
respect to local coordinate bases, one proves
Corollary A.1 [equivalent re-writing of d-metrics and s-metrics as off-diagonal metrics] With respect to local
coordinate frames, any d–metric structures on TV, T∗V and s-metric on T∗V
g = gαβ(x, y)e
α⊗eβ = gαβ(x, y)du
α⊗duβ and/or
pg = pgαβ(x, p)
peα⊗ pe
β
= pgαβ(x, p)d
puα⊗d puβ,
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can be parameterized via frame transforms, gαβ = e
α
αe
β
βgαβ,
pgαβ =
pe
α
α
pe
β
β
pgαβ, in respective off-diagonal
forms:
gαβ =
[
gij(x) + gab(x, y)N
a
i (x, y)N
b
j (x, y) gae(x, y)N
e
j (x, y)
gbe(x, y)N
e
i (x, y) gab(x, y)
]
,
pgαβ =
[
pgij(x) +
pgab(x, p) pNia(x, p)
pNjb(x, p)
pgae pNje(x, p)
pgbe pNie(x, p)
pgab(x, p)
]
(A.8)
and, for nonholonomic (2+2)+(2+2) splitting on sT
∗V determined by respective data (5) and with coordinate
parameterizations in footnote 8, using frame transforms pgαsβs =
pe
α
αs
pe
β
βs
pgαβ the coefficients of (9) are
parameterized as follow:
p
sg =
pgαsβs(x, y, sp)
peαs⊗ pe
βs = pgisjs(x
ks) peis⊗ pe
js + pgasbs(xks , pcs)
peas⊗
pebs
= pgi1j1(x
k1) dxi1⊗ dxj1 + pga2b2(x
k1 , xc2) pea2⊗ pe
b2 (A.9)
+ pga3b3(xk1 , xc2 , pc3)
pea3⊗
peb3 +
pga4b4(xk1 , xc2 , pc3 , pc4)
pea4⊗
peb4 ,
where
pei1 = dxi1 , for i1 = 1, 2
pea2 = dxa2 + pNa2j1 (x
k1 , xc2) dxi1 , for j1 = 1, 2 and a2, c2 = 3, 4;
pea3 = dpa3 +
pNj2 a3(x
k1 , xc2 , pc3) dx
e2 ; for j2 = 1, 2, 3, 4; e2 = 3, 4; a3, c3 = 5, 6;
pea4 = dpa4 +
pNj3 a4(x
k1 , xk2 , pc3 , pc4) dpe3 ; for j3 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; a4 , c4 = 7, 8;
and, in generic off-diagonal local coordinate form,
pg = psg =
p
sgαβ(x, p)d
puα⊗d puβ,
the coefficients can be expressed in matrix forms
p
sgαβ =

[ pgi1j1+
pga2b2
pNa2i1
pNa2j1 +
pgc3f3 pNi1c3
pNj1f3+
pgc4f4 pNi1c4
pNj1f4 ]
pga2b2
pN b2j1
pga3e3 pNj1e3
pga4e4 pNj1e4
pga2b2
pN b2i1
[ pga2b2+
pgc3f3 pNa2c3
pNb2f3+
pgc4f4 pNa2c4
pNb2f4 ]
pga3e3 pNa2e3
pga4e4 pNa2e4
pgb3e3 pNi1e3
pga3e3 pNi2e3 [
pga3b3 + pgc4f4 pNa3c4
pN b3f4 ]
pga4e4 pNa3e4
pgb4e4 pNi1e4
pgb4e4 pNi2e4
pgb4e4 pNa3e4
pga4b4

. (A.10)
Parameterizations of type (A.8) are considered, for instance, in the Kaluza–Klein theory for associated
vector bundles when gauge fields interactions are modelled for extra dimension theories. These types of d-
and/or s-metrics are generic off-diagonal if the corresponding N-adapted structure is not integrable. For MDR-
generalizations of the Einstein gravity, we can consider that the h-metrics gij(x) =
pgij(x) are determined
by a solution of standard Einstein equations but the terms with N–coefficients are determined by solutions of
certain generalized gravitational field equations on nonholonomic phase spaces with a corresponding shell by
shell splitting. In general, such nonholonomic diadic solutions are not compactified on velocity/ momentum like
coordinates, va / pa like in the standard Kaluza-Klein models.
Finally, we note that a s-metric written in a form (A.9), describe a 8-d phase space with curved both the
base manifold and typical fiber subspaces which is different from (3) defined for extensions of a base metric
gij(x
k) on a Lorentz manifold V in GR to pgαβ = [gij(x
k), ηab] = [gij(x
k), ηa3b3 , ηa4b4 ] on T ∗V or sT
∗V with
a flat typical fiber characterized by ηab = [ηa3b3 = diag(1, 1), ηa4 b4 = diag(1,−1)].
A.3 Curvatures of d–connections with diadic structure
By explicit computations for X = eα,Y = eβ,D = {Γ
γ
αβ},
pX = peα,
pY = peβ ,
pD = { pΓγαβ}, and
p
sX =
peαs ,
p
sY =
peβs ,
p
sD = {
pΓ
γs
αsβs
} introduced respectively in (13) and (14), we prove
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Corollary A.2 For a d–connection D or pD, there are computed corresponding N–adapted coefficients:
d-curvature, R = {Rαβγδ = (R
i
hjk, R
a
bjk, P
i
hja, P
c
bja, S
i
hba, S
c
bea)}, for
Rihjk = ekL
i
hj − ejL
i
hk + L
m
hjL
i
mk − L
m
hkL
i
mj −C
i
haΩ
a
kj,
Rabjk = ekL´
a
bj − ejL´
a
bk + L´
c
bjL´
a
ck − L´
c
bkL´
a
cj − C
a
bcΩ
c
kj, (A.11)
P ijka = eaL
i
jk −DkC´
i
ja + C´
i
jbT
b
ka, P
c
bka = eaL´
c
bk −DkC
c
ba + C
c
bdT
c
ka,
Sijbc = ecC´
i
jb − ebC´
i
jc + C´
h
jbC´
i
hc − C´
h
jcC´
i
hb, S
a
bcd = edC
a
bc − ecC
a
bd + C
e
bcC
a
ed − C
e
bdC
a
ec,
or pR = { pRαβγδ = (
pRihjk,
pR ba jk,
pP i ahj ,
pP b ac j ,
pSihba,
pScbea)}, for
pRihjk =
pek
pLihj −
pej
pLihk +
pLmhj
pLimk −
pLmhk
pLimj −
pCi ah
pΩakj,
pR ba jk =
pek
pL´ ba j −
pej
pL´ ba k +
pL´ bc j
pL´ ca k −
pL´ bc k
pL´ ca j −
pC bca
pΩckj,
pP i ajk =
pea pLi jk −
pDk
pC´i aj +
pC´i bj
pT abk ,
pP b ac k =
pea pL´ bc k −
pDk
pC bac +
pCcbd
pT cka,
pSi bcj =
pec pC´i bj −
peb pC´i cj +
pC´h bj
pC´i ch −
pC´h cj
pC´i bh ,
pS bcda =
ped pC bca −
pec pC bda +
pC bca
pC edb −
pC bde
pC eca ;
d-torsion, T = {Tγαβ = (T
i
jk, T
i
ja, T
a
ji, T
a
bi, T
a
bc)}, for
T ijk = L
i
jk − L
i
kj, T
i
jb = C
i
jb, T
a
ji = −Ω
a
ji, T
c
aj = L
c
aj − ea(N
c
j ), T
a
bc = C
a
bc − C
a
cb, (A.12)
or pT = { pTγαβ = (
pT ijk,
pT i aj ,
pTaji,
pT ba i,
pT bca )}, for
pT ijk =
pLijk −
pLikj,
pT i aj =
pCiaj ,
pTaji = −
pΩaji,
pT ac j =
pL ac j −
pea( pNcj),
pT bca =
pC bca −
pC cba ;
d-nonmetricity, Q = {Qγαβ = (Qkij, Qkab, Qcij, Qcab)}, for
Qkij = Dkgij , Qkab = Dkgab, Qcij = Dcgij , Qcab = Dcgab (A.13)
or pQ = { pQγαβ = (
pQkij,
pQkab,
pQcij,
pQcab)}, for
pQkij =
pDk
pgij ,
pQ abk =
pDk
pgab, pQcij =
pDc pgij ,
pQcab = pDc pgab.
N-adapted formulas for sT
∗V are written respectively:
p
sR = {
pR
αs
βsγsδs
= ( pRishsjsks ,
pR bsas jsks ,
pP is ashsjs ,
pP bs ascs js ,
pSishsbsas ,
pScsbsesas)}, for
pRishsjsks =
peks
pLishsjs −
pejs
pLishsks +
pLmshsjs
pLismsks −
pLmshsks
pLismsjs −
pCis ashs
pΩasksjs ,
pR bsas jsks =
peks
pL´ bsas js −
pejs
pL´ bsas ks +
pL´ bscs js
pL´ csas ks −
pL´ bscs ks
pL´ csas js −
pC bscsas
pΩcsksjs ,
pP is asjsks =
peas pLisjsks −
pDks
pC´is asjs +
pC´is bsjs
pT asbsks ,
pP bs ascs ks =
peas pL´ bscs ks −
pDks
pC bsascs +
pCcsbsds
pT csksas ,
pSis bscsjs =
pecs pC´is bsjs −
pebs pC´is csjs +
pC´hs bsjs
pC´is cshs −
pC´hs csjs
pC´is bshs ,
pS bscsdsas =
peds pC bscsas −
pecs pC bsdsas +
pC bscsas
pC esdsbs −
pC bsdses
pC escsas ;
s-torsion psT = {
pT
γs
αsβs
= ( pT isjsks ,
pT is asjs ,
pTasjsis ,
pT bsas is ,
pT bscsas )}, for
pT isjsks =
pLisjsks −
pLisksjs ,
pT is asjs =
pCisasjs ,
pTasjsis = −
pΩasjsis ,
pT ascs js =
pL ascs js −
peas( pNcsjs),
pT bscsas =
pC bscsas −
pC csbsas ;
s-nonmetricity psQ = {
pQγsαsβs = (
pQksisjs ,
pQksasbs ,
pQcsisjs ,
pQcsasbs)}, for
pQksisjs =
pDks
pgisjs ,
pQ asbsks =
pDks
pgasbs , pQcsisjs =
pDcs pgisjs ,
pQcsasbs = pDcs pgasbs .
Similar formulas as in this Remarks can be proven for sTV (the coefficients are written without label "
p"
and a, b, c... symbols go up, or down, comparing with corresponding low, or up, ones, and inversely).
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A.4 The coefficients of canonical d-connections and diadic splitting
Such d-connections are very important for elaborating MGTs on (co) tangent bundles because they allow a
very general decoupling and integration of generalized Einstein and matter field equations. By explicit compu-
tations in N-adapted frames, we can prove that necessary conditions for defining and constructing, respectively,
D̂ (19) and pD̂ (20), are satisfied following
Corollary A.3 The N-adapted coefficients of canonical Lagrange and Hamilton d-connections are computed
respectively:
on TTV, D̂ = {Γ̂γαβ = (L̂
i
jk, L̂
a
bk, Ĉ
i
jc, Ĉ
a
bc)}, for [gαβ = (gjr, gab),N = {N
a
i }],
L̂ijk =
1
2
gir (ekgjr + ejgkr − ergjk) , L̂
a
bk = eb(N
a
k ) +
1
2
gac(ekgbc − gdc ebN
d
k − gdb ecN
d
k ),
Ĉijc =
1
2
gikecgjk, Ĉ
a
bc =
1
2
gad (ecgbd + ebgcd − edgbc) (A.14)
and, on TT∗V, pD̂ = { pΓ̂γαβ = (
pL̂ijk,
pL̂ ba k,
pĈi cj ,
pĈi cj )}, for [
pgαβ = (
pgjr,
pgab), pN = { pNai}],
pL̂ijk =
1
2
pgir( pek
pgjr +
pej
pgkr −
per
pgjk),
pL̂ ba k =
peb( pNak) +
1
2
pgac(
pek
pgbc − pgdc peb pNdk −
pgdb pec pNdk),
pĈi cj =
1
2
pgik pec pgjk,
pĈb ca =
1
2
pgad(
pec pgbd + peb pgcd − ped pgbc). (A.15)
We use formulas (A.14) for the shells s = 1, 2 (with i1, j1, ... = 1, 2 and a2, b2, ... = 3, 4) of the cotangent Lorentz
bundle,
on 2TT
∗V, p2D̂ = {Γ̂
γ2
α2β2
= (L̂i1j1k1 , L̂
a2
b2k1
, Ĉi1j1c2 , Ĉ
a2
b2c2
)}, for [gα1β1 = (gj1r1 , ga2b2),
p
2N = {N
a2
i1
}],
L̂i1j1k1 =
1
2
gi1r1 (ek1gj1r1 + ej1gk1r1 − er1gj1k1) ,
L̂a2b2k1 = eb2(N
a2
k1
) +
1
2
ga2c2(ek1gb2c2 − gd2c2 eb2N
d2
k1
− gd2b2 ec2N
d2
k1
),
Ĉi1j1c2 =
1
2
gi1k1ec2gj1k1 , Ĉ
a2
b2c2
=
1
2
ga2d2 (ec2gb2d2 + eb2gc2d2 − ed2gb2c2) , (A.16)
and formulas (A.15) for shells s = 3, 4 (i3, j3, ... = 1, 2, 3, 4 and a3, b3 = 5, 6; i4, j4, ... = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and
a4, b4 = 7, 8) and
on sTT
∗V, psD̂ = {
pΓ̂
γs
αsβs
= ( pL̂isjsks ,
pL̂ bsas ks ,
pĈis csjs ,
pĈis csjs )}, where,
for [ pgαsβs = (
pgjsrs ,
pgasbs), psN = {
pNasis}]
pL̂isjsks =
1
2
pgisrs( peks
pgjsrs +
pejs
pgksrs −
pers
pgjsks),
pL̂ bsas ks =
pebs( pNasks) +
1
2
pgascs(
peks
pgbscs − pgdscs pebs pNdsks −
pgdsbs pecs pNdsks),
pĈis csjs =
1
2
pgisks pecs pgjsks ,
pĈbs csas =
1
2
pgasds(
pecs pgbsds + pebs pgcsds − peds pgbscs). (A.17)
In a similar form, we can prove that all N-adapted coefficient formulas necessary formulating and finding
solutions of physically important field and evolution equations in theories with MDRs and LIVs.
A.5 Proof of Theorem 4.2
The coefficients gi1 = e
ψ(xk1 ) for the first diadic shell s = 1 are defined by solutions of the corresponding
2-d Poisson equation (41) for any given source p1Υ̂(x
k1).
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The system (42)-(44) for the second diadic shell s = 2 can be solved following the same procedure following
formulas (49) - (58) in section 2.3.6 of [6] (similar results were published in [36] and [2]). We have to re-define
the coordinates and letters for the d-metric and s-connection coefficients following conventions of this paper.
We obtain, respectively, from formula for p2γ and equations (42)-(44), this nonlinear system
( p2Ψ)
⋄g⋄4 = 2g3g4(
p
2Υ̂)(
p
2Ψ), (A.18)√
|g3g4|
p
2Ψ = g
⋄
4 (A.19)
( p2Ψ)
⋄wi1 − ∂i1(
p
2Ψ) = 0 (A.20)
n⋄⋄i1 +
(
ln
| g4|3/2
|g3|
)⋄
n⋄i1 = 0, (A.21)
for g⋄4 = ∂3g4 = ∂g4/∂y
3 = ∂g4/∂ϕ. Prescribing generating function and source,
p
2Ψ and
p
2Υ̂, we can integrate
in general form this system with decoupling of equations. Let us prove this in new variables which are different
from those used in section 2.3.6 of [6]. Let introduce
ρ2 := −g3g4 (A.22)
which allows us to write (A.18) and (A.19), respectively, in the form
( p2Ψ)
⋄g⋄4 = −2ρ
2( p2Υ̂)(
p
2Ψ) and g
⋄
4 = ρ
p
2Ψ. (A.23)
Substituting in this line the value of g⋄4 from the second equation into the first equation, we get
ρ = −( p2Ψ)
⋄/2( p2Υ̂). (A.24)
Introducing this ρ into the second equation in (A.23) and integrating on y3, we obtain
g4 = g
[0]
4 (x
k1)−
∫
dy3[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄/4( p2Υ̂). (A.25)
This formula can be used in (A.22) and (A.24), which allows us to compute
g3 = −
1
4g4
(
( p2Ψ)
⋄
p
2Υ̂
)2
= −
(
( p2Ψ)
⋄
2 p2Υ̂
)2(
g
[0]
4 (x
k1)−
∫
dy3
[( p2Ψ)
2]⋄
4( p2Υ̂)
)−1
. (A.26)
Having computed g3 and g4, we can integrate two times on y
3 the equation (A.21), n⋄⋄i1 +
(
ln |g4|
3/2
| g3|
)⋄
n⋄i1 = 0,
when
nk1(x
k1 , y3) = 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
g3
| g4|3/2
= 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
(
( p2Ψ)
⋄
2 p2Υ̂
)2
| g4|
−5/2
= 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
(
( p2Ψ)
⋄
2 p2Υ̂
)2 ∣∣∣∣g[0]4 (xk1)− ∫ dy3[( p2Ψ)2]⋄/4( p2Υ̂)∣∣∣∣−5/2 , (A.27)
with two integration functions 1nk1(x
i1) and a redefined 2n˜k1(x
i1) = 2n˜k1(x
i1). Finally, for the shell s = 2,
we can solve the algebraic system (A.20) and find
wi1 = ∂i1 (
p
2Ψ)/(
p
2Ψ)
⋄. (A.28)
At the next step, we provide a proof for the shell s = 4 (for constructions for s = 3 are similar but with less
fiber momentum coordinates). Such constructions have not yet considered for cotangent bundles or Hamilton
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geometries. Introducing the values of coefficients αi3 ,
p
4β,
p
4γ into (48)-(50), we obtain a system of nonlinear
PDEs with a decoupling property
p
4Ψ
∗ (g7)∗ = 2 g7g8 ( p4Υ̂)
p
4Ψ, (A.29)√
|g7g8| p4Ψ = (g
7)∗,
n∗∗i3 +
(
ln
|g8|
| g7|3/2
)∗
n∗i3 = 0,
p
4Ψ
∗wi3 − ∂i3(
p
4Ψ) = 0,
for (g7)∗ = ∂8g7 = ∂g7/∂p8 = ∂g
7/∂E. This system can be integrated in very general forms by prescribing
p
4Ψ(x
k1 , y3, t, pa3 , E) and
p
4Υ̂(x
k1 , y3, t, pa3 , E), where k1 = 1, 2; a3 = 5, 6; i3 = 1, 2, ...6; a4 = 7, 8; and x
4 =
y4 = t and p8 = E. Introducing the function
( 4ρ)
2 := −g7g8, (A.30)
(the sign - is motivated by the pseudo-Euclidean signature, this sign is + for s = 3), we express the first two
equations in above system in the form
p
4Ψ
∗ (g7)∗ = −2 ( 4ρ)
2 ( p4Υ̂)
p
4Ψ and (g
7)∗ = 4ρ(
p
4Ψ). (A.31)
Then we substitute in the first equation of (A.29) the value of (g7)∗ given by the the second equation (A.31)
and obtain
4ρ = −
p
4Ψ
∗/2 ( p4Υ̂). (A.32)
Using this value and the second equation of (A.31) and integrating on E, we obtain
g7 = g7[0](x
k1 , y3, t, pa3)−
∫
dE[( p4Ψ)
2]∗/4( p4Υ̂), (A.33)
where g7[0](x
k3) is an integration function. At the next step, considering formulas (A.30), (A.32) (A.33), we
compute
g8 = −
1
4 g7
(
p
4Ψ
∗
p
4Υ̂
)2 = −
1
4
(
p
4Ψ
∗
p
4Υ̂
)2/
(
g7[0] −
1
4
∫
dE
[( p4Ψ)
2]∗
p
4Υ̂
)
. (A.34)
Now, can perform an integration of the third equation in (A.29). The first subset of the N–connection
coefficients, n∗i3 , are found by integrating two times on E in that equations written in the form
n∗∗i3 = (n
∗
i3)
∗ = − n∗i3(ln |g
7|3/2/|g8|)∗
for the coefficient p4γ defined in for the equation (49) of the theorem. Using explicit values (A.33) and (A.34),
we find
nk3(x
k1 , y3, t, pa3 , E) = 1nk3 + 2nk3
∫
dE
| g8|
|g7|3/2
= 1nk3 + 2n˜k3
∫
dE
(
p
4Ψ
∗
p
4Υ̂
)2
| g7|
−5/2
= 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dE
(
p
4Ψ
∗
p
4Υ̂
)2 ∣∣∣∣g7[0](xk1 , y3, t, pa3)− ∫ dE[( p4Ψ)2]∗/4( p4Υ̂)∣∣∣∣−5/2 ,
where two integration functions are parameterized 1nk3(x
i3) = 1nk3(x
k1 , y3, t, pa3) and a redefined 2n˜k3(x
i3) =
2n˜k3(x
k1 , y3, t, pa3).
The second subsect of N-connection coefficients, wi3 , can be easily found as a solution of the linear algebraic
equations in (A.29),
wi3 = ∂i3 (
p
4Ψ)/(
p
4Ψ)
∗.
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Putting together above formulas for the s-metric and N-connection coefficients on the shell s = 4, we
construct a general solution of the system (48)-(50),
g7 = g7[0] −
∫
dE[( p4Ψ)
2]∗/4( p4Υ̂); (A.35)
g8 = −
1
4 g7
(
p
4Ψ
∗
p
4Υ̂
)2 = −
1
4
(
p
4Ψ
∗
p
4Υ̂
)2/
(
g7[0] −
1
4
∫
dE
[( p4Ψ)
2]∗
p
4Υ̂
)
;
nk3 = 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dE
(
p
4Ψ
∗
p
4Υ̂
)2 ∣∣∣∣g7[0](xk1 , y3, t, pa3)− ∫ dE[( p4Ψ)2]∗/4( p4Υ̂)∣∣∣∣5/2 ;
wi3 = ∂i3 (
p
4Ψ)/(
p
4Ψ)
∗.
Finally, introducing all s-metric and N-connection elements for all shell, we can construct the quadratic line
element (51).
A.6 Proof of Theorem 5.1
We provide some details of geometric computations in order to show how such nonholonomic parametric
deformations can be constructed in explicit form. There used the formulas (68), (69), and Definition 5.2.
Let us consider the shell s = 1. Writing
pgi1 = ζi1(1 + εχi1)
pg˚i1 = e
ψ(xk1 ) ≈ eψ0(x
k1 )(1+ε ψχ(xk1 )) ≈ eψ0(x
k1 )(1 + ε ψχ),
we obtain ζi1 g˚i1 = e
ψ0(xk1 ) and χi1
pg˚i1 =
ψχ.
For s = 2, when pηα2 = ζα2(1+εχα2) and
pηa2i1 = ζ
a2
i1
(1+εχa2i1 ), i.e. for
pη3 = ζ3(1+εχ3) and
pη4 = ζ4(1+εχ4),
we can express all ε–polarizations as functionals on generating data ζ4 and χ4. We perform such computations
for respective coefficients of a d-metric and N-connections:
pη3
pg˚3 = −
[( pη4
pg˚4)
⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄| ( pη4 pg˚4)
= −4
[(| pη4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄|
≃
ζ3(1 + εχ3)
pg˚3 = −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4(1 + εχ4)|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[( ζ4
pg˚4)(1 + εχ4)]⋄|
= −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2 |1 + εχ4 |1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[( ζ4
pg˚4) + ε (ζ4χ4 pg˚4)]⋄|
= −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2|1 +
ε
2χ4|)
⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂){( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄ + ε[(ζ4χ4) pg˚4)]⋄}|
= −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2 +
ε
2χ4| ζ4
pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄] + ε
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4χ4)
pg˚4)]⋄}|
= −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄ +
ε
2 (χ4| ζ4
pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄}|(1 + ε
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)[ (ζ4χ4)
pg˚4)]⋄}∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄}
}|
= −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄ +
ε
2(χ4| ζ4
pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄}|(1 + ε
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4χ4)
pg˚4)]⋄}∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄]
)
= −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2[1 +
ε
2
(χ4| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
]2(1− ε
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)[ (ζ4χ4)
pg˚4)]⋄}∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄]
)
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄]|
= −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄]|
[
1 + ε
(
(χ4| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
−
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4χ4)
pg˚4)]
⋄}∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄]
)]
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Fom these formulas, we express
ζ3
pg˚3 = −4
[(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄]2
|
∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄]|
and
proportional to ε : χ3 =
(χ4| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
4(| ζ4 pg˚4|1/2)⋄
−
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4
pg˚4)χ4]
⋄}∫
dy3[( p2Υ̂)( ζ4
pg˚4)⋄]
.
For the N–connection coefficients, we have
pη3i1
pN˚3i1 =
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) (
pη4
pg˚4)
⋄
( p2Υ̂) (
pη4 pg˚4)⋄
≃
ζ3i1(1 + εχ
3
i1)
pN˚3i1 =
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) [ζ4(1 + εχ4)]
⋄
( p2Υ̂) [ζ4(1 + εχ4)]
⋄
=
∂i1
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) {(ζ4)
⋄ + ε[(ζ4χ4)]
⋄}
( p2Υ̂) {(ζ4)
⋄ + ε[(ζ4χ4)]⋄}
=
∂i1 {
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄ [1 + ε (ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
]}
( p2Υ̂) (ζ4)
⋄[1 + ε (ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
]
=
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄] + ε∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4)
⋄]
( p2Υ̂) (ζ4)
⋄
× [1− ε
(ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
]
=
{∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄]}{1 + ε
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4)
⋄]
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄]
}
( p2Υ̂) (ζ4)
⋄
{1− ε
(ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
}
=
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄]
( p2Υ̂) (ζ4)
⋄
{1 + ε
(
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4)
⋄]
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄]
−
(ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
)
}.
It should be noted that there is not summation on repeating indices because they are not arraged on the rule
"up-low". From these formulas, we obtain
ζ3i1
pN˚3i1 =
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂) (ζ4)
⋄]
( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄
and ε : χ3i1 =
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4)
⋄]
∂i1 [
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4)
⋄]
−
(ζ4χ4)
⋄
(ζ4)⋄
.
Finally (for this shell), we compute
pη4k1
pN˚4k1 = 1nk1 + 2nk1
∫
dy3
[( pη4
pg˚4)
⋄]2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄| ( pη4 pg˚4)5/2
= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1
∫
dy3
(
[( pη4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(
pη4 pg˚4)⋄|
≃
ζ4k1(1 + εχ
4
k1)
pN˚4k1 = 1nk1 + 16 2nk1
[∫
dy3
(
{[( ζ4 pg˚4)(1 + εχ4)]−1/4}⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4(1 + εχ4)
pg˚4)]⋄|
]
= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1
[∫
dy3
{[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4(1−
ε
4χ4)]
⋄}2
|
∫
dy3{( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄ + ε(
p
2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)⋄}|
]
= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1
∫ dy3 {[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4 − ε4( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄}2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|{1 + ε
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
}

= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1
∫ dy3 {[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄ − ε4 [( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄}2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|{1 + ε
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
}

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= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1
∫ dy3 {[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
(
1− ε4
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
)
}2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|{1 + ε
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
}

= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1
∫ dy3
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2 (
1− ε2
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
)
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|{1 + ε
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
}

= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1{
∫
dy3
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
[1− ε(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4χ4)]
⋄
2[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
+
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)
⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
)]}
= 1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
]−
ε16 2nk1
∫
dy3
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4χ4)]
⋄
2[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
+
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)
⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
)
= { 1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
]} ×1− ε16 2nk1
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
(
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄
2[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
+
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
)
1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
]

where ζ4k1
pN˚4k1 = 1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3{
(
[( ζ4
pg˚4)
−1/4]⋄
)2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
and
ε : χ4k1 = −
16 2nk1
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
(
[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4χ4)]⋄
2[( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄
+
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)[(ζ4χ4
pg˚4)]⋄∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄
)
1nk1 + 16 2nk1 [
∫
dy3
([( ζ4 pg˚4)−1/4]⋄)
2
|
∫
dy3( p2Υ̂)(ζ4
pg˚4)⋄|
]
.
Computations for shells s = 3 and s = 4 are similar but with re-definition of corresponding symbols for shall
coordinates and indices.
B Relativistic models of Finsler-Lagrange-Hamilton Phase Spaces
In this Appendix, we summarize necessary results on Finsler-Lagrange-Hamilton geometries modelled on
(co) tangent bundles TV and T ∗V on 4-d Lorentz manifolds, see detail with proofs in [1] and references therein.
B.1 Generating functions determined by MDR-indicators
For any MDR of type (1), we can construct an effective Hamiltonian
H(p) := E = ±(c2−→p 2 + c4m2 −̟(E,−→p ,m; ℓP ))
1/2. (B.1)
This Hamiltonian describes relativistic point particles propagating in a typical co-fiber of a T ∗V over a point
x = {xi} ∈ V. Globalizing the constructions for a Lorentz manifold basis, with an effective phase space endowed
with local coordinates (xi, pa), we obtain indicators ̟(x
i, E,−→p ,m; ℓP ) depending both on spacetime and phase
space coordinates. Considering general systems of frames/coordinates and their transforms on total dual bundle
T ∗V, the Hamiltonian (B.1) can be written in the form H(x, p).
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Similarly to relativistic mechanics, we can define (inverse) Legendre transforms and the concept of L-duality
for certain Lagrange and Hamilton densities. The Legendre transforms, L→ H, are constructed
H(x, p) := pav
a − L(x, v) (B.2)
and va determining solutions of the equations pa = ∂L(x, v)/∂v
a. In a similar manner, the inverse Legendre
transforms, H → L, are constructed
L(x, v) := pav
a −H(x, p) (B.3)
and pa determining solutions of the equations y
a = ∂H(x, p)/∂pa.
Our main assumption is that MGTs with MDRs are described by basic Lorentzian and non-Riemannian
total phase space geometries determined by nonlinear quadratic line elements
ds2L = L(x, y), for models on TV ; (B.4)
d ps2H = H(x, p), for models on T
∗V. (B.5)
The functions (B.4) and (B.5) are corresponding called Lagrange and Hamilton fundamental (equivalent, gen-
erating) functions. For localized zero indicators in (1), ̟ = 0, (B.4) and (B.5) transform correspondingly into
linear quadratic elements (2) and (3) and in (pseudo) Riemannian geometry extended on tangent bundles.
A relativistic 4-d model of Lagrange space L3,1 = (TV,L(x, y)) is defined by a fundamental/generating
Lagrange function, TV ∋ (x, y) → L(x, y) ∈ R, which is a real valued and differentiable function on T˜ V :=
TV/{0}, for {0} being the null section of TV, and continuous on the null section of π : TV → V. We say that
such a model is regular if the vertical metric (v-metric, Hessian)
g˜ab(x, y) :=
1
2
∂2L
∂ya∂yb
(B.6)
is non-degenerate, i.e. det |g˜ab| 6= 0, and of constant signature.
In a similar form, we can introduce a 4-d relativistic model of Hamilton space H3,1 = (T ∗V,H(x, p)) which
is determined by a fundamental/generating Hamilton function on a Lorentz manifold V. Such a real valued
function is constructed as T ∗V ∋ (x, p) → H(x, p) ∈ R subjected to the conditions that it is differentiable on
T˜ ∗V := T ∗V/{0∗}, for {0∗} being the null section of T ∗V, and continuous on the null section of π∗ : T ∗V → V.
Such a model is regular if the co-vertical metric (cv-metric, Hessian),
pg˜ab(x, p) :=
1
2
∂2H
∂pa∂pb
(B.7)
is non-degenerate, i.e. det | pg˜ab| 6= 0, and of constant signature.
We shall use tilde "~", for instance, for values g˜ab and
pg˜ab, in order to emphasize that certain geometric
objects are defined canonically by respective Lagrange and Hamilton generating functions. In their turn, such
fundamental functions may encode various types of MDRs and LIVs terms etc. For general frame/ coordinate
transforms on TV and/or T ∗V, we can express any "tilde" value in a "non-tilde" form. In such cases, we shall
write gab(x, v), for a v-metric, and
pgab(x, p), for a cv-metric. Inversely, prescribing any v-metric or cv-metric
structure, we can consider such (co) frame /coordinate systems, when the geometric values can be transformed
into certain canonical ones with "tilde". Here we note that, in general, a v-metric gab is different from the
inverse of pgab and from pgab.
It is important to emphasize that a relativistic 4-d model of Finsler space is an example of relativistic
Lagrange space when a regular L = F 2 is defined by a fundamental (generating) Finsler function subjected to
certain additional conditions:
• the fundamental/generating Finsler function F is a real positive valued one which is differential on T˜ V
and continuous on the null section of the projection π : TV → V ;
• F satisfies the homogeneity condition F (x, λv) = |λ| F (x, v), for a nonzero real value λ; and
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• Hessian (B.6) is defined by F 2 in such a form that in any point (x(0), v(0)) the v-metric is of signature
(+ + +−).
In a similar form, there are defined relativistic 4-d Cartan spaces C3,1 = (V,C(x, p)), when H = C2(x, p) is
1-homogeneous on co-fiber coordinates pa. In principle, we can always introduce on a TV and/or T
∗V a subclass
of Finsler and/or Cartan variables using respective classes for frame/coordinate transforms. For simplicity, we
shall prefer to use in this work terms like Lagrange and/or Hamilton geometry, or Lagrange-Hamilton geometry,
considering that constructions with Finsler and/or Cartan structures as certain particular examples.
B.2 Canonical N–connections and adapted metrics
There are possible coordinate-free and N-adapted, or local, coefficient forms for defining geometric objects in
Lagrange-Hamilton geometry. Certain formulas and results will be written in coefficient forms, with respect to
N–adapted frames, which is important for constructing in explicit form exact and parametric solutions following
the AFDM.
B.2.1 N-connections for Lagrange-Hamilton spaces
Any MDR (1) defines L–dual, i.e. related via Legendre transforms, canonical relativistic models of Hamilton
space H˜3,1 = (T ∗V, H˜(x, p)) and Lagrange space L˜3,1 = (TV, L˜(x, y)).
Following standard geometric and variational calculus, we can prove such results: The dynamics of a probing
point particle in L-dual effective phase spaces H˜3,1 and L˜3,1 is described by fundamental generating functions
H˜ and L˜ subjected to solve respective via Hamilton-Jacobi equations
dxi
dτ
=
∂H˜
∂pi
and
dpi
dτ
= −
∂H˜
∂xi
,
or Euler-Lagrange equations,
d
dτ
∂L˜
∂yi
−
∂L˜
∂xi
= 0.
In their turn, such relativistic effective mechanics equations are equivalent to the nonlinear geodesic (semi-
spray) equations
d2xi
dτ2
+ 2G˜i(x, y) = 0, for G˜i =
1
2
g˜ij(
∂2L˜
∂yi
yk −
∂L˜
∂xi
), (B.8)
with g˜ij being inverse to g˜ij (B.6).
The equations (B.8) prove that point like probing particles in a relativistic effective phase space do not
move along usual geodesics as on Lorentz manifolds but follow some nonlinear geodesic equations determined
canonically by MDRs.
By explicit constructions on open sets covering V, TV and T ∗V, it was proven that there are canonical
N–connections determined by MDRs in L–dual form when
N˜ =
{
N˜ai :=
∂G˜
∂yi
}
and pN˜ =
{
pN˜ij :=
1
2
[
{ pg˜ij , H˜} −
∂2H˜
∂pk∂xi
pg˜jk −
∂2H˜
∂pk∂xj
pg˜ik
]}
where pg˜ij is inverse to
pg˜ab (B.7).
The canonical N–connections s N˜ and pN˜ define respective canonical systems of N–adapted (co) frames
e˜α = (e˜i =
∂
∂xi
− N˜ai (x, y)
∂
∂ya
, eb =
∂
∂yb
), on TV ; (B.9)
e˜α = (e˜i = dxi, e˜a = dya + N˜ai (x, y)dx
i), on (TV )∗; and
pe˜α = (
pe˜i =
∂
∂xi
− pN˜ia(x, p)
∂
∂pa
, peb =
∂
∂pb
), on T ∗V ; (B.10)
pe˜α = ( pei = dxi, pea = dpa +
pN˜ia(x, p)dx
i) on (T ∗V )∗.
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We conclude that the nonholonomic structure of a Lorentz manifold and respective (co) tangent bundles
nonholonomically deformed by MDR (1) can be described in equivalent forms using canonical data (L˜, N˜; e˜α, e˜
α)
and/or (H˜, pN˜; pe˜α,
pe˜α). For general frame and coordinate transforms, considering a general N-splitting
without effective Lagrangians/Hamiltonians, the nonholonomic geometry is described in terms of geometric
data (N; eα, e
α) and/or ( pN; peα,
peα).
Vector fields on TV and T ∗V are called d–vectors if they are written in a form adapted to a prescribed
N–connection structure. For instance, we consider tilde and non-tilde decompositions,
X = X˜αe˜α = X˜
ie˜i +X
beb = X
αeα = X
iei +X
beb ∈ TTV, (B.11)
pX = pX˜αe˜α =
pX˜i pe˜i +
pXb
peb = pXα peα =
pXi pei +
pXb
peb ∈ TT∗V.
In brief, we can writte conventional h-v and/or h-cv decompositions, Xα = X˜α = (X˜i,Xb) = (Xi,Xb), pXα =
pX˜α = ( pX˜i, pXb) = (
pXi, pXb). It is possible to consider X and
pX as 1-forms,
X = X˜α e
α = Xi e
i + X˜ae˜a = X˜αe
α = Xie
i +Xaea ∈ T
∗TV
pX = pX˜α
peα = pXi
pei + pX˜a pe˜a =
pX˜α
peα = pXi
pei + pXa pea ∈ T
∗T∗V,
or, in brief, Xα = X˜α = (Xi, X˜
a) = (Xi,X
a), pXα =
pX˜α = (
pXi,
pX˜a) = ( pXi,
pXa).
Using tensor products of N-adapted (co) frames, we can parameterize in various N-adapted forms arbitrary
tensors fields, called as d-tensors (similarly, for d-connections, d-tensors etc.).
B.2.2 Canonical d-metrics and d-connections for Lagrange-Hamilton spaces
There are canonical d-metric structures g˜ and pg˜ completely determined by a MDR (1) and respective data
(L˜, N˜; e˜α, e˜
α; g˜jk, g˜
jk) and (H˜, pN˜; pe˜α,
pe˜α; pg˜ab, pg˜ab),
g˜ = g˜αβ(x, y)e˜
α⊗e˜β = g˜ij(x, y)e
i ⊗ ej + g˜ab(x, y)e˜
a ⊗ e˜a and/or (B.12)
pg˜ = pg˜αβ(x, p)
pe˜α⊗ pe˜β = pg˜ij(x, p)e
i ⊗ ej + pg˜ab(x, p) pe˜a ⊗
pe˜b. (B.13)
By straightforward N-adapted calculus with e˜α = (e˜i, eb) (B.9) and
pe˜α = (
pe˜i,
peb) (B.10) and (A.7),
we prove nontrivial indicators for MDRs and respective canonical N-connection structures induce canonical
nonholonomic frame structures on TV and/or T∗V. Such nonholonomic frame bases are characterized by
corresponding anholonomy relations
[e˜α, e˜β] = e˜αe˜β − e˜β e˜α = W˜
γ
αβ e˜γ ,
with (antisymmetric) anholonomy coefficients W˜ bia = ∂aN˜
b
i and W˜
a
ji = Ω˜
a
ij , and
[ pe˜α,
pe˜β] =
pe˜α
pe˜β −
pe˜β
pe˜α =
pW˜ γαβ
pe˜γ ,
with anholonomy coefficients pW˜ aib = ∂
pN˜ib/∂pa and
pW˜jia =
pΩ˜ija. Explicit definitions and formulas for the
Neijenhuis tensors Ω˜aij and
pΩ˜ija can be found, for instance, in [1], see also (A.7).
There are so-called Cartan-Lagrange and Cartan-Hamilton d-connections induced directly by an indicator of
MDR and determined respectively by coefficients of Lagrange and Hamilton d-metrics (B.12) and (B.13), when
all coefficients are generated by "tilde" objects with identifications of d-metric coefficients with corresponding
base and (co) fiber indices:
on TTV, D˜ = {Γ˜γαβ = (L˜
i
jk, L˜
a
bk, C˜
i
jc, C˜
a
bc)}, for [g˜αβ = (g˜jr, g˜ab), N˜
a
i = N˜
a
i ],
L˜ijk =
1
2
g˜ir (e˜kg˜jr + e˜j g˜kr − e˜rg˜jk) , L˜
a
bk as L˜
i
jk,
C˜abc =
1
2
g˜ad (ecg˜bd + ebg˜cd − edg˜bc) being similar to C˜
i
jc; (B.14)
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and, on TT∗V, pD˜ = { pΓ˜γαβ = (
pL˜ijk,
pL˜ ba k,
pC˜i cj ,
pC˜i cj )}, for [
pg˜αβ = (
pg˜jr,
pg˜ab), pN˜ai =
pN˜ai],
pL˜ijk =
1
2
pg˜ir( pe˜k
pg˜jr +
pe˜j
pg˜kr −
pe˜r
pg˜jk), with similar
pL˜ ba k,
pC˜b ca =
1
2
pg˜ad(
pec pg˜bd + peb pg˜cd − ped pg˜bc) being similar to pC˜i cj . (B.15)
These d-connections are similar respectively to the canonical d-connections (A.14) and (A.15) from Corollary
A.3 but possess an important property that they are also canonical almost symplectic connections. It is difficult
to find rich classes of exact physically important solutions working directly with D˜ (B.14) or pD˜ (B.15).
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